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'l'uts book examines a particular trend in modern philosophytlrc trend of " empiricism " or more precisely of " pure emdeveloPment
lliricism." I have tried to trace the process of theand
to suggest
go
wrong,
irf'such theories, to show where they
issue'
at
q-uestions
tlrc right way of dealing with the
Moie specifically, the purpose of this book is to examine
:urd to criiicise that tendency of modern philosophical thought

t

r:rdition.

In the first part of this book I

have surveyed the main line
Mach.
o1'clevelopment from Bacon to
'fhis same line of development-though in some respects it
st:cms to have ceased to develop and to have reached a complete
the present
t hcoretical dead-end-has been continued in
Analysis
" and
Logical
as
"
.( cntury with the theories known

and " the logical analysis of science'"
The examination ofthese " logical " schools is unfortunately

syntax

"

,tiliil3,f i" il: T:1J.l'LtTfi*'::

d longest part of this book is devoted
to unravelling them'
IT
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'Inday these particular theories pass themselves off as thc
very last word in scientific enlightenment. But I believe that
far from representing the summit of scientific philosophy]
they are rather a barrier standing in the way of the progress
of scientific thought. In trying to get to grips with them, it
is important uot to take them at their face value. They did
not appear suddenly out of the blue, as their authors themselves
think, as the long-sought solution of all the
problems of philosophy. They have an historical background,
and are only descendants of certain earlier tendencies of
philosophy. And so I have approached them historically, to
find out both where they came frorn and whither they are
Ieading. (The answer to the first question is that they derive
from the idealist theories of George Berkeley. The answer to
the second question is-nowhere.)
While the purpose of this book is mainly critical, criticism
can have little value unless it is directcd from some positive
standpoint. In that case, criticism of rival points of view
heips to develop and test the validity of the standpoint from
which it is directed. My own standpoint is that of philosophical materialism, ,which in its modern form is knowu as
Dialectical Materialism.
This standpoint contains a very definite criterion whereby
one may atternpt to judge the value of any philosophy. The
value of any philosophy must be judged by how far it helps
to understand and to solve the practical problems facing
humanity. This is a test, not merely of its social utility, but
of its truth.
I would say that the outstanding problem of life today
arises from the contrast between the enormous new powers of
production at the disp<lsal of society and our apparenr lack
of ability to control them. This in turn reflects the basic
contradiction between the growing power of social production
and the social organisation which places it at the clisposal of
a small privileged class as their private property. It is this
which impedcs productivc development, and evcn lcads to
productivc powcrs being used to destroy nations in warfare,
instead of for lightening the labour and increasing the material
prosperity of mankind.
Now the development of the means of production, and the
sometimes seem to
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rliscovery and use of new sources of productive power, has
<lcpended on the advance of the natural sciences, of scientific
knowledge. The growth of science, extending to all spheres
ol- phenomena, and building up more and more a unified
s< icntific picture of the world we live in, has been the out,stunding theoretical fact of the present age.
Philosophy, therefore, has today above all the task of
cnabling us to understand the significance of science, and its
rrreauing for us ; and to understand the nature of the tasks
which face us in harnessing this knowledge, and the power it
r orrfers, for the purposes of human progress.
ln this sense, philosophy must be a matter of deep concern,
rrot merely to " professional philosophersr" but to every
tlrinking man and woman. And we find, too, that the whole
ol modern philosophy, and of contemporary philosophy in
p:rrticular, tends to become more and more ensrossed with
rluestions of the significance and interpretation of the sciences.
'l'hus modern " logical analysis " becomes above all " the
:' rrirlysis of science."
llut contrary tendencies exist in thc spherc of philosophical
iclcas. There are philosophical tendencies which are helping
forward the advance of science, and are helping us to underst:rnd it and its significance in the modern world ; and there
irrc contrary tendencies. The former are serving the interests
o[' the forces of progress-that is, the forces working for the
lirllest development of our productive powers for the welfare
ol'mankind ; and the latter are not. Clearly, therefore, the
positive work of pressing forward philosophical truth must be
combined with the negative task of criticism and controversy.
lndced, progress and truth in any sphere is only won in the
rnidst of the struggle against reaction and error.
lt is my contention that philosophical progress is in thc
rrrain represented by the development of materialist ideas and
lry the contradictions and controversies between materialist
rrnd idealist theories.
Such a fundamcntal division of philosophy into materialist
rrnd idcalist trends rcflects the fact that the development of
scicntific knowledge comes into conflict at every stage with
various traditional supernatural ideas, and in particular with
thc ideas of religion. The religious explanation of life and of
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the world is very deep-rooted, and it arises from a stage prior
to the rvinning of scientific knowledge. As scientific knowledge
is won it continually contradicts and oversets the accepted
notions of religion.
Materialism is that trend in philosophy which champions
scientific knorvledge as against supernatural beliefs. On the
other hand, idealism is that trend which, in a direct or indirect
rvay, defends supernatural beliefs against scientific truth.
As science extends our knowledge of nature and society, and
lays the basis for a new mode of living for humanity, so does
idealist philosophy hasten to the rescue of the threatened
traditional ideas. And by so doing it serves to obscure the
understanding of the significance of science and of the possibilities rvhich the utilisation of science opens up for the people.
The materialist philosopher Frederick Engels gave the following u,ell-known characterisation of the theoretical difference
between materialist and idealist trends of philosophy :" The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of
modern philosophy, is that concerning the relation of thinking
The answers which philosophers have given
and being.
to this question split them into tlvo great camps. Those who
assert the primacy of spirit to nature, and, therefore, in the
last instance, assume world creation in some form or other,
comprise the camp ofidealism. The others, who regard nature
as primary, belong to the various schools of materialism."l
'Ihus materialist philosophy holds, in one way or another,
that all events have a natural explanation. Idealism, on the
other hand, postulates ultimate spiritual or supernatural causes.
Materialism, therefore, whether in an open or in a disguised
and apologetic form, challenges the whole standpointofreligion.
Idealism, on the other hand, though it may not take a theistic
form, is an apology and justification for the religious outlook.
'Ihirdly, r,r,hile materialist philosophy encourages the outlook
tirat men can learn to control nature by gaining knowledge
and understanding of the material world, and thereby can
becorne masters of their olvn destiny, idealism tends to preach
dependence and subjection to the supernatural.
When philosophical inquiry, as distinct from theology based

on the elaboration of accepted religious notions, first arose in
irncient Greece, it took the form of philosophical materialism.
It was the attempt of Thales of Miletos to find a natural,
tlrough purely speculative, explanation of the whole world,
lry the theory that everything had evolved through the changes
rrnrl differentiations of one Primary Substance, that gave the
Iirst impulse to the development of philosophical thought.
llut very soon the materialist philosophy of Thales and his
lirllowers in the ancient world was met by the counter
dcvelopment of idealist theories (first elaborated in the philosophy of Pythagoras), which taught that the cause of all things
was spiritual and that knowledge was to be obtained by the
inner light of the soul and not through sense and experience .
The rapid and brilliant development of modern natural
science seems definitely to confirm and justify the materialist
vicw of the world. The natural explanation of all things,
which such ancient thinkers as Thales or Democritus or
l')picurus could establish only speculatively and in very general
outline, is being established scientifically and in ever growing
<lctail and comprehensiveness by the advance of natural
sr:ience during the past three hundred years.
The advance of science, then, and the development of new
processes and techniques associated with it, have not only
rcvolutionised methods of social production and created the
basis for great social transformations. At the same time
rnodern natural science from its inception has represented a
t:hallenge and a threat to all old-established ideas, particularly
lhc ideas of religion, and so laid the basis for a great translormation of ideas. It was inevitable, therefore, that it should
give rise to a reaction. This reaction was expressed in new
lbrms of idealist philosophy, whose tendency was to justify
religious ideas in the face of the challenge of science.
Thus with the rise of natural science, materialist philosophy
had begun, with the philosophy of Bacon, to develop a
materialist theory of knowledge, as a justification of science
:rnd a contribution to the understanding of scientific methods.
I t was particularly on the ground of the theory of knowledge
that modern idealism made its most effective challenge to
materialism. A marked tendency of modern idealism has
been to retreat from a position where it would challenge
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natural science on its own ground, formulating supernatural
as distinct from natural explanations of phenomena. Instead,
it has concentrated attention more and more on the theory
of knowledge. And its method has been to declare that science
is after all not knowledge of the objective material world, but
only of the subjective world of ideas ; and that therefore,
while science may be valid in its own sphere, religion and
idealism nevertheless represent the ultimate truth.
This form of idealism was first clearly formulated by
George Berkeley, in the year r7ro. Its theory of knowledge
took the forrn of empiricism-recognising with science that

At the same time it is to be remarked that these theoriescssentially lined up with idealism in the'struggle againsr a
scientific materialist view of the world and of life-claim to be

knowledge could only be reached through the me ans ofthe senses
and experience, but maintaining that sensation nevertheless
cannot give us knowledge of the real external material world.

It was {urther developed by Hume, in another way by
Kant, and then by the neo-Kantians, Machians, positivists
and agnostics in the Igth century.
In our own day it is carried on by the schools of " logical
analysis" and "logical positivism." fn essentials, indeed, these
schools are lined up in the camp of philosophical idealism in
opposition to philosophical materialism. It will beshown tirat the
principle, first vaguely foreshadowed by Wittgenstein, and then
formulated as a rigid methodological dogma by Carnap, that
we cannot compare thouehts with things,propositionswith facts,
but only thoughts with thoughts, propositions with propositions,
most decisively ranges these schools within the idealist camp.
It is interesting, too, to note that " logical analysis " began
with Russell affirmirrg what is known as " a correspondence
theory of truth," that is, that truth consists in the cor(espondence of propositions with facts, in opposition to the
idealists who held that there were no objective facts and that
truth consisted simply in the " coherence " of ideas within a
total system of ideas. But the development of " logical
analysis " finally leads back again to a " coherence theory "
of truth. With Carnap, the correspondence of our ideas with
facts of any sort vanishes altogether, and we are left with
nothing but the system of our ideas.
For materialism, on the other hand, every idea must be
tested by comparison with objective reality ; and that test is
in the last analysis provided by practice.
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very revolutionary, ultra-scientific, and Carnap even calls
himself " a materialist." -fhey claim to be based on the
strictest logic, on the most empirical empiricism. They claim
to de-bunk all superstitions. But the principal " superstition ',
and " metaphysical illusion " that they set out to overthrow,
is that of the real existence of the objective material world.
But I believe that in opposition to such theories, and to all
the conunclrums and confusions produced by idealism, philo-

sophical progress today is represented, and can only be
represented, by the progress of materialist theories. And in
proof of this may be cited the whole great development of
natural science over more than three hundred years, and the
cnsuing development of philosophical theory through the
Iinglish materialists of the rTth century, the French materialism
of the lBth century, together with the all-embracing dialectical
logic of Hegel, to the philosophical standpoint of contemporary
clialectical materialism.

In a popular book entitled The Euolution of Ph2sics, Dinstein
and Infeld wrote : " Our intention was to sketch in broad
<iutline the attempts of the human mind to find a connection
between the world of ideas and the world of phenomena.
We have tried to show the active forces which compel science
to invent ideas corresponding to the reality of our world."r
I quote this remark as an example of a thoroughly materialisl"ic account, by scientists, of the significance of science,
Science establishes " a connection " between ideas and the
real world, it " invents ideas corresponding to reality."
'l'herefore on the basis of science we reach an ever-expanding
:rnd deepening knowledga of the objective world and of our
place in it, which banishes all superstitions, ghosts and supernatural forces, and which is a weapon for the liberation of
rnankind and for the control of both natural and social forces
in the interests of humanity.
This is in accord with the further definitions of materialism
which Lenin gave, continuing the work of Engels, in his book,
Materialism and Emltirio-Criticism

:-

I Einstein and [nfekl, The Etoltfiion

of ph,sics

preface.
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" The fundamental premise

of materialism is the recognition

of the external world, of the existence of things outside and
independent of the mind.
The recognition of objective
law in nature, and that this law is reflected with approximate
fidelrty in the mind of man, is materialism Our
consciousness is only an image of the external world, and the
latter exists independently. . . Matter is the objective reality
which is given to mar by his sensations, and which is reflected
by our sensations while existing independently of them."1
But anti-materialist philosophy, the same with " modern
logic " as with older philosophies, will have none of this
materialism. It has the greatest respect for Science. But it
will not allow that science establishes " a connection " with
the objective material world. By no means. It establishes
a connection only between ideas. And it will not allow that
science " invents ideas corresponding to reality." Science
only invents ideas. To talk about objective material reality,
about the connection between ideas and the external world,
is said to be quite " unscientific " ; it is nothing but " meaningless metaphysics." That was the standpoint of Berkeley over
two hundred years ago, and it is the standpoint of Logical
Positivism today.
And so what do such anti-materialist theories amount to ?
They are theories which try to limit the scope and power of

our minds. From the standpoint of materialism, we see in
science a great weapon of enlightenment and emancipationincreasing our knowledge of the real world and therefore our
power to live well in that world, and destroying the superstitions and illusions which fog the mind, debase the dignity
of the human race, and uphold oppression, exploitation and
backwardness. But these theories try to disarm science.
Therefore future progress demands that these theories should
be shown up, refuted, discredited.
That is what I have tried to do in this book. And at the
same time I have tried to indicate some of the ways in which
materialism can tackle problems raised by modern science and

by the philosophy of
r Lenin, Materialism
r48, z16, r36 and rgz.

science.

tnd Empiio-Criticism,

Selected Works, Vol.

ll, pp.
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ENGLISH
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MATERIALISM

IN THE ITTTT CENTURY

Materialism and the Scientifu Outlook-I;ranci.s Bacon

" ENclnNo," said lVlarx, " is the original homc o[ zrll modern
rnaterialism, from the lTth century onwards."r
T'wo Englishmen, f'rancis Bacon, anci after him Thomas
Hobbes, inaugurated modern materialism. A third, John
I-ocke, continued the work they had begun.
Their main contention was that all knor,vledge is furnished
through the senses. That is to say, we can know nothing
cxcept what we can learn through our senses, we can form no
significant ideas that arc not derived frorn experience, and
theories vrhich cannot be experientially verified are rvorthless.
" The real progenitor of English materialism," Marx continued, " is Bacon. To him natural philosophy is thc only
true philosophy, and physics, based upon the experience of the
scnses, is the chief part of natural philosophy. . .
According
to him the senses are infallible and the source of all knowledge.
All science is based upon experience, and consists in subjecting
the data furnished by the senses to a rational mcthod of
irrvestigation. Induction, analysis, comparison, observation,
cxperiment, are the principal forms of such a rational method."
This materialist doctrine set up the scientific view of the
rvorld, as against the previous traciitional philosophy.
Thus for instancc Thomas Aquinas, lvho r,vas a traditionally
lccognised philosophical authority, would agrec that knowledgc
hegins with experience, and that the senses provide the data
lbr the system of human knowledge . But for him Reason then
stepped in (duly instructed by the Church as to what it was
required to prove) and, by arguing from cmpirical data to
" first causes," constructed a body of theoretical propositions
rvhich could not possibly bc submitted to :rny test of experience.
Ilscience was ever to flourish, then this traclitional philosophy
I Qrtoted b1' Engels in ttre Introduction to Socialisn, (Jtopian and
Scienrt.fic.
21
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, Iior, as Bacon pointed out, such reason_
ings to first causes " are indeecr but remorae and hindrances to
stay and slug the ship from further sailing and have brought
;
this to pass, that the search of the physiial causes hath bEen
neglected and passed in silence.,,
hacl to bc dcstroyccl

The materialist doctrine inaugurated by Bacon was of a
rather specialised sort. It did not formulate any all-embracing
materialist theory of the world, but was limited to a materialist
theory of knowledge and scientific method.
This theory of knowledge, however, revolutionised
philosophy.
Bacon's two chief philosop
,f
Learning and Nouum Organum
Io_
sophical treatises on the natur
on
the method whereby knowledge of the nature of things might be

secured.

In the. First Aphorism_of Noaum Organum, Bacon propounded
_
the.leading principles of his whole thought, as follows :_
" Man, the minister and interpretei of nature, does and
understands
5cerned concerning the

order of na

ditating on facts i

knows no m
And again, in the Aduancement of Learning

he

:_

" All true and fruitful natural philosophy hath a double
scale or Iadder, ascendent ancl descendent;- ascending from
experiments to the invention of causes, and descendin[ from

to the invention of new experiments.,,
the Noaum Organum, Bacon went on to compare this view
of^In
knowledge with the views of his predecessors.
causes

_ " They who have handled the sciencesr,, he wrote, .,have
been either empirics or dogmatists. The empirics, iike the
ant, amass only and use ; the dogmatists, liki spiders, spin

webs out of themselves. But the couise of the bee lies midway_
she gathers materials from the flowers of the garden and ihe
field, and
digests them.
Nor is the
It does not

depend en
nor does

i

of the mind

th"

;;;;i;i;

provided by natural history and mechanical experiments_but
changes and digests them by the intellect.,
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Bacon had not the slightest doubt that knowledge thus
gained by correct scientific method was objectiae, that is to say,
referred to the really existing material world, and gave a true,
though of course always incomplete, account of that world.
Thus in the Noaum Organum he spoke of : " Knowledge
w-hich is the image or echo of existence." And in the Aduancement of Learning he said :" God hath framed the mind of man as a mirror or glass,

capable of the image of the universal world, and joyful to
receive the impression thereof, as the eye joyeth to receive
light ; and not only delighted in beholding the variety of
things and the vicissitude of times, but raised also to find out
and discern the ordinances and decrees, which through all
those changes are infallibly observed."
Thus in brief Bacon's new doctrine asserted :
(r) That science is the highway to knowledge.
(z) That scientific knowledge is based on observation. On
the basis of observations, scientific theories are worked out,
which must always be tested by fresh observations, which in
turn suggest further theoretical developments-and so on.
(3) That scientific knowledge is objectively true, and that
no other means of attaining objective truth exists.
(4) Bacon contrasted the method of science, not only to the
unscientific i.massing of " undigested " facts, but to the method
of " dogmatism." By this he meant the propounding of
theories a-priori, that is, not based on observation, not tested
by observation, but derived from principles which are supposed
to be given in some way without reference to experience.
Bacon's materialism, as Marx c,bserved, " pullulates with
inconsistencies imported from theology." But nevertheless
such a materialist doctrine, which attacked and destroyed the
old scholastic philosophy, was no less destructive of the theology
of which that scholasticism was the philosophic foundation.
For Bacon not only asserted the importance and value of the
natural science which was growing up in his time. He was
not content merely to assert that this science established many
interesting and useful truths about the constitution of the
created world. But he asserted that the methods of natural
science were the onl2 methods of obtaining knowledge ; that
theories which could not be scientifically verified were worth-

24
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; and that on the basis of natural scierrce a sufEciently
complete picture of the world of nature and society could be
built up, rvhich would require no supplementation from any
philosophy,standing above the sciences.
T'his was the materialist and revolutionary content of Bacon's
philosophy. And the scientific view of the world, for which
Bacon argued, must in the end say of, God, as of all theological
and supernatural principles, " I have no need for that
hypothesis."
less

z. A Alaterialist S2slem of Metapfunics--Hobhes
Bacon's doctrine was developed by his pupil, Thomas
Hobbes, into a systematic theory of metaphysical materialism.
" Hobbesr" said Marx, " is the man who systematises
Baconian materialism."

1

But " in its further evolution, materialism becomes onesided." Where Bacon had expounded the principles of
scientific method, and had left it to the future development of
science to elaborate the theory of the constitution of the
universe and the nature of man, Hobbes laid down a system
of hard and fast metaphysical principles.
With Hobbes, wrote Marx, " knowledge based upon the
senses loses its poetic blossom, it passes into the abstract
experience of the mathematician ; geometry is proclaimed as
the queen of the sciences. Materialism takes to misanthropy.

If it is to

overcome its opponent, misanthropic fleshless
spiritualism, and that on the latter's own ground, materialism
has to chastise its own flesh and turn ascetic. Thus, from a
sensual, it passes into an intellectual entity ; but thus too it
evolves all the consistency, regardless of consequences, characteristic of the intellect."
Hobbes took as his starting point Bacon's principle that all
knowledge is furnished through the senses.
thc
" Concerning the thoughts of man," he wrote, "
original of them all is that which we call sense ; for there is
no conception in a man's mind which hath not at first, totally
or by parts, been begotten upon the organs of sense. The
rest are derived frorn that original."2

lQuoted by Engels in the Introduction to Socialism, Utopiaa aad Scientific.
I Hobbes '. Leviathan, l, r.
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" The cause of senser" he continued, " is the external body,
or object, which presseth the organ ProPer to each sense, either
immediately, as in the taste and touch, or mediately, as in
hearing, seeing and smelling."
The action ofexternal objects upon the sense organs produces

Hobbes called variously " seemings " or
" apparitions " or " fancies "-1[6 sensations of light, colour,
rorrd, odour, hardness, softness, s1g.-('all which qualitics
called sensible are in the object that causeth thcm but so many

in the mind what

it presseth our or€idns
diversely. Neither in us that are pressed are thcy anything
else but diverse motions, fbr motion produceth nothing but
motion. But their aPpearance to us is fancy, the same waking
several motions of thc matter by which

as dreaming."

Thus : " Whatsoever accidents or qualities our senses rrrakc
us think there be in the world, they be not thete, but are
seeming and apparitions only; the things that really are in the
world without us are those motions by which these seemings
are caused."l
So for Hobbes that which really exists, and which appears to
as clothed in the appearance of sensiblc
body. Nothing else exists. The urorlcl
ir motions and mechanical interactions.
Hobbes defined body, or matter, with refcrence to the
property of existing objectively in space, external to and
indipendent of our consciousness. Our consciousness, indeed,
*as fo. him only an " appearance " or " apparition " arising
liom the interactions of bodies.
" The word body," he wrote, " signifieth that which filleth

or . place ; and dependeth
not on ihe imagination, but is a real part of that we call the
universe. For the universe, being the aggregate of all bodies,
there is no real part thereofthat is not also body ; nor anything
properly a body, that is not also part of that aggregate of all
bodies, the universe."2
From this standpoint he went on to develop some theories
rrbout the nature of knowledge, and of thought.
Ail knowledge must relate to the properties and motions of

or occupieth some certain room

I Hobbes
I Hobbes

: Human

Nature, z.

: Ledothan, ll,

34.
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bodies, derived from what we can learn about them through

the medium of the senses.
Thought is impossible without a body that has sensations
and thoughts, and it consists in a train of ideas derived from
sense-impressions. More exactly, thought consists in the
significant conjunction of words. We attach different words
to the different bodies and properties of bodies that we perceive,
and so by joining words together in sentences and strings of
sentences we signify various facts about the motions and
properties ofbodies.
From this follow important consequences about the
significance and insignificance of thoughts, or sentences. For
when we join words in a way that contradicts the nature of
the things signified, the result is not untrue thoughts, but
insignificant thoughts, or nonsense-a5 (( round quadrangle,,,
" immaterial substance," or " free will."l
For instance, to make assertions about " immaterial substance " or " free will " is not to speak untruth, but rather to
speak insignificant nonsense-just as it is obviously nonsense
to speak of a " round quadrangle." Hobbes here developed a
powerful weapon of criticism against all previous dogmatic,
spiritualist or idealist philosophy. " Substance and body," he
wrote, " signify the same thing ; and therefore substance
incorporeal are words which when they are joined together
destroy one another, as if a man should say an incorporeal
body." z
From all this immediately follows further the openly antireligious and atheistical character of Hobbes' materialism.
Religion was explained as the mechanical product of human
ignorance and fear ; and God-a being " incorporeal,"
" infiniter" " omnipotentr" etc.-was absolutely incomprehensible

g.

.3

The ProoJ that Knowledge deriuesfrom Sense-Experience-Locke

The work of Bacon and Hobbes was further continued by)
John Locke, th1lhi1lS..ut English materialist.
l
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Hobbes : Let'iathan,

'zIbid., II, 34.
' Ibid., I, rz.
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Hobbes had systematised Bacon," Marx wrote, " without
however furnishing a proof for Bacon's fundamental principle,
the origin of all human knowledge from the world of sensation.
It was Locke who, in his Essay on the Human Understanding,
supplied this proof."r
Locke began his Essay by attacking all theories that knowledge is derived from some inner light and not exclusively
from sensation and experience. He opened with an onslaught
against " innate ideas "--the doctrine that certain ideas, such
as God, substance, cause, etc., are innate in the human mind,
not derived from experiential sources, and self-evidently true.

"

As against the doctrine of innate ideas, he tried to show in
elaborate detail how the whole of human knowledge is built
up through the action of external material objects upon the
bodily sense organs.
" Let us suppose," Locke wrote, " the rnind to be, as \'\'e say,
white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas ; how
comes it to be furnished ? . . . To this I answer in one word,
from experience ; in all that our knowledge is founded, and
from thit it ultimately derives itself. Our observation employed
either about external sensible objects, or about the intelnal
operations of our minds, perceived and reflected upon by
ourselves, is that which supplies our understandings with all
the materials of thinking. These two are the fountains of
knowledge, from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally
have, do spring."2
According to Locke, the action of external objects upon our
sense organs produces, in the first place, " simple ideas," the
bY each of the sPecial senses.
el
s, so to sPeak, from which the
T
is built. TheY form " the
w
materials of all our knowledge."s
" When the understanding is once stored with these simplc
ideas," wrote Locke, " it has the power to repeat, compare and
unite them, even to an almost infinite variety ; and so can
make at pleasure new complex ideas. But it is not in the
power of ihe most exalted wit, or enlarged understanding, bv
r Quoted by Engels in the Introdu.aior, to
L-'topian and Scientific.
^So.,'rl,'r.'
2 Locke z Essa3t on the Human Understanding, ll, r, z.
8

Ibid., II' z z'
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any quickness or variety of thought, to invent or frame one
new simple idea in the mind."l
Locke then distinguished simple ideas which, as he asserted,
were exact resemblances of qualities really inhering in the
bodies which evoked those ideas ; and simple ideas to which
nothing in the external world exactly corresponded.
The {brmer he called ideas of Primarlt Qualities; the latter
he called ideas of

Secondary Qualitie.r.

Thus our ideas of solidity, extension, figure, motion or
rest, and number, were ideas of primary qualities, corresponding exactly to the real solidity, extension, figure, motion or
rest, and number, of the objects of the external material world.
But our ideas of colour, taste, smell, sound, were ideas of
secondary qualities only, not corresponding to any real colour,
taste, smell, sound, inhering in external material objects.
" The ideas of primary qualities of bodies," Locke wrote,

" are resemblances of them, and their patterns do really exist
in the bodies themselves ; but the ideas produced in us by
these secondary qualities, have no resemblance to them at all.
There is nothing like our ideas existing in the bodies themselves.

They are in the bodies we denominate from them, only a
power to produce those sensations in us ; and what is sweet.
blue, warm in idea, is but the certain bulk, figure, and motion
of the insensible parts in the bodies themselves, which we
call so." 2
It will be seen that in all this what Locke was <ioing was to
elaborate the basic principles of his materialist predecessor,
I{obbes. Locke's " theory of ideas," therefore, represented
the highest elaboration of the English materialism of the r Tth
century, and was not (as it is often misreprescnted as being in
works on the history of philosophy) the beginning of an
entirely new trend of thought. (Writers on philosophy
evidently make this misrepresentation because they like to
pretend that materialism has no significant place in the history
of modern thought, and they would like to dispose of
materialism by ignoring it.)

1

Locke : Essay on

, Ibid., II,8, rs.

th.e

Humar Understanding,lI, z, z.
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4.

What is the Object of Knowledge

?

in proceeding to the further elaboration of his theory,
Locke made an assumption which proved to be of the very
greatest importance .
Namely, he maintained that when we Perceive, think,
understand, judge, know, in other words, when we carry out
any act of cognition from the simplest sort of sense-perception
to the most complicated thought, then the obiects of our cognition are not external objects themselves, but are tather lur
own ideas which are called up in our minds by the action of
external objects.
This assumption is made in his initial definition of the term
" idea," which he defined as " that term which, I think,
serves best to stand for whatsoever is the object of understanding
when a man thinks."1
In dealing with the development of knowledge, Locke
proceeded to say : " Since the mind, in all its thoughts and
reasonings, hath no other immediate object but its own ideas,
rvhich it alone does or can contemplate, it is evident that our
knowledge is only conversant about them. Knowledge, then,
seems to me to be nothing but the perception of the connexion
and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy, of any of
our ideas. In this alone it consists."2
The perceptions, thoughts and knowledge of man, therefore,
are confined within the circle of his own ideas. It is ideas,
not things, that we " contemplate " or are " conversant about."
But since ideas were originally caused through the action
of real external objects, Locke thought that nevertheless
knowledge does relate to the objective world, in so far as ideas
are copies of things. " It is evident that mind knows not things
immediately, but only by the intervention of the ideas it has
of them. Our knowledge therefore is real only so far as
there is conformity between our ideas and the reality of
things." 3
But this means that our knowledge of the nature of things
is necessarily very limited. Thus because we can be " conversant " only lvith our ideas of bodies, and not lvith bodies
lLo.k" :

Essay on the

j Ibid., IV, t, r-2.
3lbid,, IV, +,:.

Httman

Understandifi,I;S.

--

t
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themselves, " therefore I am apt to doubt, that horv far soever
human industry rnay advance useful and experimental
philosophy in physical things, scientifical will still be out of
our reach; because we want perfect and adequate ideas of
those very bodies which are nearest to us, and most under

our command."l
In particular, as to what is thc substance of real things, we
must remain for ever ignorant.
Gone is Hobbes' easy assurancc that in saying that the
universe consistecl in bodies, he had expressed the general
nature of the universe. According to Locke, when we
repeatedly find a group of simple ideas associated together,
then " we accustom ourselves to suppose some substratum
wherein they do subsist, and from which they do result ;
which therefore rve call substance."z But what the nature of
this substance is, our ideas do not inform us. T'hey only
indicate to us that substances exist, which arc the ultimate
cause of our ideas. " If anyone will examine himself concerning his notion of pure substance in general, he will find
he has no other idea of it at all, but only a supposition of he
knou's not what support of such qualities, rvhich are capable
of producing simple ideas in us."3
" The secret, abstract nature of substance " is necessarily
unknorvn to us. " The idea of corporeal substancc or matter
is as remote from our conceptions and apprehensions, as that
of spiritual substance or spirit."+
Thus with Locke a position was reached, which he derived
from the original materialist principle that all knowledge is
based upon experience, according to r.r,hich the object of our
knowledge is not the objective external matcrial world, but
the subjective world of our own ideas.
The scope of our knowledge is limited to the perception of
the order and arrangement, agreement and disagreernent, of
our own ideas. Behind our ideas, so to speak, and causing
them, is the reerl material objective external world. But of
the nature of the objects that constitute this lvorld, we can
r I-,ocke: Essay on the Human Understanding,lY,3,26.
Ibid., II, 23, r"

e

3
a

Ibid., II, 23, z.
lbid., II,23,5.
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hrrrw nothing. They are, to use a phrase coined a hundred
yr,rls after Locke, unknowable " things in themselves."
At the same time, and certainly inconsistently, Locke
rrr:rirrtained that, to a certain extent) our ideas are true copies
,,1 lr:al things, and to that extent wc do know what " things

rrr tlrcmselves " are like; namely, our ideas of solidity, exIcnsi<)n, figure, motion and number are true representations
,l thc real solidity, extension, figure, motion and number of
.lr jcctive things.
([ncidentally, it is interesting to note that Locke used his
rlor:trine of the unknowability of substance-a thesis which has
,'li<:rr since his time been used as a basis for all manner of
irl<:alism and mysticism-as an argument in favour of a
rrnrtcrialist view of the world. In one passage he argued
.rgirinst the dogma that " spiritual substance " must have an
cxistcnce independent of matter, by saying that, since we do
rro( in any case know what the real nature of matter is, therefore
it is perfectly possible " that matter thinks.")1

5. A Parting of the Way
With Locke, English materialism reached a parting of the
ways.

On the one hand, his insistence that the object of knowledge
is the world of our own ideas, and that the substance of objr:ctive things is unknowable, ied away from materialism, to
srrbjective idealism and agnosticism.
On the other hand, his insistence that all knowledge is the
lrroduct of sense-experience ; that sensation is caused by the
action of external objects on the bodily sense organs ; that
our ideas, at least of primary qualities, are copies of real
things ; led to the further development of materialism. And
this turther development was principally undertaken by the
grcat French materialists of the r8th century, whose heritage

was in turn studied and developed in the rgth century by
Marx and Engels.
Locke's doctrine of ideas was in fact inconsistent, and so led
to contradictory results according to which side of his inconsistency was stressed, and which side rvas criticised.
r I.ocke

:

Essay on the

Human Understanding, IV, 3, 6.
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On the one hand, he could be criticised in that, having said
that knowledge was limited to the world of our own ideas, he
nevertheless allowed ideas to be represented as the product of
the action ofexternal objects, and to be copies ofsuch objects.
For if only our own ideas are the objects of our knowledge,
how can we possibly know whence those ideas arise, or what
they are copies of?
On the other hand, he could be criticised in that, having
said that our ideas are the products of the action of external
objects and are copies of such objects, he ncvertheless maintained that knowledge is limited to the relations between
ideas, and that the substance of objective things is unknowable.
How did Locke's theory come to involve such inconsistencies
-;il";;;;r;:
leading to such contradictory lines of ..iti.i.rr,,
dictory tendencies of future development arising-which were
certainly not apparent in the work of his materialist predecessors, Bacon and Hobbes ?
As has been shown, Locke was the man who first tried to
develop in detail the fundamental materialist theory of knowledge of Bacon and Hobbes ; and it was in the manner of this
detail development that the inconsistencies arose.
In working out this detail theory, Locke made certain rigid
and hard and fast distinctions. In particular :(r ) I{e rigidly distinguished the sensation or idea produced in
the mind, lrom the external object on the one hand, and from
the act of cognition on the other hand ; so that for him " ideas "
seemed to exist as a set trf sensible or mental objects standing
betlveen the knowing mind and the external material world.
(z) He rigidly distinguished the substance of a thing fr.om
the totality of its properties, so that while the properties might
be knoln, the substance remained as some unknown
" support " of such properties. The substance or being was
abstracted lrom the thing's life-history, and set up as a separate
unknowable existence distinct from the totality of happenings,
relationships and properties.
(S) H. rigidly distinguished theory from practice, knowing
from doing, so that it appeared that while a man might in his
practical life be busily engaged with material things, in his
theoretical activity he was not engaged with material things
at all, but with his or,vn icleas.
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I t was from such rigid distinctions and abstractions, that the
,lillit rrlties and inconsistencies arose .
'l'hc setting up in thought of such hard and fast
antitheses
rrlri.h do not exist in fact is rnhat, since the time of Hegel,
Ir,rs cornc to be callcd the " metaphysical " mode of thought.
l ,ot kr: inherited this habit of thought from the whole previous
,lcvclrpment of both philosophy and science. And where it
l,',1 lrim in the de'velopment of English materialism shows
tlr;rl thc whole subsequent foru'ard development of materialisrn
Ir;rs to be along the lines of overcoming such narrow met:r;'lrysir:s. It was Marx and Engels who subsequently succeedecl
rrr Iina,llv freet'ng uratcria.lism from rnetaphysics.

IIIATERIALISM AND TIIE RISE OF CAPITALISM

CHAPTER 2

r:xploited.

The new science met with the most bitter opposition frorn
philosophy. More than that, scientists
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Social Roots of rTth Century Materialism.-Materialism as
Vindication of Science

thc established Church
the

Tnrs materialist movement of philosophy did not arise and
flourish on British soil through any accident' On the contrary,
it was the early rise of capitalism in Britain, and the break-up

capital, was to hold sway. It smashed the world-outlook of
feual rulers and monks, in order to establish the worldoutlook of the owners of capital and of scientists.
It was directly out of the development of natural science

that the English materialism of the tTth century arose.
Essentially it was a product of the growth of natural science-

Its function was to justify the methods of natural science,
which it did by showing how all knowledge must arise from
experience and be tested by experience, and how on this basis
a iystematic and verifiable account of the nature of things,

a theory of knowledge.
The rise of natural science was one of the outstanding
features of the period of the break-up of feudalisrn and the
establishment of the foundations of the future capitalist order.
It was called forth and conditioned by such factors as the
development of navigation, the development of mining, and
34
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the use of artillery in warfare. Such fields of new activity
rrccessarily called forth scientific researches, and demanded
thc aid of scientific research if they were to be successfully

lrpitalists.
The new capitalist forms of production and trade developed
within the social framework of feudalism. In the course of u.
long series of revolutions the capitalists first established their.
light to live and to expand their capital and activities within
li'udal society, and finally destroyed feudal society altogether,
;rrrd sct up their own class rulc.
ln this struggle they not only disrupted feudal forms of
;rrrrperty ancl feudal forms of government, in order to establish
, rrpitalist property and capitalist government
; but they
lrrought about the destruction of the whole complex of religious
:r.nrl philosophic beliefs associated with feudalism, in order to
.stzrblish the dominance of new religious and philosophic
lrtliefs that accorded with the requirements of capitalism.
'fhe rise of natural science, and the adoption of scientific
r it:ws about the world, was a most important part of the new
r rrlture created by the rise of capitalism. The expansion of
crLpital necessarily created a new scientific culture, because it
,lr:rnanded the services of science to aid its expansion. And
n'ith equal neccssity, science came into conflict with the
rlominant ideas of feudai philosophy and theology, fought
llrcm, and overthrew them.
" The revolutionary act," wrote Engels, " by which natural
scicnce declared its independence and, as it were, repeated
l,uther's burning of the Papal Rull, was the publication of the
irnmortal work by rvhich Copernicus, though timidlv, and,
so to speak, only lrom his deathbed, threw down the gauntlet
l() ecclesiastical authority in the affairs of nature. The
crtrancipation of natural science from theology dates from this

36
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act, although the fighting out of the particular antagonistic
claims has dragged out up to our day, and in ma,ny minds is
still lbr frorn completion. Thenceforward, however, the
development of the sciences proceeded with giant strides, and,
it might be said, gained in force in proportion to the square
of the distance (in time) from its point of departure. It was
as if the world were to be shown that henceforth the reciprocal
larv of motion would be as valid for the highest product of
organic matter, the human mind, as for inorganic substance ,"1
;Ihe philosophy of Bacon, at the start of the r
Tth century,
constituted another " revolutionary act," whereby science was
declared to be, not only independent of any ecclesiastical
authority, trut the one sure road to natural knowledge, all
theories based on a-priori principles or on traditional authorities
being declared worthless. And the philosophy of Locke, at
the end of the I Tth century, completed the revolutionary work
of Bacon by its detailed examination of the sources of human
knowledge.
'fo summarise,

then. The English materialism of the rTth
ccntury was esscntially a philosophical vindication of the
claims of natural science, and an attack upon the claims of
a-priori theorising and reliance on traditional authority in the
interpretation of nature. This philosophy was a product of
the rise of capital and the struggle of the capitalists for powercommencing with Bacon, when they were already a dominant
social force, culminating with Locke, when they had attained
to full political power.

z.

The Confrict

a.f-

Science and Religion

But rvhile the rise of the capitalirts called forth a scientific
r:ulture and led to the triumph of science over church authority,
the capitalists at the sarne time clung to religion and their
own reformed church.
The political struggles in the course of which the foundations
of the capitalist or{er were established in England were fought
under religious slogans-Protestants against Catholics,

Presbyterians and Independents against High-Churchmen.
Anything savouring of atheism was utterly abhorrent, and
regarded as socially dangerous and disruptive to the highest
t Engels

:

Dialectics oJ Nature, Introduction.

rlr:gree

. It is a noteworthy
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fact that atheistical theories made
tlrcir appearance amongst the Levellers at the time of the
( livil War in England, and were duly suppressed
along rvith
thr: whole Levellers' Movement. For while the ownlrs <lf
' irPital, in the most revolutionary way, set out to destroy feudal
lirrms of ownership and fe,dal institutions and ideas, they took
rir'oat care at the same time that the social position of privileged
, llsses should remain secure. Church and State, they realised,
rrrrst remain the pillars of society. And while for the short
p<'riod of the Commonwealth both the Ndonarchy and the
( ilrurch were abolished, they werc
ver)/ soon afterwards
rr'-cstablished, and moulded in the " glorious revolution,, of
r(i[]B into the form most in keeping with the interests and
rlr:sires of big capital.
'fhis consistent and deep-seated regard for religion on the
lrtrt of the English capitalists had its inevitable ieflection in
t lrr: philosophic movement.
linglish philosophy set out to justify the claims of natural
:,, i<:nce . But the great sociai movement which produced it,
',( t it also another task. The very same social forces
rvhich
rl.sired to extend the bounds of scie'tific knowledge, desired
.rlso to uphold religion and the Christian Church-. And so
tlx: question arose of both upholding the independence of
;r ir:nce as against religious authoritl', and at the same
time of
lcr:onciling science with relision.
t'hus philosophy had the dual tzrsk,---on the one hand to
rrplrold science zrs asainst thc dogmas of Catholicism on the
;
,rtlrcr hand to show that science gave no support for atheisnr,
rvrts not incompatible r,vith belief in God ind Immortality.
.rrrcl in ge,eral harmonised very nell with the more liberal
,1, )ctrines of the Church of England.
Wjth Bacon there was as yet no hint of any awareness that
',r ientific materialism must come into conflict with rerigion.
( lrnflict with the " absurd " dogmas
of the Catholic school-men
tlrcre certainly was-b.t not with the essential beriefs of the
( ilrristian religion as preached by
the reformecl Church. As
lrr'[itted his position as Lord Chancellor unrler KingJames I,
l|:rcon had to uphold science as an essential aicl to iommerce
,rrrd manufacture, and to uphold reiigion as an essential
elcment of social security-and that the two m.ight conflict
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did not occur to him. Thus as Marx observed of Bacon,

3.
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The Problem of Reconciling Scierue and Religion

I{obbes, however, had raised a problem which had to be

.',,lvcd.

conflict
In th
greater
io dedu

obvious.

philosophy (which occupied the
the Leuiatlrun), Hobbes attempted
t premises the necessity of (a) the

results from the mechanical interaction of bodies

;

'lhe new capitalist society then in process
of formation courd
no more do without science than it could do without religion.
llobbes had apparently shown that the acceptance oi the
;,r'inciples and methods of science led to a view of the world.
irr
ous beliefs had no place. This challenge had

t,)
lltt
(;rJ

d. And it was Locke,s Essa2 on the -Human
published at the very moment when the
ly rose to supreme power, which showed how

conscious-

rrrcct regularly, while he was staying

in its truth.

Hobbes hacl shown where Bacon's doctrine consistently led'

A scientific view of the world, which explains everything
through natural causes, must regard matter as the prior
rcality, and spirit as only secondary. It leaves no room for
religious beliefs. It banishes the supernatural from the world,
and reveals it as mere superstition
The very consistency witli which Hobbes developed the
Baconian doctrine to its logical conclusion in atheistical

at Exeter House, to

rliscuss-the ' principles of morality and religion. They found
tlrcmselves quickly at a stand by the difficulties that arose on
, vcry side.' It consequently occurred to him , that before
we
',t t.ourselves upon enquiries of that nature,
it lvas necessary to
, xamine our own abilities, and see what objects our
,r.rd.r_
,,t:tndings were or were not fitted
,,r

to deal with.,
'I'he solution which Locke found
to the conflict betrveen
,r< ir:nce_
and religion lay precisely in his insistence, which n,e
lrrve already noted, that the immediate object of knowledge
r ,nsists in our own ideas, not the objective
world extern-al
to consciousness.

How did this principle supply a basis for the solution of the

t7t

in the r6th

and
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overthrown. Scientific knowledge and religion each has

its

own proper sphere, and they do not encroach on one another'
Scienle deals with the agreements and disagreements which
we observe in the order of our own ideas ; religion deals with
transcendent truths, which cannot be either demonstrated or
refuted by methods of scientific observation, experirnent and

CHAPTER 3

FROM MATERIALISM TO PURE EMPIRICISM:
BERKD,LEY

inference,

. Does " lhe External trtorld " exisl ?
'l'hc full title of Berkelpy's principal philosophical work
t

,l

continued to embody strong materialist elements taken
straight from Hobbes, according to which all our thoughts
were the mechanical results of the action of external material
things on our sense organs, and our sensations were copies of
u r.il world consisting of solid extended particles"
The reconciliation of science and religion, therefore, as it
basis. And
that science
n sensatiorrs
real world,
that our
doctrine
contrary
the
by
disturbed
was continually
alter
does
therefore
science
that
things,
of
copies
are
sensations
more
finding
out
is
continually
and
world
real
the
to
relate
all
about it, and that science thereby presents a picture of the
world in which the objects of religion have no place '
Locke's doctrine of ideas, however, had started a train of

Treati,se concerning the Prinoiple.r

was

llrc chief causes of error and dffiou@ in the sciences, with the ground.r
of scepticism, atheism and irreligion, are .inquired into.

l'hus in the very title of his work Berkeley proclaimed,
with the clarity and simplicity that rvas characteristic of him,
tlrat his purpose was to deal with the relations of science and
lcligion, and to rcrrrove those t'errors " in the concept of
which appeared to involve anti-religious consequences.
'l'hc reconciliation of science and religion was his first avowed
s<:icnce

In pursuit of this object, Bcrkeley proceeded to make a
lrontal attack upon the Lockean conception of matter.
[,ocke had maintained :
(,a) That the " immediate objects " of knowledge are our
,

rwn ideas.
But (D) that these ideas are produced by the action upon us

ol' external material things, and that at least our ideas of
" primary qualities " are copies of the qualities of external
lrodies.

Berkeley accepted the first proposition (a), and then set out
t() prove that the materialist addition (D) was absurd.
" It is evident to any one who takes a survey of the objects

o1'human knowledge," he wrote,

most direct and simple way proclaimed that henceforth science

and religion could coexist in harmony'

:

of Human Knowledge, wherein

" that they are either ideas
or else such as are perceived
lry attending to the passions and operations of the mind ; or
ltstly, ideas formed by the help of memory and imagination. ."1 And he continued : " T'hat neither our: thoughts,
rr<lr passions, nor ideas formed by the imagination, exist
without the mind is rvhat everybody will allow. And to me
r Berkeley : Pinciplet oJ Human Knou:ledge, r.
rrctually imprinted on the senses

4r

;
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no less evident that the various sensations or ideas
imprinted on the senses, however blended or combined
together (that is whatever objects they compose) cannot exist
otherwise than in a mind perceiving them."1
Figure, extension and solidity, no less than colour, sound
and smell, are, Berkeley argued, presented to us as sensations
of the mind ; and when we perceive any sensible object,
what we are actually aware of is nothing but the existence in
our consciousness of a certain combination of such sensations,
which " cannot exist otherwise than in a mind perceiving
them."
What can be meant, then, Berkeley asked, by the existence
of a material object, external to the perceiving mind, corresponding to our sensations ?
" The table I write on," he said, " exists ; that is, I see
and feel it : and if I were out of my study, I should say it
existed ; meaning thereby that if I was in my study I might
perceive it, or that some other spirit actually does perceive it.
There was an odour, that is, it was smelt ; there was a sound,
that is, it was heard ; a colour or figure, and it was perceived
by sight or touch. That is all that I can understand by
these and the like expressions."2

it

seems

" It

is indeed an opinion strangely prevailing amongst men,"
he continued, " that houses, mountains, rivers, and in a r,vord
all sensible objects, have an existence, natural or real, distinct

from their being perceived by. the understanding. For
what are the forementioned objects but the things we perceive
by sense ? and what do we perceive besides our own ideas or
sensations ? and is it not plainly repugnant that any one of
these, or any combination of them, should exist unperceived ? "3
Berkeley went on to argue against the Lockean materialist
conception that our ideas are copies ofthe qualities ofexternal
material things.
" I answer," he said, " an idea can be like nothing but an
idea ; a colour or figure can be like nothing but another
Again, I ask whether these supposed
colour or figure.
1

Berkeley

r Ibid., 3.
3

Ibid., 4.

:

Principles of Human Knowledge, 3.
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,,r'isinals, or external things, of which our ideas are the pictures
, )r' rcpresentations, be themselves perceivable or no ? If they
.rrr:, then the2 are ideas, and we have gained our point; but
I,

il you

say they are not, I appeal to any one whether it be
assert a colour is like something which is invisible ;
lrrrrd or soft like something that is intangible; and so of
Ilrt: rest,"1
llcrkeley was able very soon to dispose of the distinction of
" primary " and " secondary " qualities, that is, of Locke's
rloctrine that extension, figure, solidity, etc., inhere in material
tlrings independent of the mind, whereas colour, sound, smell
r lo not.
" I desire anyone to reflectr" he said, " and try whether he
, lrn, by any abstraction of thought, corrceive the extension
.rrrcl motion of a body without all other sensible qualities.
l,'or my own part, I see evidently that it is not in my power
to Iiame an idea of a body extended and moving, but I must
rvithal give it some colour or other sensible quality, which is
.rcl<nolvledged to exist only in the rnind. In short, extension,
ligurc and motion, abstracted from all other qualities, are
rrrt:onceivable. Where therefore the other sensible qualities
rrrc, there must these be also, to wit, in the mind, and nowhere
,;r'rrse

llSC.

to

'

I'he supposition of the existence of sensible material objects,
lxternal to the mind and independent of being perceived, was
tlrcn for Berkeley an altogether meaningless abstraction.
" lior can there be a nicer strain of abstraction," he asked,
" than to distinguish the existence of sensible objects from
tlrt:ir being perceived, so as to conceive them existing unprrrceived ? Light and colours, heat and cold, extension and
ligures-in a word the things we see and feel-what are they
lrut so many sensations, notions, ideas or impressions on the
sr:nse ? and is it possible to separate, even in thought, any
ol' these from perception ? For my part, I might as easilyi
,livide a thing from itself."3
As for Locke's conception of Matter, or Material Substance,
rrs the really existing " substratum " which " supports " the
I Berkeley : Principles of Human Knowledgc,
2

Ibid., ro,

s

Ibid,

5.
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various qualities of material things, Berkeley asserted that this
lvas a completel;, meaningless and incomprehensible abstraction.
" If we inquire into what the most accurate philosophers
declare themselves to mean by material substance, we shall
find them a,cknowledge they have no other meaning annexed
The
to those sounds but the idea of Being in general.
general idea of Being a,ppeareth to me the most abstract and
incomprehensible of all other
So that when I consider
the two parts or branches which make the signification of the
words material substance, f am convinced there is no distinct
meaningJ annexed to them."1
Here, incidentally, the tables are indeed turned upon
Hobbes' assertion that " substance incorporeal " is a meaningless expression : it is " material substance " that is now
asserted to be a meaningless combination of words. In this
assertion Berkeley first formulated the contention, which has
been repeated so many times since, that " matter," " the
external material world," " the existence of real material
things and events which cause our sensations," etc., arc
meaningless abstraciions ; and that to use such lvords is to
use expressions to which " thcre is no distinct meaning
annexed." Materialism is asserted to be a doctrine based on
unintelligible abstraction, confused, meaningless, nonsensical.
Finally, Berkeley asserted : " If there were external bodies,
it is impossible we should ever come to know it ; and if there
were not, we rnight have the very same reasons to think there
were as we have now."2 For since all we can perceive are
sensible objects, or combinations of sensible qualities, which
have no existence outsidc the mind, there can be no possible
grounds for inferring from the existence of these to the existence
of other unknorvn things external to the mind.

z.

Berkelel's Conclusion-Religion aindicated, Atheism destroyd

From all this, the conclusion follows : " Some truths there
are so near and obvious to the mind that a man need only
open his eyes to see them. Such I take this important one
to be, viz., that all the choir of heaven and furniture of earth,
r Berkeley : Principles of Human Knoutltdge, 17.
z

Ibid., zo.
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in a word all those bodies which cornpose the mighty frame
ol'the world, have not any subsistence without a rnind ; that
their being is to be perceived or known ; that consequently
so long as they are not actually perceived by me, or do not
r:xist in my mind, or that of any other created spirit, they
must either have no existence at all, or else subsist in the mind

of some Eternal Spirit : it being perfectly unintelligible, and
involving all the absurdity of abstraction, to attribute to a.ny
single part of them an existence independent of a spirit."r
Berkeley hastened to ciefend himself, against the imputation
lhat there is anything para,cloxical, or contrary to common
sense and experience, about this conclusion.
" fdeas imprinted on the senses are real things, or do really
cxist : this we do not deny ; but we deny that they can
subsist without the minds that perceive them.
ft were a
rnistake to think that what is hi:re said derogates in the least
fiorn the reality of,things.
We detract nothing from the
received opinion of their reality, and are guilty of no innovation
in this respect. All the difference is that, according to us, the
rrnthinking things perceived by sense have no existence Cistinct
lrom being perceived.
Whereas philosophers vulgarly
hold that the sensible qualities do exist in an inert, extended
unperceiving substance which they cail Matter, to which they
attribute a natural subsistence, exterior to all thinking beings,
or distinct from being perceived by any mind whatsoever,
cven the Eternal Mind of the Creator."2
But rvhile the concept o{'Matter has no basis in experience,
its chief use is as an aid to the enemies of religion.
" How great a friend Material Substance has been to
Atheists in all ages were needless to relate . All thcir monstrous
systems havc so visible and necessary a dependence on it,
that rvhen this corner-stone is removed, the whole f,abric
cannot choose but fall to the ground I insomuch as it is no
longer worth whilc to bestow a particular consideration on thc
absurdities of every wretched sect of Atheists."s
On the other hand, the articles of the Christian faith can
r Berkeley: Pinciples of Hutnan Knowledge, 6.
s

lbid., 9o, 9r.

3Ibid.,9z.
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be much more readily accepted, once thc prejudice of the
existence of matter is removecl.

" For example, about the Resurrection, how many

and objections have been raised by Socinians and

scruples
others ?

But do not the most plausible of them depend on the supposition
that a body is denominated the same, with regard not to the
form or that rvhich is perceived by sense, but the rnaterial
substance, rvhich remains the same under several forms ?
Iake away this material substance-about the identity
whereof all the dispute is-and mean by body that which
every plain ordinary person means by that word, to wit, that
which is irnmediately seen and felt, which is only a combination
of sensible qualities and ideas : and then their most unanswerable objections come to nothing."l
Indeed, " Matter being once expelled out of nature clrags
with it so many sceptical and impious notions, such an incredible number of disputes and puzzling questions, rvhich
have been thorns in the sides of divines as well as philosophers,
and madc so much fruitless work for mankind, that if the
not found
arguments which we ha
eem)
equal to demonstration
Yet I
have
igion
u- ,rrr" all friends of
reason to wish they were."2

3.

,4 Philosoph2 oJ'Pure Empiricism

Berkeley reached thesc idealistic conclusions, viz-

all the choir of heaven and furniture of earth

: " That
have not

observation and experiment, as were Bacon, Hobbes and
Locke. Only he argued that the objects of knowledge being
our own icleas, dependent upon the mind, there is no such
thing as the external material world-and i[ therc \^/el'e, \r'e
could still know nothing rvhatever about it.
l

Berkeley : Prineiples of llu.man Knouledge,95.

I Ibid.,

96.
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The doctrine that sensation is the source of all knowledge is
denoted by the name Empiricism. Thus, just like Bacon,
Hobbes and Locke, Berkeley was an empiricist.
But the former three thinkers went beyond Empiricism.
'Ihey were materialists. For in its views about knowledge,
Materialism includes the empirical standpoint, but goes
beyond

it.

Materialism holds that knowledge is derived from sensation,
but it does not accept sensation as merely " given." For
Materialism, sensation arises from the action of external
rnaterial objects upon the sense-organs; and so our ordinary
perceptions, and the knowledge gained by tested scientific
methods, give a true objective account of what is going on in
the external material world, and of the lau,s of motion of
material things, and are by no means limited to the subjectivc
world of ideas.
Thus for Materialism, in the last analysis, knowledge arises
from the interaction between man and the material objects
that surround him.
Berkeley threw over all such materialist views about knowledge, such as were held by his predecessors. He upheld
Empiricism, pure and simple. He purged away all the
materialist elements of the theory of knowledge of Lockeand what rernained was Pure Empiricism.
Berkeley retreated from Materialism into Pure Empiricism,
an anti-materialist idealistic doctrine.
By Pure Empiricism, therefore, I mean adherence to the
cloctrine that sensation is the source of'all knowledge, while
denying that sensation and knowledge have any objective
refcrence to a material world outside the circle of our own
sensations and ideas.
This distinction, taking its origin from Berkeley, betwecn
Materialism and Pure Empiricism, was commented on by
Lenin, in his Matcrialism, where he said : " All knowledge
comes from experience, from sensation, from perception.
That is true. But the question arises, does objectiue realiry
belong to perception, i.e ., is it the source of perceptipn ? If
you answer yes, you are a materialist, If you answer no,
you are inconsistent and . the inconsistency of your
empiricism, of your philosophy of experience, will in that case
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lie in the fact that you deny the objective content of
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;rnd combination of sensations, and with nothing else. And
reversed. Nothing that science can establish
t'arr, rightly interpreted, any nlore possibly contradict the
rnain tenets of religion and idealism.
The clear and concise formulation of the position of' pure
crnpiricisrn by Berkeley-was a philosophical event of the first

ex-

perience, the objective truth ofyour experimental knowledge."l
It is the pLrrpo-(e of the rest of this book to trace the develop'

so the position is

ment of Pure Empiricisrn frorn Berkeley, and to criticise it
frorn the standpoint of Materialism.

4.

T'he Reconciliation of Science and Religion b1t Pure Empiricism

r

It provided the most sa.ti-sfactory means of solving the
great problem which the rise of capitalist societv had set for
philosophy, uamely, of reconciling the dcvelripment of science
with adherence to religion. Ilerkeley's pure ernpiricism so
cxactly corresponded with the ideological needs of the developing capitalist society-and in Britain, the most " advanced "
country, especially-that it took the deepest roots, and has
flourished, in one forrn or another, ever since.
Berkeley laid down ttre guiding principles, and set the tone,
so to speak, for the whole subseqrrent British philosophy, and
lor a 9,16d deal of philosophy on the Continent as well. 'fhe
rnost modern " logisticians " and " logical positivists " have
hardly, as I shall show, advanced a step beyond Berk-eley ;
and they still mn rouncl and round in the circle olideas rvhich
Berkeley so expertly rna.ppcd ou1.

Berkeley arrived at his doctrine of pure empiricism with
the objcct of combating those " errors " in the conception of
science which gave support to materialist and ltheistic conclusions.

How, then, does pure empiricism square science with

religion ? trt achieves this object in an extremely neat and
simple way, which can be briefly summarised as follows.
Scientific results are true, valid and useful-but we must
not overestimate their significance. They only deal with the
order of our sensations. For sensations come to us in certain
orders and in certain combinations, in which invariable rules
and laws can be discerned. And science discovers and
systematises these rules.

a materialist theory of the world,
predictions of the order of human
rules
and
a
set
of
is only
Science is therefore not

it

rnportancc.

sensations.

Science is therefure circurnscribed withirr its own limited
sphere, and has no beirring at all on the nature of things.
Therefore nothing that science can establish can possibly
contradict the main tenets of religitlus faith.

Or to put the issue in another way-We accept science. We welcome scientific discoveries.
We take up " a scientific attitude." But we recognise that

not about what it a,ppears to be about.
to be about the objective material world,
its constitution and laws, which are absolutely independent of
human thought, will or sensation. When so interpreted,
science is materialistic, and seems irreconcilable with any
idealistic or religious conclusions.
But science is really concerned with predicting the order of
sensations, and discovering the rules of invariable sequence
science is

Science appears

)

CHAPTER 4

FROM MATERIALISM
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TO PURE EMPIRICISM
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Szme Inconsi.rlencies o.f Berkek2

Br,nrBtBv's circumscription of science, and reconciliation of
science and religion, had, however, its negative features. In
attempting to solve one problem, it gave rise to many others.
Indeed, since science and religion are in fact absolutely
incompatible, not even the British bourgeoisie, those masters
of compromise, could be expected to produce a completely
satislbctory reconciliation.
And so it came about that Berkeley's effort to remove " the
grounds of scepticism, atheism and irreligion " almost
immediately gave rise to the very sceptical and apparently
irreligious philosophy of Hume.
Not content with showing that science could not overthrow
religion, Berkeley, it rnust now be remarked, tried to develop
his philosophical principles as a justtfcation of the fundamental
tenets of religious laith.
Having made out that matter does not exist, and that our
sensations are therefore not caused, as most philosophers
" vulgarly hold," by the action upon r.ls of external material
objects, Berkeley was led to speculate upon the real origin of
our sensations, and of the rational order and combination
which is observable amongst them.
The origin, he maintained, must be God.
And following up this line of specuiation, he was led to
postulate a third mode of cognition in addition to senseimpressions and ideas derived {rom sense-impressions, namely,
cognition through what he called " Notions," particularly the
" notions " of God and the human soul.
Now in this he was obviously inconsistent.
For if it is illegitimate to infer an unperceived material
rvorld as the ground of our experience, it must be equally
5o
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illt:gitimate to infer an unperceived " infinitc spirit " as that
ground.
lf all knowledge is derived from sense, horv can knowledge
tlrrough transcendental " notions " of God and the soul be
:rllowed ?
If it is permissible to have a " notion " of the soul and of
( )od, why is it absurd to have another " notion " of matter ?
Or if the words " material substance " represent a meaningl<'ss expression and unintelligible abstraction, surely the same
:rlrplies to " infinite spirit " ?

'Ihese sorts of inconsistencies, or deviations from pure
t rnpiricism, of which Berkeley was guilty, were corrected by
I [ume, who took it upon himself to develop Berkeley's empirical
principles with greater consistency.
But I would point out how intellectually inevitable it is that
pure empiricism should lapse into such inconsistency.
For if you hold it " absurd " that sensations are produced by
tlrc action of external material objects, you are still faced with
tlrc question-Whence clmes zur experience ? A materialist
philosophy ans-wers this question very simply in material
(crms. But for pure empiricism it is a question that cannot
possibly be answered in any empirical and scientific way-

" beyond " sensations.
Thus life, and experience, and the reason why " I am," is
:rs much a mystery for the pure empiricist as for the most
,bscurantist religious mystic.
It presents a question which-inside the limits of the
lrlrilosophy of pure empiricism-science cannot even attempt
I<lr pure empiricism cannot go

l() anslvef.

Here is my experience-there is a rational order of evcnts
rvithin it, but it has no material basis. What does it mean ?
Whence comes it ? What lies " beyond " ?
And so it comes about that, in r7ro, Berkeley said that
cxperience was directly called forth in us by God ; and after
nrore than two hundred years we find a leading figure of
" modern " philosophy, the Professor of Logic and Metaphysics
:rt the University of Cambridge, L. Wittgenstein, saying what
itmounts to exactly the same thing in the rnystical conclusion
to l'is Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus.' " We feel that even if all
possible scientific questions be answered, the problems of life
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have still not been touched at all.
There is indeed the
inexpressible. This shows itself ; it is the mystical."l
Now we see, incidentally, why Lenin said thar pure

empiricism was " inconsistent"" Through its rejection of
materialism it inevitably leads beyond itsell' into its very
opposite, religious mysticism. But I shall proceed to Hume's
efforts to create a coruistent empiricism.

: Atontism and Solipsisnt
Hurne began his Treatise af Human Nature with the
proposition : " All the perceptions of the human mind resolve
z.

T-he Consistencl of Hume

I shall call impressions
rnd ideas,"z This was an improvement on the somewhat
ambiguous use of the general term " idea " by Locke, which
themselves into tu,o distinct kinds, which

was also followed by Berkeley, to denote any " object " of the
mind, lrom sense-impressions to thoughts. What Hume

meant by " impressions " included sensations of colour, sound,
smell, touch, pleasulc and pain, etc,, rvhile " ideas " inclucled
images, memories, thoughts.
Hume thought he could distinguish between impressions
and ideas simply in terms of " the degrees offorce and liveliness
rvith which they strike upon the mind, and make their way
into our thought or consciousness. Those perceptions which
enter with most force and violence, we may name impressions. . . .
By ideas, I mean the faint irnages of these in thinking and
re asoning."s
Hume then went on to say : " Ihere is another division of
our perceptions, which it will be convenient to observe, and
u,hich extends itself both to our impressions and ideas. This
division is into sitnple and complex. Simplo perceptions, or
impressions and ideas, are such as admit of no distinction nor
separation." a
And from this he proceeded " with establishing one general
proposition, That all our simple ideas in their first appearance,
are derived from simple impressions, which are correspondent
to them, and which they exactly represent."s
t Wittgenstein :
.Tractlttus Logico-Philosophicus, 6. 52.
2 Hume :
Treatise of Human Nature, I,I, t.
3

lbid.
5Ibid.
{ Ibid.
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'fhus, with far greater strictuess than Berkelcy, Hume
limited " allthe perceptions of the human mind " to " simple,"
that is, indivisible, " impressions " ; plus " complex irnpressions " which are merely combinations of " simple
impressions " ; plus " simple and complex ideasr" the " simple
ideas " be;ng merely " faint images " of simple impressions,
and the " complex ideas " being formed by combining simple
ideas togcther.

From this Hurne lvent on to draw the inevitable conclusion

:

"

We may observe, that'tis universally allowed by philosophers,
and is besides pretty obvious of itself, that nothing is really

present with the mind but its perceptions or impressions and
ideas, and that external objects become known to us only by
those perceptions they occasion.
" Now, since nothing is evcr present to the mind but perceptions, and since all ideas are derived from something
antecedently present to the mind ; it follows, that'tis impossible
{br us so much as to conceive or form an idea of any thing
specifically different from ideas or impressions. Let us fi-x our
attention out of'ourselves as much as possible ; let us chasc
our imagination to the heavens, or to the utmost limits of the
universe ; we never really advance a step beyond ourselves,
nor can conceive any kind of existence, but those perceptions,
which have appeared in that narrow compass."l
Thus the objects of the mind being strictly limited to our
own impressions and ideas, any external reality " beyond " the
circle of impressions and ideas is absolutely inconceivable.
In other passages Hume tried to show in some detail how

the " illusion " that external material things exist, which
occasion our perceptions, and which they represent, arises
solely from the persistence and recurrence in actual experience
of ccrtain groupings of impressions. Such groupings dispose
us to believe that corresponding permanent external things
exist. But in fact we have no evidence that anything exists
beyond impressions and ideas ; and rvhen submitted to strict
analysis the supposition of such existence turns out to be
nonsensical and meaningless.
So far Hume agreed r,vith Berkeley, though he had developed
Berkeley's empirical principles with somewhat greater precision
t Hume

:

Treatise of Human

Nature,I, II,

6.
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and accuracy. But he went on to point out that, on the same
principles, not only do external material objects disappear,
but the knowing mind, or the soul, disappears as well.
" Self or person," Hume wrote, " is not any one impression,
but that to which our several impressions and ideas are
supposed to have reference."l
And so he asked : " After what manner therefere do they
belong to self, and how are they connected with it ? For my
part, when I enter most intimately into what I call m2self, I
always stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat
or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure.
I never can catch mysel.f as any time without a perception, and
never can observe anything but the perception.
If
anyone, upon serious and unprejudiced reflection, thinks he
has a different notion of ltimself, I must confess I can reason no
longer with him.
But setting aside some metaphysicians
of this kind, I may venture to affirm of the rest of mankind,
that they are nothing but a bundle or collection of different
perceptions, 'ivhich succeed cach other with an inconceivable
rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and movement."2
And so just as permanent external material objects are
reduced to collections of fleeting impressions, the same applies
to the permanent self, or soul, or mind. " We may observe,
that what we call a mind, is nothing but a heap or collection of
different perceptions, united together by certain relations, and
supposed, though falsely, to be endowed r,r,ith a, perfect
simplicity and identity." 3
So much, therefore, for Berkeley's " notion " of the soul.
It has gone the same way as external bodies-been reduced to
an illusion, and nothing remains but the series of fleeting
impressions and ideas.
Here it may be incidentally remarked that the train of
empirical thought which led from Locke, through Berkeley, to
Hume, was a train of thought which relentlessly reduced the
extent and content of the objects of our knowledge. Thus
Locke had allowed three circles of being, so to speak, amongst
the objects of our knowledge, viz. (r) Impressions and Ideas,
I IIume

:

Treatise

, Ibid., I, IV, 6.
3 Ibid., I, IV, z.

o;f

Hunctn Nature,I, IV, 6.
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(z) the Self, to which these belong, and (3) External Material
Objects, which they represent. Berkeley reduced these threc
circles to two, viz. (t) Impressions and Ideas, and (z) the
Sclf, to which they belong. FIume finatrly reduced the two
circles to one only, viz. (l) Impressions and Ideas, which
belong to nothing and represent nothing.
I-Iaving arrived at this position, Hume went on to develop
r't furthcr, with the same relentless consistency. He next
attacked the idea of Causality.
He pointcd out, as indeed Berkeley had pointed out before

him, but without drawing the inevitable conclusion-that
sense-impressions are quite " inert," and do not contain any
element of " power " or " efficacy " or " necessary connection," whereby one can produce or cause another. They
simply follow one another, or co-exist together, without any
causal connection.

From this Hume concluded that, since our knowledgc is
limited to the world of such sense-impressions, the popular
idea of causality must be, like the popular idea of the external
world, an illusion. Each event is absolutely independent of
every other. The world we know consists of atomic sensible
events, ,between which there is no necessary or causal
connection.
" All eventsr" he wrote, " scem entirely loose and separate.
One event follows another, but we never can observe any tie
between them. They seem conjoined, but never connected."L
What we take to be causality is merely a habitual conjunction
of sensible events, which we can sum up in a scientific law or
hypothesis, but about which there is no causal necessity
whatever.
" A causer" Hume defined, " is an object precedcnt and
contiguous to another, and so united with it that the idea of
the one determines the mind to form the idea of the other,
and the impression of the one to form a more lively idea of
the other."2 Causality has no other significance than this.
Finally, Hume went on to the conclusion that, the objects of
knowledge being limited to flceting imprcssions and ideas, the
knowledge of any one person at any moment is strictly speaking
r Hume
2

Hume

: Inquiry

:

cotlcerning llumant Underctanding, T.
I'reatise of Human Naturc,I, III, ra.
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limited simply to the existence of his own r'.mpressions and
ideas at the moment of knowing. So that pure empiricism,
developed consistently, leads to a " solipsism of the present
moment."
ft is " experience " and " habit " alone, Hume said, whicb
dispose us to believe that permanent external objects exist, that
other people exist, that our memory affords us a true picture
of our own past existence, and so on. But such beliefs, though
we are bound to indulge in them, have no sort of rational or
empirical justifi r:ation.
" lVithout this quality, by which the mind enlivens somc
ideas beyond others (which seemingly is so trivial, and so littlc
founded in reason), we could never assent to any argument,
nor carry our view beyond those few objects which are present
to our senses. Nay, even to these objects we could never
attribute any existence but what was dependent on the senses)
and must comprehend them entirely in that succession of
perceptions which constitutes our self or person. Nay, farther,
even with relation to that succession, rve could only admit of
those. perceptions which are immediately present to our
consciousness ; nor could those lively images, with which the
memory presents us, be ever received as true pictures of past
perceDtions."l
Of ail philosophical conclusions, solipsism is the most
absurd, and most obviously condemus the premises from
which such a conclusion could be derived. However, Hume
maintained that therc tvas no need to cavil at his solipsistic
conclusions.

" I am frrst affrighted and confounded," he wrote, " with
that foriorn solitude in which I am placed in my
philosophy. ." But " most fortunately it happens, that

since reason is incapablc ot dispelling these clouds, Nature
herself suffices to thit purpose, and cures me of this philosophical melancholy and delirium, either by relaxing this bent
of mind, or by some avocati.on, and lively impressi.'n of my
senses, which obliterate all these chimeras. I dine, I play a
game of backgammon, I converse, and am merry with my
friends ; and when, after three or four hours' amusement I
1

Hume

:

Treatise oJ Human Nalure,

I, IV,
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would return to these speculations, they appear so cold, and
strained, and ridiculous, that I cannot find in my heart to

cnter into them any farther. Here, then, I find myself
absolutely and necessarily determined to live, and talk, and
act like other people in the common affairs of life."l
Thus, starting frorn the basis of pure empiricism, that is,
Ii-orn the sandpoint that all knowledge derives from sensecxperience and relates solely to the objects contained in senset:xperience, and developing this pure empiricism in an
absolutely consistent way, Hume arrived at the paradox that
his conclusions were such that the whole of his life and experience compelled him to ignore them.
These conclusions I will now briefly summarise :The known world consists of atomic sensible events.
We can, for our convenience, study the order and combinations of such events experirnentally, and formulate
scientific laws giving the rules observed in such order and
combination. But we cannot discover any necessary causal
c'onnection between events. Nor can we discover any permanent ground for the passing phenomena 6f s6nss-ns
objective external material world, nor any permanent self or
soul that knows.
My own knowledge is moreover limited to the present events
in my own experience. My knowledge cannot penetrate to
anything. outside the lirnits of that experience, either in the
present, the past or the future.
From this consistent standpoint of pure empiricism, Hume
launched a determined attack upon all " metaphysics "-by
which he meant any theory without an empirical foundation,
and which dealt with ideas not definable in terms of the
objects containecl in sense-experience.
" When we run over libraries, persuaded of these principles,
what havoc must we make ? " he asked. " If we take in our
hand any volume, of divinity or school metaphysics, for
instance, let us ask, Does it contain any abstract reasoning
concerning quantity or number ? No. Does it contain any
experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and
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existence ? No. Commit it then to the flames
contain nothing but sophistry and illusion.,,1
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g. Hume's Philosopfut in its bearings on the problem qf

it

can

Science

and Religion

At the end of his Inquir2 concerning Human (Jnd,erstand.ing,

Hume remarked

:

Again, of the immortality of the soul

:

medium could ascertain this great and important truth.,'g
Again, at the end of the Dialoguei concerning Natural

Religion:" A person seasoned with a just sense of the imperfections of
natural reason, will fly to revealed truth with the greatest
'1

8

avidity ; while the haughty dogmatist, persuaded that he can
erect a complete system of theology by the mere help of
philosophy, disdains any further aid, and rejects this adventitious instructor. To be a philosophical sceptic is, in a man
of letters, the first and most essential step towards being a
sound believing Christian."l
Now I am well aware that in passages such as these, Hume
had his tongue in his cheek. IIe himself did not cate a fig for
religion, whether " natural " or " revealed." In several
passages of his books he pointed out how utterly impossible it
was to adduce any proofs or evidence of any kind for the
existence of God or the immortality of the soul, and in other
passages, like those just quoted, he adopted a weapon of
polished sarcasm against religion.
But nevertheless, he did bring out the fact that his philosophy
w,as not destructive of religion. It was destructive of a certain
sort of dogmatic theology, which seeks to base religion on
metaphysical proofs of the existence of God and the immortality
of the soul. But it was perfectly compatible with religious
faith-religion not based on reasonings or proofs or metaphysics
of any kind, but simply on faith and inner experience.
For just as Hume's philosophy Iimited the sphere of possible
scientific knowledge to the very " narrow compass " of one's
own sense-impressions, so it necessarily left open the whole
question of the why and wherefore of life to non-scientific and
non-rational modes of consciousness-to religion, faith, divine
rcvelation, mystical experience, etc.
Hume himself had no religion, no faith, he did not believe
in divine revelation, he had no mystical intuitions. But his
philosophy was one of " live and let live " so far as religion
was concerned. Scientific knowledge had one sphere, religion
urrsfl161-2nd there was an end of the matter"
Hume was, in fact, the first of the Rritish " agnostics."
It is specially important to notice the significance of Hume's
r,'icws about causality in this connection. One of the chief
bugbears of religion is the notion that science establishes a
view of thc rvorld in which everything can be explained from
na-tural causes, and which therefore leaves no place for creatiorr,
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objective causal connection in nature is an illusion.
So therefore Hume essentially continued and. completed the
work of Berkeley in the matter of the reconciliation of science
and religion.
Hume r:orrected Berkeley. Berkeley had tried to make
science itself preach religion. Brrt that would not do.

What does this amount to in relation to the progress of
scientific knowledge ?
It renders sciencc virtually innocuous in relation to religion.
Science makes no claims, it presents no challenge, as agi.inst
cstablished religion.

.In the first period of the development of modern natural
in the days of Copernicus and Galileo, science took
up arms agains
It took up arms in
science,

the struggle

for

the various da
banner of religion. But now
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Moreover, in the first period of the development of modern
rr:rtural science, science served as an ideological weapon in the
struggle to overthrow the old feudal order of society, that is,
to destroy the ideas which helped to bolster up that old orcler
;rtrd to establish the programme and beliefs of a new society.

llut now science is to adopt a non-partisan standpoint. It is
to busy itself in formulating useful rules and larvs governing
thc probable sequence and cornbination of events, which will

rid the development of mechanical inventions and discoveries,
lrut it is not to challenge the established ideas or formulate
:rny programme for a radical transformation of, human life.
'Iire rlisarming of'science in the struggle Lr. snliqhtenment
lr.nd progrcss, the disaruring of scieuce in ilie strugulc against
;uperstition, opprcssiort antl expl<:itation--suctr, rherc{ore, is

the rneaniog of the reconr:iliation ol

cffected by pure ernpiricisrn.

-rr:ien<:c
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Agnoslicism

Bnnrr,r,rv and Hume may be said to have given to the world
the classical form of bourgeois " scientific " philosophy.
But this expression perhaps needs some explanation. By
calling their philosophy a " scientific " philosophy, I mean
that it was apparently founded on and tested by empirical
principles, unrnixed with a-priori speculations ; clear, logical,
consistent ; and that it clearly recognised the value ofnatural
science as the way to the understanding and interpretation of
nature. By calling it a " bourgeois scientific " philosophy, I
mean that it harmonised perfectly with the mood and
intellectual requirements of the cultured members of the
middle class, was progressive and scientific strictly within
limits, suggested no revolutionary ideas, left alone the foundations of Church and State, and in general was in no way
dangerous to the established and developing capitalist order
of society. And by calling it " the classical form " of bourgeois
scientific philosophy, I mean that it served as the type and
model for all subsequent bourgeois scientific philosophy.
With this achievement, the great movement of British
philosophical thought of the rTth and r8th centuries came to
an end. In the rgth century all that occurred of any philosophic importance in Britain was the elaboration of the work
of Berkeley and Hurne-an elaboration often for the worse
rather than for the better, the main advances achieved being
in the specialised sphere of Logic.
" About the middle of this century " wrote Engels, " what
struck every cultivated foreigner rvho set up his residence in
England, was, what he was then bound to consider the religious
bigotry and stupidity of the English respectable middle class.
. . . But England has been ' civilised' since then. . . . Anyhow,
the introduction and spread of salad oil (before r85r known
oniy to the aristocracy) has been accompanied by a fatal spread
6z
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o['continental scepticism in matters religious, and it has come
lo this, that agnosticism, though not yet considered' the thing'
r
lrrite as much as the Church of England, is yet very nearly on a
l)ar, so far as respectability goes u,ith Baptism, ancl decidedly
lrtnks above the Salvation Army."r
In other words, during the course of the rgth century, the
itleas of Hume rnade their way in England, and took the
popular form of " agnosticism."
Engels went on to give a well-known characterisation of

:" What, indeed, is agnosticism but, to usc an expressive
l-ancashire term, 'shamefaced' materialism ? The agnostic's

;rgnosticism

conception of nature is materialist throughout. The entire
natural world is governed by law, and absolutely excludcs the
intervention of action from without. But, he adds, we have
no means of ascertaining or of disproving the existence of
some Supreme Being beyond the known universe.
" Again, our agnostic admits that all our knowledge is based
on the information imparted to us by our senses. But, he adds,
how do we know that our senses give us correct representations
of the objects we perceive through them ? And he proceeds
to inform us that, whenever he speaks of objects or their
qualities, he does in re ality not mean these objects and
qualities, of which he cannot know anything for certain, but
merely the impressions which they have produced on his
senses."

2

It would be very wearisoure and unnecessary to particularise
about the different brands of empirical agnostic philosophy in
Engiand in the rgth century-Mill, Huxley, Pearson and the
rest. All alike had this in common, that they tried to assimilate
the great scientific advances of the rgth century, while maintaining the standpoint that scientific knowledge extends no
further than the limits of one's own sense-impressions.
In contrast to Hume, all these later agnostics were extremely
muddled.
For Hume boldly and with clarity drew the consequences of
pure empiricism, which the agnostics embraced, namely,
solipsism of the present moment, denial of causality and
1

Engels
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obiective ca.usal connection in uature. But on the other hand,
the rgth century agnostics tried hoth to assert the lirnitation of
scientific knowledge to selrse-irnpressions, and at the same time
to affirm that consciousness has a material origin, that man
evolvcd frorn the animals, and that the universe itseif, prior to

any mind or consciousness coming into existencc, had its
beginning in some primordial nebula.
This was rro doubt a very scieutific philosophy. But they
ncver noticed that if science establishes such propositions as
these, and if these propositions are going to be accepted as
philosophical truths about the world, then bnth science and
philosophy are certainly venturin.g far beyond the bounds of
any individual's sense-impressions.

Hence the philosophy of the agnostics was indeed of a
muddled, half-hearted, inconsistent kind-" shamefaced," as
Engels expressed it.
Since Hurne, incidentally, the main empirical philosopher
who has consistentl2 drawn the consequences of pure empiricism,
is L. Wittgenstein. " What solipsism means is quite correct,"
Wittgenstein affirms. And again, of scientific theories : " The
Darwinian theory has no more to do with philosophy than has
any other hypothesis of natural science." With Wittgenstein,
moreover, the role of pure cmpiricism as a means of smuggling
religion past science is also very clearly expressed. It is an
" illusionr" says he, " that the so-called laws of nature are the
explanations of natural phenomena." And he goes on to say :
" Thefeeling of the world as a limited whole " (i,.., the limitatiorr of knowledge to the circle ofmy own immediate experience,
the limitation of " the world " to " my world ") " is the
mystical feeling." " Thcre is indeed the inexpressible ; this
shows itself ; it is the mystical."l
But between the thorough-going sceptical empiricism of
Hume, and the (as we may express it) mystical empiricism of
our contemporary, Wittgenstein, went the half-hearted
empiricism of the " shame-faced " agnostics-people who at
one and the same time i.ook science at its face value as giving
a materialist pict\rre of the objective world, and also denied
the objectivity of scientific knowledge.
lWittgensteit: Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 5,62, 4.tr22, 647r, 6.45,
_
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The Agnosticism af Kant, and its cri,ticismfrom two angles

In the meantime, the philosophy of Hume was followed, in
(icrmany, by another sort of agnosticism-the agnosticism
,rl'Kant.
But Kant was not an empiricist. He could not agree that
:rll knowledge was derived from sensations.- But at the same
tirne he was profoundly influenced by Hume, who, as he
, xpressed it, " first awoke me from my dogmatic slurnbers."
Hume had argued that there can be no empirical basis for
thc supposition of the objective existence of permanent " subslancesr" or of " causality." Therefore, he concluded, lve
l,ossess in fact no objective knowledge of substances or causes.
( )ur knowledge is linoited to the world of our
own senserr

npressions.

But, Kant replied, we do

possess

such knowledge-for

irrstance, we do know that every event has a cause, and that
this is a necessary law of nature. And therefore, since Kant
,rgreed with Hume that such knowledge could not have an

,'rnpirical origin, that is, could not be derived simply from
rvhat is given us in sensation, he came to the conclusion that
tlrcre must exist non-empirical sources of knowledge.
For take the proposition : " Every event has a cause." We
know this to be true-but since Hume has shown that it
r:annot be proved lrom experiellce, we must knorv it indepcndently of all experience. Such knowiedge is not empirical
knowledge, it is a-priori knorvledge.
How is this possible ? Kant asked. In his own words :
" How is synthetic a-priori knowledge possible ? "
To this he replied that the sense-impressions which the
rnind receives from without are not just accepted ready-made
by our consciousness, but zire " worked up " and arranged by
the mind according to principles of its own. Hume had said
that the mind was in fact nothing but just " a bundle " of
sense-impressions. But this, said Kant, was wrong. The
rnind is rather furnished in advance with all sorts of innate
theoretical principles, so that as soon as sense-impressions are
received, it gets busy with them, and begins to change them"
Thus sense-impressions are first perceived as spatio-temporal,
arranged by the mind itself in a spatio-temporal order. Thus
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from the " crude " (very crude, as in themselves they have not
even a spatio-temporal order) impressions of sense, the mind
begins from its ov/n powers to create the " representation " of
a world in space and time.
The mind then produces further from its own resources such
ideas-Kant called them "categ61iss"-2s Substance ancl Causality ; so that it creates, out of thc crude impressions of sense,
the "representation" of a world in spaceand time, consisting
c-,f various substances, which act causally on one another.
We know, therefore, that every event has a cause, etc..
because it is we oursclaes who have arranged for every event
to have a cause.
Thus, Kant explained, lvhat we call the objective worldthe world which science studies-does not really exist in the
form in which it appears to us. The world as we perceive it and
know it is a creation of the mind, according to principles innate
in the mind itself. It ir simply a " representation " or " phenomenon " I a world which we, with our own mental resources,
create from the crude impressions of sense.
Where these original impressions cpme from, we do not
know, And what the real world is like we do not knorv" things in tlumselues " are necessarily unknowable. Our
knowledge is limited to the world of " phenomena."
Thus it seems clear that with Kant we merely reach the
same essential conclusion as before, though by another road.
Scientific knowledge is valid " ,within its own sphere." It is
valid of " phenomena," But " things in themselves " transcend all possibility of scientific knowledge. Does God exist ?
Is the soul immortal ? Is the will free ? We cannot know.
Such questions transcend the limits of scientific knowledge.
They are matters of faith, rather than knorvledge. Thcy
conceln things in themselves, whereas knowledge relates only
to phcnoruena.
Thus both Engels and Lenin rightly treat Kantianism as a

species of agnosticisrn. For instance, " The distinction
betrveen the Humean and Kantian theories of causality,"
Lenin wrote, " is only a secondary difference of opinion
between agnostics who are basically at one, viz., in their
denial of objectiue law in nature."1
1

Lenin z Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, Selected \\'orks, rr, p. 225.
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It must not be concluded from the obscurity, muddle and
;rrnbisuity of Kant's philosophy, that it did not plav a prof'oundly important part in the history of modern thought.
'l'he exceptional importancc of Kant in the history of modern
philosophy is in fact rather like that of a railway.junction in
tlre economic system of a countr,v-it is a place where many
lines meet and diverge again.
" The principal feature of the philosophy of Kant," saicl
Lcnin, " is an attempted reconciliation of materialism and
iclealism, a compromise bctween the claims of both, a fusion
olheterogeneous and contrary philosophic tendencies into one
system. lVhen Kant aclmits that sornething outside of us,r thing in itself-corresponds to our perceptions, he seems to
lre a materialist. When he, horvever, declares this thing in
itsclf to be unknowable, transcendent, ' trans-intelligible'lre appears to be an idealist. Regarding experience as the
only source of our knoll.ledgc, Kant scemed to be turning
tor'r,ards sensationalism (i."., empiricism) and by way of
,rcusationalism, under certain spccial conditions, towards
rrratcrialism. Recognising^ the a-priority of space, time and
r uusality, etc., Kant seems to be turning towards idealism."l
Indecd, materialism and idealism, empiricism and rationalisn'r., science and theology, clogmatism and scepticism-all
rncet and have their place u,ithin the puzzling ramifications
,,1- Kant's philosophy.
For this reason Kant could be, and was, criticised from a
va,riety of contradictory standpoints. In particular, trvo main
lines of criticism of Kant emerse :-On the one hand, therc is thc criticism that Kant was
wrong to separate the phenomenon from the thing in itselfthat we are not each shut up in his own phenomenal world.
llut that we do have ob.jectirre knowledge of the real world.
This was the line of criticisn"r taken trp by Hegel, and after
him by Marx.
But Hegel regarded the world as still being the creation of
spirit. Only f,or him the nature of the world was determined,
rrot) as Kant had said, by the categories employed by the
particular individual mind, but by the universal categories of
the universal mind"
I Lenin : Mataialism and Empiilo-Criticism, Selected Works, tt, p. 257.
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Manr, however, pointed out that the world exists on its
own ; that ideas are the reflections of real things, and not the
other way round ; that " universal rqind " has no meaning ;
that only particular minds exist, which arise from the organisation of matter at a certain stage of development. " To
Ifegel," said Marx, " the life-process of the hurnan brain,
i.e., the process of thinking, which, under the name of 'The
fdear' he even transforms into an independent subject, is the
demiurgos (creator) of the real world, and the real world is
only the external, phenomenal form of 'The Idea.' But
with me, on the contrary, the ideal is nothing else but the
material world reflected by the human mind and translated
into forms of thought."l
It is clear that Hegel and Marx criticised Kant in the
same way, namely, they criticised his denial of the objectivity
of knowledge. It was Marx who developed this line of
thought consistentfit, as a materiahst line of thought.
On the other hand, a quite opposite criticism was made of
Kant ; namely, the criticism that he should not even have
mentioned things in themselves as the ultimate source of our
knowledge; that our knowledge is entirely confined to the
sensible elements of experience ; that Kant's theory about the
a-priori origin of the " categories " ofcausality and substance
(his so-called " transcendental deduction of the categories ")
concedcd too much to the reality of otrjective law in nature,
whereas in actual fact all that the use of such " categories "
amounts to is a convenient mode of describing the order and
combinations of our sense-impressions.
Thus on the one hand, Kant was criticised for not allowing
enough objectivitv to knowledge ; on the other hand for
allowing too rnuch.
Lenin expressed this by contrasting " the criticism of Kant from
the left and from the right "-the criticism " for not being more
of a materialist," and " for being too much of a materialist."2
It will be noticed that this two-sided criticism of Kant was
a repetition, at a new and more advanced stage, of the twosided criticism which I previously remarked as arising from
the philosophy of Locke. The same two-sidedness was in

r Marx : Capital, Preface to the Second Edition.
z Lenin '. Mateialism and Emgiio-Citica'sz, Selected Works, vol. rr, p. 259.
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Kant

as in Locke ; on thc one side, the restriction of knowledge
to the world of our own ideas ; on the other side the recognitiJn
of the existence of the outside wcrld. Brrt in Kant this diiernma

g. Frorn Kant, back to Pure Empiricism-Ernst Mach
The " neo-Kantian " movement, that is, the rnovement
which went backwards from Kant to pure empiricism, produced, as its perhaps most readable exponent, the ', scientific ,,
philosopher, ot " philosophical " scientist, Ernst Mach.
Mach called his main philosophical book, The Anafusis oJ
Sensations. In it he affirmed that the " elements ', of thi
known world are sensations. All our knowledge, he said,
refers to the order and arrangernent of such ,, elementsr,,
that is, to the order and arrangement of sensations.
Therefore scientific theories and scientific laws are to be
understood as simply statements that " the elementsr,, i.e.,
sensations, occur in such and such an order.
Thus : " Bodies do not produce sensations, but complexes
of elements (complexes of sensations) make up bodies.

" rf, to

cxistences,

their evan
in the ass
thought-symbols
sensations)"

for

complexes

of

elements (complexes of

.

" For us, therefore, the w-orld does not consist of mysterious
entities, which by their interaction with another, equally
mysterious entity, the ego, produce sensations, which alone
are accessible. For us colours, sounds, spaces, times, are
provisionally the ultimate elemeuts, whose given connection it
is our business to investigate. It is precisely in this that the
exploration of reality consists."l
Again:

" fn conformity u'ith this view the ego can be so extendecl
I Mach : Anal),sis of Sacationsrl, 13,
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The antias ultimately to embrace the whole world.
(appearance),
sensation
between
world,
thesis between ego ancl
and thing, ,uri-rh.r, and we have simply to deal lvith the
connection of the elements."l
Rut this theory, Mach asserted, is not " subjective idealism'"
Quite the contrary.
The " elements," he explained, are not mental, but neither
are they material. What ate they, thent' ? They - are
tt neutrai." When we deal with one sort of order " of the
" elements," that is the science of psychologY, an-d-- we- call
them " mental." When we deal witti another sort of '( orderr"
that is the science of physics, and we call them " physical "

or " material." But ieally they are " neutral't-just
" elements " ; and all our knowledge and all science has the
same objects, namely, the " elements " which we are
acquaintJd with in experience ; anq which in one order
*"i" ,p a mind, and in anott er order, a body'

ntt dif6cult to see that this theory differs in no irnportant
respect from the pure empiricism of Hume' The main
difference is in terminologY.

It

is

But there is also another difference.
Hume clearly admitted that his philosophy meant-solipsism'
Mach, on the other hand, tried to dodge this conclusion, by
the device of calling his sensations by the name of " elements,"
and describing them as " neutral." But yet, " a rose by any
other name will smell as sweet."
Mach said he did not deny the existence of external material
objects. A table, for instance, is real enough, he argued'
Itis a real set of " elementsr" which, considered in one relation,
is my sensation of a table, but rvhich, considered in another
relation, is the table itself.
Again, he tried to make out that
about, for instance, other minds, and
times and places, and about the Past,
matter even before any living beings
ever existed, is literally true, as sci
appropriate urrurrg"*"rrls of " neutral elements " correspond

to all such statements.
But all this was a Painful muddle.
1
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I'or what evidence is there for the existence of all
" elementsr" floating arrd combining in the void ?

7l
these

Mach asserted that ordinary bodies, considered as ., real
abiding existences," were " mysterious entities.,, But if there
is a t' mysteryr" what about the " neutral elements ,, ? These
13rely are the product of the metaphysical imagination ?
Ihey really are 'o mysterious entities."
Nloreover, the mere use of the word " neutral ,, tacked on
to denote sen
make ,, my',
,
less " my ow
exclusively.
conjure forth
" belong, to
hen Mach ima
ts of ,, neutral
cl
ng to all the statements of science, it
w
rdity which he was imagining.
be said that he did not succeed even
g ; for no one can imagine the unf the inconceivable. He was tacking
her ; but the statements produced

.

llence

it

must be adrnitted that

Nlach;lSTr
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ther hand, they did succeed
of Berkeley's and Hume's
w " muddles.
Besides Mach, and besides the English agnostics, there were
dozens of other philosophers of the neo-Kantian, Machian,
positivist and agnostic variety ; the differences between rvhom
scemed of great importance to themselves, but were of
r;econdary irnportance in the history of thought.
Remarkine on this, Lenin said : " It should be noted that
en eclectic combination of Kant ancl Hume, or Hume and
Berkeley. is possible, so to speak, in various proportions, by
laying principal stress now on orre, now on a.rolhei element of

mixture."l
The important feature, which is in common between all
the denial of the objectivity of scientific
ure ernpiricist theory that all knowledge
tions and cannot extend beyond the limits

the
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4. The Appeasers in the Camp oJ Scientific Thought
I think it will be clear from the whole of this exposition,
that the agnosticism and Machism of the rgth century fulfilled
exactly the same philosophical role as the philosophy of
Berkeley and Hnme in the r8th century, that is, to produce a
philosophy which would enable would-be scientific minds to
avoid " dangerous thoughts " by appearing to " accept
science," without overthrowing religion.
But since the science of the rgth century was far more
advanced, far richer in content, and covered a far wider field,
than the science of the r8th century, it followed that this
philosophical task became much more difEcult, and the
philosophy accordingly became involved and muddled.
" Three great discoveriesr" said Engels, " enabled our
knowledge of the interconnection of natural processes to
advance by leaps and bounds ; first, the discovery of'the cell
as the unit from whose multiplication and diflerentiation the
whole plant and animal body develops. Second, the
translormation of energ'y, rthich has demonstrated that all the
so-called forces operative in the first instance in inorganic
nature . . . are different forms of manifestation of unirrersal
rnotion. Finally, the proof . that the stock of organic
products of nature surrounding us today, including mankind,
is the result of a long process of evolution from a few original
unicellular germs, and that these again have arisen from
protoplasm or albumen which came into existence by chemical
means.

" Thanks to these three great discoveries and the other
immense advances of natural science, we have now arrived at
the point where we can demonstrate as a whole the interconnection betrveen the processes of nature not only in particular spheres but also in the inter-connection of these
particular spheres themselves, and so can present in an approximately systematic form a comprehensive view of the interconnection in nature by means of the facts provided in
empirical natural science itself."1
In other words, Igth century science had advanced to a
point where it already, began to present, at least in general
I Engels : Feuerbach, ch. 4,
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outline, a scientific rnaterialist picture of the world, including
the physical and mental life and experience of mankind.
This picture was further developed by the demonstration
provided by Marx, that human history and the movement of
society and ideas had likewise a natural scientific explanation.
Scientific. knowledge remained, it is true, as it always must
remain, in many respects incomplete and provisional. But
the development of science held out the pr.omise that there
was no sphere of nature or human expericnce which was not
susceptihle of scientific treatment, and which could not be
included in the general unified scientific picture of the world.
In face of this tremendous advance of scicntific knowledge,
r:xtending to every aspect of nature and society, the " philosophers of science " set themselves to' prc,ve that knowledge
cannot extend beyond the limits of sensations ; that all science
can do is but to work out an elaborate system for describing
and preclicting the order of our sensations ; and at the same
time they tried to maintain the standpoint of people who
" accepted " all the discoveries of science.
No wonder they got into a mucldle.
Their philosophy trrrned out to be, therefore, one whose
mission it was to add to all the discoveries of science a big
" BU'f." Science has discovered the truth of the evolution
of lifc from the lo",l'er forms of organisms to the higher ; Dul
thjs discovery only relates to the order of our sensations.
Science has formulated the lalvs o{ the conservation and
transformation of energy : but this really rela.tes only to the
order of our sensations. And so on.
The significance of this " but " is that it denies that science
presents a true, or approxirnately true, picture of the objective
material world and of our place in it. The " but " destroys
scieuce as a picture of the objective rnorl.rl.
By so doing, this philosophy clearly gives leave to the
cxponents of anti-scientific views of the world to claim credence
for their world-picture-and then to keep pulling to pieces,
blotching and smudging the scientific picture of the wor:ld.
'Ihe n'hole history' of'modern science from the time when
Galileo fell into the hands of the Holy trnquisition has been
the history of struggle against anti-scientific ideas" It has
been the history of the uprooting of dogmas, mysteries and

I
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superstitions from one field after another

;

of the victory o1'
enlightenment I and of the winning of men's free control
over nature and their own destiny in place of acceptance of
things as they are and worship of the unknown.
Machism and similar theories are therefore with some
justice accused of being theories that disarm science in this
struggle for enlightenment. Their " but " is a gesture of
appeasement of the enemies of scientific knorvledge and of
scientific culture. It gives way to them, lets them gct on
with the dissernination of anti-scientific views, and renounces
the aim of the scientific explanation of the whole world.
And just as appeasement in any sphere always leads to the
disruption of one's own camp in thc interests of the enemy, so
it is with the philosophy of science. It leads to the disruption
of scientific thought by many obscurities and muddles, the
importation into scientific thought of nonsensical and meaning-

terms. It leads to the presentation, not of a picture of the
objective world we live in, its la',.r,'s of motion and our own
place in it, but to a picture of what Sir James Jeans later
called " the mysterious universe." Everything becomes doubtful and obscure ; and strange shadowy gnliliss-(( elements "
and so forth-take the place ol material and controllable
facts and processes.
This theorctical confusion has more than a mercll, thcoretical
significancc.
Our ideas arise from our matelial modc of living, but they
govern our material mode of living too. If the human race
is to be emancipated from poverty ancl oppression, then our
struggle for progress must be guided by a clear scientific
theory, in politics in particular, but in evcry other sphere of
human activity as lvell. Unscicntific ancl anti-scientific
notions are at best a hindrance to progless. But most often
they are used by those whosc interests are opposed to progress
as a means of helping to opposc it"
The thcoretical activity, therefore, of those philosophcrs ancl
scientists who are engaged in adding " buts " to science is
not sornething indrpendent of the social struggle. Whether
the philosophers intend this to be so or not, it plays its part
in giving aid and comfort to the enemies of progress.
A philosophy which sets limits to science by denying its
Iess
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reference to the objective world, necessarily has irc counterpart

in the flourishing of superstition and ignorance amongst the
people. For if people do not learn to understand the world
scientifically, then they must remain victims of faith, tradition
and authority. And so, great as may be the gulf, intellectually
and socially, between the academic philosopher and scientist
and the common man, this type of philosophy plays its part
in society as a barrier to the enlightenment of the people, and
so far therefore as a help to reaction.
Above all, if we can only show how science reveals the true
nature of the world in which we live, then we can understand
how, by the social use and control of scientific discoveries, we
can change the world and transform human life. But theories
which deny the objectivity of scientific knowledge play into
the hands of those who are opposed to any such change and
translbrrnation.

{
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knowledge, but are mcre baseless speculations, or ane even
CHAPTER 6
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How do

we gain our knowledge ?

IN this chapter, before passing on to the examination of
contemporary forms of empirical philosophy, I shall attempt
to analyse the main theoretical mistakes made by the philosophy
already passed under review.
What is wrong with it as a philosophy ? Briefly, the
answer is :
(A) That it is founded on premises which are obviously
untrue.
(B) That its conclusions are in glaring contradiction with
well-established facts.
The first line of refutation was particularly developed by
Engels, and the second by Lenin.
(A)

I

think it is clear from the whole preceding exposition that,
basis of the philosophy of pure empiricism, in all its
various forms, lie certain characteristic views about the nature
of knowledge. Namely, knorvledge is regarded as being derived
from sense-perception, in the sense :
(i) That sense-perception is the original starting point of
knowledge, arrd that the ob3'ects of sense-perception are our
own sensations or sense-impressions, which therefore constitute
the original given de"ta from which the whole body ofknowledge

at the

is derivcd.

(ii) 'Ihat

sensations being the ultimate given data of
knowledge, then knowledge is derived through the mental
activity of analysing, comparing, combining, ordering, etc., our
sensations ; so that whatever results can be so obtained by
contemplating sensations, constitute knowledgel whereas
propositions which cannot be so derived, and which in any
way go beyond what can be so derived, do not constitute
76

entirely without meaning.
Naturally, the above view of knowledge can be expressed in
many other ways, utilising various sorts of philosophical
terminology ; but the above, I believe, constitutes the gist of
the matter as concerns the fundamental view of knowledge
taken by pure empiricism.
Now if this premise regarding the nature of knowledge is
granted, then the rest of pure empiricism follows.
It is undeniably true that, takirrg sensation as the given
ultimate basis of knowledge in this sense, then you cannot, by
any conceivable species of logic, arrive at the knowledge of the
cxistence of anything else except sensations. Sensations are
the given ; we cannot know that anything exists whose
existence cannot be known through contemplating sensations,
their combinations and orders-if that is granted, then we
cannot know about the existence of anything else except
sensations themselves.

But the point is-the premise is obviously untrue.
" Some truths there arer" to quote Berkeley, tt so near and
obvious to the mind that a man need only open his eyes to see
them." And " such I take this important one to be, viz."
tlrat our knowledge is not derived from sensations in the way
described above. We do not gain our knowledge by simply
accepting given sensations, and then analysing and comparing
our sensations one with another. On the contrary, we gain
our knowledge by doing things, acting on things, changing
things, producing things, which involves far more than merely
contemplating the sensatibns which happen to enter into our
consciousness.

In order to convince oneselfofthis, one need not look further,
indeed, than t'one's own experience."
Furthermore, just as the pure empiricist, in his " analysis of
sensationsr" usually introduces into his own sense-experience
an atomism which as a matter of fact is not there at all, so he
regards experience in general in an atomistic way. He treats
the experience of each person, of each knowing subject, as a
separate atom, totally exclusive I and so each has only his own
private knowledge, derived from his own private sensations,
and has no grounds for inferring, or knowing, anything beyond
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what is contained in his own private experience. That is why
pure empiricism, consl'stentl2 carriecl out, must always lead to
solipsism.

But again, such a view of the basis of knowledge is totally at
variance with the manifest facts.
It is not the case at all that knowledge is the private property
of each krrowing mind. But just as knowledge is not gained
by the mere contemplation on the part of each individual of
his own private sensations, but zs gained by practical activity
directed upon surrounding objects ; so also knowledge is
gained by the co-operative practical activity of many people,
and many generations of people, and is not separately built up
by cach person. Knowledge is public, not private ; it is the
common product and the cornmon property of many people
organised in society ; and the sum of knowledge gained by
their social co-operation could not possibly be gained by any

one individual, even if he were the cleverest empiricist in
the world.
Hence pure empiricism is bascd upon an obviously r-aise
premise-on the premise that the knowledge of each one of us
is derived from the private contemplation of the private
sensations of each one of us ; whereas in fact there is common
social human knowledge, derived from the co-operative
activity of generations of people, directed upon, and in interaction with, surrounding objects.

z.

Does our Knowledge relate to the Objectiae Material World

?

Having laid bare this basic error of pure empiricism in its
account of the nature of knowledge, it is possible to indicate
the way out liom some of the typical philosophical puzzles
generated by pure empiricism, and also the general justification
of the materialist postulate of the existence of the objective
material world, to which all our knowledge must relate.
But before proceeding further, it will be well here to definc
what is meant by this expression, " objective material world."
In a moment I shall have to deal again with the contention
that such an expression is incomprehensible and meaningless,
so it will be useful to establish in advance just what it does mean.
I will not define " world," I hope that word is understood.
But in speaking of the " ob.iective " l,r,orld, I mean that that
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world is the same for everyone. Thus if my perceptions give
me information about the objective world, that means they
give me information about exactly the same world as your
perceptions give you, and as everyone else's perceptions give
them. And in speaking about the ob.jective " material "
world, I mean that that world exists in space and time independently of being perccived or known, and, indeed, independently
of any sort of consciousness or mental or spiritual being or
process.

Often the objective rnatcrial world is referred to as being
This of course means external in relation to any
individual's consciousness. My consciousness occurs within
the totality of events which make up the world ; but the
events which aroLlse my consciousness, and to which it relates,
are external to my consciousness.
It is, then, a typical doctrine of all forms of pure empiricism
and agnosticism that our knowledge cannot penetrate beyond
sensations, or beyond the contents of our own experience.
Sensations are the given data lvhich we have to work with ;
and therefore the idea of an external objective rvorld, independent
of our experience, causing our sensations, and represented by our
sensations, is a purely " metaphysical " idea, absurd and

" external."

incomprehensible.

'We cannot know anything about such an external world.
It is outside the limits of our knowledge, just because it is
external to sense-experience. Indeed, we can attach meaning
to our words themselves only in so far as they refer to given
elements of sense-experience, and therefore we cannot even
attach any meaning to our words when we talk about an
external world.
Thus Berkeley said : " When I consider . the signification of the words ' material substance,' I am convinced there
is no distinct meaning annexed to them." Again : " If there
were external bodies, it is impossible we should ever come to
know it." And : " You may, if so it shall seem good, use the
word ' matter' in the same sense as other men use
'nothing.' . . ."1
Kant spoke of the external objective world as a realm of
in themselvesr" unknowable and incomprehensible.
things
"
l Berkeley z Principles of Hutnan Knowledge, 17, zor8o.
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Mach spoke of supposed real external objective things as
mysterious entities."
And so in general, it js everywhere asserted that the external

objective material wofd, the system of material processes
which in their interaction with our own organic bodies produce
sensations, is a meaningless supposition, without any grounds
in experi.ence or reason, mysterious, incomprehensible, absurd
a
" metaphysical."
-inThe word,
answer to this line of empirical reasoning was worked
out by Engels. His answer was in essence very simple. He
pointed out that once a correct view is taken of the basis of
our knowledge, in place of the distorted empiricist view, then
it becomes obvious that external material objects, far from
being unknowable and incomprehensible, are very easily
known, and the validity of our knowledge of them is very
readily tested.
" This line of reasoningr" Engels wrote, " seems undoubtedly
hard to beat by mere argumentation. But before there wa-s
argument, there was action. ' In the beginning was the deed.'
And human action had solved the difficulty (i.e., the difEculty
of securing knowledge of external objects) long before human
ingenuity invented it. The proof of the pudding is in the
eating. From the moment we turn to our own use these
objects, accordin6; to the qualities we perceive in them, we put
to an infallible test the correctness or otherwise of our senscperceptions. If these perceptions have been wrong, then our
estimate of. the use to which an object can be turned must
also be wrong, arrd our attempt must fail. But if we succeed
in accomplishing our aim, if we find that the object does agree
with our idea of it, and does answer the purpose we intended
for it, then that is positive proof that our perceptious of it and
its qualities, so t'ar, agree with reality outside ourselves."l
Referring to Kant's statements about the unknowable
" thing in itself," Engels further wrote : " To this Hegel, long
since, has replied : If you know all the qualities of a thing,
you know the thing itself ; nothing remains but the fact that
the said thing exists without ; and when your senses hav'o
taught you that fact, you have grasped the last remnant of the
To which it may be added, that in
thing in itself.
1

Engels

t

Sociahsm, Utopian aad Scimtific, Introduction.
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Kant's time our knowledge of natural objects was indeed so
fragmentary that he might well suspect, behind the little we
knew about each of them, a mysterious thing in itself. But
one after another these ungraspable things have been grasped,
analysed, and what is more reproduced by the giant progress
of science ; and what we can produce, we certainly cannot
consider unknowable."1
Again : " The most telling refutation of this as of all other
philosophical fancies is practice, viz., experiment and industry.
If we are able to prove the correctness of our conception of a
natural process by making it ourselves, bringing it into being
out of its conditions and using it for our own Purposes into the
bargain, then there is an end of the Kantian incomprehensible

thing in itself."2
To all this it may be objected that the argument fails as a
proof of the existence of external material things, because it all
the while assumes their existence. Therefore, regarded as a
proof of the existence of the objective material world, Engels'
argument falls into the fallacy of arguing in a circle.
Such an objection must doubtless be urged by those who
prefer to assume that they know only that themselves and their
own subjective experience exist. But they fail to see that they
also are arguing in a circle. For they too start with an
'assumption, namely, that the objects of our knowledge are
restricted to sensations, sense-impressions, sense-data ; and if
they make that assumption, then of course they can never
show either that the objective material world exjsts, or that we
can have any knowledge about it.
But the objection fails to grasp the Purpose and force of
Engels' argument. He was not trying to produce a proof from
first principles, that the external world exists. There can be
no such " proof," nor is one needed. The Cartesian philosophers in the rTth century used to bring forward what lvas
called " the ontological proof " of the existence of God, which
was a proof " that God necessarily exists." Engels was not
trying to produce an ontological proof of the existence of
matter, or of the objective material world. What he was
trying to do (and I think, succeeded in doing) was to show
1

Engels

r Engels

. Socialism, Utopian
: Feuerbach, ch. z.

and Scienffic,Introduction.
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how, given external material objects, with their action upon us
and our action on them, we can come, through that interaction,
to have verifiable knowledge about external material objects.

Now this was, first of all, a refutation of the arguments of the
pure empiricists, subjective idealists, solipsists, etc. For they
had all argued that we cannotbe said to have knowledge of the
objective material world, whereas Engels had shown just how
we both can and do have such knowledge. Therefore they
were refuted.

And therefore, too, the cxistencc of the objective material
world was established beyond all doubt ; for if we find that
our knowledge relates to it, then of course it must exist. We
may assume, and we ought to assume, in any philosophical
account of knowledge, that the objective material world
exists. For as soon as we begin to analyse the nature and
grounds of our knowledge, we find that it does relate to the
objective material world ; and if we try to relate it to anything
else, then we falsify it.
What precisely, then, is contained in Engels' " most telling
refutation
Simply

external

"

of pure empiricism ?
That in life men enter into relations with the

this.

world.

Knowledge

of

external objects

seems

mysterious and impossible only when knowledge is regarded
in abstraction frorn all other hurnan activity. But when such
a false abstraction is corrected, and knowledge is regarded
concretely, as it exists in actual life and experience, in its

relations to the totality of human activities, then there is
nothing mysterious or impossible in the fact that it relates to
external material objects. On the contrary, that relation, and
the general principles of that relation, become very clear.
Consider human knowledge concretely, as it actually exists,
comes into being, and develops. Is it gained as a result of our
contemplating, analysing, comparing, our own inner subjective
sensations ? No, it is not.
All knowledge is gained as a result of grappling with
problems. And the sort of problems that face us in real Iife
are not problems of how to analyse our sensations and describe
their order and combinations, but they are problems of how
to conduct ourselves in relation to surrounding bodies. It is
the problems of practice that set the problems of knowledge.
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The root problem of knowledge is to evolve ideas and
theories corresponding sufficiently well with the real nature of
things, as to enable us to handle them successfully. And as
the problem is, so of course is the answer. If the problem
relates to the properties of external objects, so must the answer
relate to the properties of external objects. And when our
ideas of the properties of things enable us-as they very
frequently do, otherwise we rvould not survive-not merely to
find our way about amongst surrounding objects and to avoid
being harmed by them, but to change them, and to produce
them for ourselves, then that is the test and proof that the
ideas correspond to the objects.
As Francis Bacon remarked : " Knowledge of nature is the
same thing as power over nature."l He realised very well
that to know the properties ofthings is to kuow how to control
tund to produce thern. But those who started from the sarne
empirical standpoint as hirnself, forgot this important fact.
This account of knowledge, and of the mode of development
and test of the validity of knowledge, is integrally related to
the materialist scientific account of social development as a
whole. For thc sum of human knowledge is as much a social
product as any other of the activities and products of men ;
and it has the same roots. The basic social activity of men,
which drives forward and conditions the whole of their social
activity, is the activity of production, that is, wresting a living
from nature, and producing for ourselves the products and
results which we require. Knowledge arises frorn the effort of
production ; increase of knowledge brings increased power of
production ; and that increased power of production is the
test of the objective validity of knowledge.
Thus in proportion as vr'e know how to produce processes
and to produce objects for ourselves, out of their constituents,
so is our knowledge of those processes and objects the more
complete. That which lve cannot produce remains for us,
to that extent, sornething indeed mysterious, unknown, a
" thing in itself." But lvhen rve learn how to produce it, the
mysterious becomes comprehensible, the unknown becomes
known, the " thing-in-itself " becomes a " thing for us."
For instance, we have at the present time some idea of the
l Bacon : Noz,ttm Qrganum.
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nature of life, namely, that it is the mode of existence peculiar
to bodies with a certain chemical constitution. But until we
can actually learn how to produce living matter, there remains
something mysterious and unknown about the nature of life .
On the other hand, vitamins were, up to recently, a very
mysterious type of substances ; but now we can manufacturc
vitamins, the mystery is disappearing. (Of course from this
it is clear that those biologists who say that not only we cannot
now, but we never can, be able to trace the production of
living matter, are people for whom the nature of life is not a
relative but an absolute mystery. They renounce the search
for more knowledge about life, and would prefer that it
remains unknown.)
I am not here trying to set down, however, a complete
theory of knowledge. I arn merely trying to indicate the
general grounds on which it can be maintained that our
knowledge relates to the objective material world ; and to
slrow in a general way how our knowledge relates to the
material world, and how knowledge of external processes,
objects and facts can be acquired and tested. In the light of
this general approach much, very much more must be written,
which would be outside the limited critical purpose of this
particular book.
But this treatment of knowledge is a scientific treatment, as
opposed to the views on knowledge given in so-called scientic
philosophies. For it attempts to treat knowledge as it actually
exists and develops. It treats knowledge as the product of a
human activity amongst other human activities, and thereby
shows its objects, its function, and the way in which it is
tested and verified in actual life.
What is there unknowable about the objective material
world, as here demonstrated ? There is nothing mysterious,
nothing incomprehensible about external material objects.
On the other hand, if we seek incomprehensible mysteries, it
is in the writings of pure empiricists that we shall find them.
Wltat the2 affirm the objects of our knowledge to be is indeed
someihing incomprehensible. A limited subjective world of
colours, sounds, smells, tastes, feelings of hardness and softness,
etc., existing nowhere, rvith no material basis-here indeed,
as Wittgenstein truly said, rve find " the mystical'"
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The Objects of Sense-Perception

I have tried t<l show the basis, and the meaning, of our
affirmation of the existence of the external objective material
world, and of knowledge about that world. But what of this
other " world " of the pure empiricists, that is, the world of
sense-impressions, sensations or sense-data ; to which, according to them, our knowtredge relates ; which comprises the
objects of our knowledge ; and whictr is-not objective-but
a subjective world, dilferent for me than for you ?
Some investigation is evidently needed of sense-perception,
to find out whether it does in fact have as its objects such
subjective entities as the world of the pure empiricists is
supposed to consist of. And while this is properly a question
of experimental psychology, physiology and neurology, enough
can perhaps be established of the matter here to show up the
nature of the errors into which the pure empiricists have fallen.
Knowledge begins with sense, and sensation and senseperception is the foundation of all the higher forms ofknowledge
there can be no doubt.
--of this
The pure empiricists say, however, in one way or another,
that sensation or sense-perception is not a means whereby we
have direct knowledge ofobjective external things, but on the
contrary, that sensation erects an oPaque barrier between
ourselves and external objects. The objects of sense are
sensations, sense-impressions, " sense-data " ; and we cannot,
so to speak, see through sensations to the external things
which lie beyond them. From this some conclude that
nothing lies beyond ; others, that something may exist there,
but it is unknowable ; others again, like Mach, more ingenious,
conclude that sensations and external objects are the same
thing, and that external objects are just so many complexes of
sensations ; or (as we shall see in the Second Part of this book)
they give an analysis of the meaning of propositions about
cxternal objects according to lvhich such propositions are
really about the order and arrangement of sensations.
Since sensation is in fact the direct means whereby we
become aware of the existence and properties of external
objects, it is strange that so many philosophers should regard
it as a barrier shutting out knowledge of the existence and
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of external objects. But this strange conclusion
arises from regarding sensation abstractly, and not in its
relation to life. When sensations are regarded abstractly, as
so many given data with which the mind has to work, then of
course the conclusion follows that (as has already been pointed
out), just by apprehending, analysing and comparing such
sense-data, we cannot arrive at the knowledge of anything
beyond.
But we have no right to take such an abstract view of
sense-perception. Aftcr all, it has been studied in some detail
by experimental science, and if we philosophise about it we
must do so on the basis of the scientific results. Physical
phenomena too have been studied by science ; and that being
so, any philosophy rvhich attempted to generalise about
physical phenomena on philosophical principles-likc, for
example, the ancient Greeks-and ignored the results of
physical science, rvould bc regarded as entirely out-of-date
and baseless. Just the same is true of sense-perception.
Sense-perception is an activity of a sentient organism,
rvhereby that organism becomes aware of various features of
its errvironment, and also of the state of its orvn body. And
" becomes aware " does not simply mean " becomes
consciousr" but means that the <-'rganism moves and behaves
appropriately. If I am aware of a table in the middle of the
room, I am conscious of the existence of the table, and when
I walk across the room I will take care not to bump into it.
Thus it may also be said that in sense-perception the organism
discriminates various features of its environrnent, in order
that it can react appropriately to their presence. The whole
environment is an immensely varied and cornplicated system
of objects and processes. In sense-perception the organism
discriminates some of the features out of the total mass.
The sense organs are the organs through which this discrimination begins, by reacting to effects transmitted from
external objects--the eyes to light waves, the ears to sound
waves, the skin to touch, au.d so on ; impulses are transmitted
from the sense organs to the brain ; in the brain the separate
impulses are integrated together (through a process that we
do not as yet know much about) ; and there follows the
sensible conscious representation of the surrounding objects
property
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according to the information about them picked up by the
and co-ordinated by the brain. The organism
is then able to behave in a manner appropriate to this representation of its surroundings.
In this way, incidentally, it is not very hard to account for
some of the well-known phenomena of sense, which have been
thought to be a great p:uzzle by some philosophers" For
instance, if we look sidervays at a round penny, it will look
elliptical. The sun, which is a very big object, but a long
way away, looks smaller than the fire in my own fireplace,
which is a comparatively small object, but is very near. A
stick half submerged in the water looks bent. And so on.
Moreover, the senses sometimes mislead us altogether, by
representing things as quite different from what they are, or
even things which do not exist at all" Sometimes the senses
mislead us, and this is not surprising when you consider how
the senses work. But we can usually tell, if not at the time,
then afterwards, whether the senses mislead us or not. For
when we deal with things according to the information received
through the senses, and we find that thereby we can get along
in the world, then that is the sign that, so far at least, the
representation of things rnade from our ser,se-perception is
a true representation, corresponding to the nature of the
sense organs

objects.

Sense knou,ledge, or sense-perccption, is therefore to be
regarded concretely as a certain activity of sentient organisms,
through which these organisms discriminate various features
of their immediate surroundings, integrate those features into
a single representation, and are thus enabled to react appropriately. From this it is clear that the objects of sense-perception,
the objects known through the scnses, are material objects,

objects of the objective external world. There is nothing
" mysterious " about those objects ; for we are always surrounded by them, always interacting with them, and always
in our waking hours gaining knowledge about them through
sense-perception. Indeed, each one of us is only ourself one
amongst those objects, for we, too, have a material existence.
From this point of view, what does seem mysterious is rather
the supposition of a set of special non-material sense-objects,
private to the sentient mind-whether these are called
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" sense-impressionsr" t' ideasrr, ., sensationsr,, ,, elementsr,, or
whatever they are called by the philosophers who invented
them.
But_here th^e philosophers will cry-No, what you say does
not follow. consider the stick thai looks bent in the water
;
consider- the-penny

that looks elliptical when you see it sidethe alleged objective stick ii straight and the penny is
r-oun{,- but what yu see is bent or elliptical. What you see,
the object ofyour sense-perception, is not an alleged external
material object, but is rather a sensation, a sense"-impression,
a sense-datum.
Now on this I would make three remarks :_
(t) Is what we see, or, not to confine ourselves merely to
sight, what we are
.aware of in sense-perception, a.ralysable
into separately existing
sensati<,r, o" ,&r,"-aata ?
No, it is not. At the present moment, what I am sensibly
aware of is the room in which I am writing, including within
it the visual appearance of the tables and Jhairs, the iund of
the ticking of the clock, the warm sensation from the fire, and
so on. Is this the same as an awareness of a collection of
different sensations, of simplc
sounds
sensations of,warmtir, etc. ? Is
fi;r#
scnsations ? Clearly not. If
tion, for
instance, f
bring myself to see the table before
-can
-", ,rt u,
a solid table,
but as _a bfown sensation, or brolvn patch,
then
I am causing rnyself to see something different frtm what tr
saw before. Hence to regard what I am aware of as being
a collection of sensations or se nse-data, made up out of th'e
separate impressions of the different senses, is to begin to
invent constituents of sense-experience which have no real
existence whatever.
Of cours^e, my total sense-perception ls the result of a fitting
together of the data provided by the separate serlses. Bu-t
that fitting together is done in the course of the complicated
integrative processes which take place inside my brain, when
the impulses from the different senses are received. The data
of cach sense do not enter my consciousness separately at all,
as if my consciousness were a: all.sable, as Hume ,uid, ioto
" a bundle of sense-impressions ,, ; whri I am conscious of is
a whole integrated representation of my surroundings, in
ways

j
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which the data derived from each sense have become blended,
and have no longer any separate existence.
And these results, be it noted, are not the mere product of
some philosophical speculation, but emerge from the work of
experimental psychology, especially the work of the so-called
Gestalt psychologists, and of rnodern physiology and neurology.
Hence, in the first place, whether a stick looks bent in thc
water or not, it cannot be correct to suppose that the object
of our sense-perception is analysable into a collection of

separate sense-irnpressions

or

sense-data. "

Sense-im-

pressionsr" tt sense-datar" considered as " objectsr" are a
purely metaphysical invention. They have no real existence,
and no place in any science.
(z) In this connection, it is specially noteworthy that the
alleged sense-impressions or sense-data are entirely passive or,
as Berkeley put it, " inert," and have no sort of inter-action
whatever one with another.
In them we have an alleged set of completely immaterial
objects, which have no sort of effect or influence on one
another or on anything else.
There is an alleged sense-impression of colour, or a coloured.
sense-datum : but it exists absolutely without activity of any
description ; it has no power to change, influence or affect
itself or anything else.
What a strange mode of existence this is-how mysterious,
incomprehensible and incapable of any soft of scientific study.
Having postulated such a mode of existence, philosophers have
proceeded to argue that, since only such-like objects are known
to the human mind, therefore causality and the power of
things to infi.uence and change one another in the world, must
be an illusion. But the argument should rather go the other
way round. Since the alleged sense-impressions or sense-data
are so entirely " inert " and powerless to change, therefore it
is they which are the illusion.
(3) How, then, does the illusion of the existence of sense-data
arise

?

Sense-perception is an activity of the bodily organism,
carried on through the sense-organs and the brain. But being
a conscious activity, it is not merely a matter of physical stimuli

and responses, impulses and reactions, but in order to fulfil
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its function in the life of the higher organisms that possess it,
it involves the conscious representa.tion of its objects.
But this conscious representation, or in other words, my
consciousness, is yet only a part or an aspect of the material
processes in my brain which constitute the activity of senseperception. My consciousness has no existence apart from
my brain. For thc grey matter in my brain has the unique
peculiarity (and exactly how this happens we do not yet
know) that its motion is not merely physical but also, as we
say, mental, that is, it gives rise to consciousness, or has e
conscious aspect. My consciousness can change, and enter
into many different states-but it remains as merely the
conscious aspect of something material, the processes in my
brain ; and if I imagine it to exist independently, tr am making
an absurd mistake.
Further, when I am cngaged in sense-percepticln, my
consciousness has a certain content; and the content is determined by what goes on in rny brain. T'hus I am seeing a
stick, a penny, the sun, the inside of my sitting-room, and so
on ; the content of my consciousness is very varied and
changing. But obviously, no more than my consciousness in
general, has the content of my consciousness got any independent existence.
For instance, I am looking at a stick half submerged in
water, and it looks bent. There really is the conscious senserepresentation of a bent stick. But that is not to say that
there is a bent-shaped object, existing somehow in my mind,
as well as or instead of the objective stick, which is straight.
'Ihe onl2 objects involved are the stick itself, the light waves,
and the processes in my eyes, optic nerve and brain, the
conscious side of which includes the sense-representation of a
bent stick. Why the stick looks bent instead of straight is
easily explained from the nature of the image formed on
my retina.
Much more can be written, and needs to be written, in
explanation of the nature of consciousness, and of its " objects."
But I think it is now possible to indicate the kind of rnistake
which the pure empiricists, and many other philosophers as
well, have made.
They base their theories, in the first place, purely on passive
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introspection. Thus they look inside their own consciousness,
so to speak, and they find there that their consciousness has a
most interesting, varied and changing content. But inside
their own consciousness they are not aware at all that their
consciousness is only an aspect of certain material processes,
namely, the processes inside their brain. So they ignore this
fact and pay no attention to it. And having done so, they
then come to regard their consciousness, and the whole
changing content of their consciousness, as being an independently existing " world " on its own.
This process of abstraction, based on the ruental attitude of
introspection) was rather vividly, if strangely, described by a
German " phenomenologist," E. I{usserl-lvhom I have not
rnentioned before in this hook, and rvill not mention again.
In a book called Pure Phenomenolog2 he said that what was
necessary was to consider our own consciousness, and in doing
('bracket or t'disconnectr" as he expressed it, both the
so to
"
objectivc world and the existence of our own selves ; that is,
to ignore such factors altogether. What was left over after
such disconnccting was " pure consciousness." And :
" Consciousness, considered in its 'purity,' " he said, " must
be reckoned as a self-contained system of Being, as a system
of Absolute Being, into which nothing can penetrate, and from
which nothing can escape ; which has no spatio-temporal
exterior, and can be inside no spatio-ternporal system. . . ."1
Having, then, arrived at the position where our consciousness, with its content, is regarded as something that exists
independently, the introspective empirical philosopher then
proceeds to try to " analyse " it into its parts. He tries to
represent this " world " ofconsciousness or pure experience as
being built up out of constituent atoms, just as the objective
material world is considered to be composed of atoms ; he
calls these atoms " sensations " or " sense-data " or
" elementsr" or any other name that occurs to him ; and so
invents a whole realm of objects, which he declares to be the
true objects of knowledge ; and he ends by declaring that the
objective material world does not exist at all.
As I have shown, such t' atoms " are not actually to be
found inside our consciousness, nor do they have any of the
r Husserl

:

Pure PhenomenologS,, 33-49.
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characteristics of real objects, because they cannot influence
or change anything. But the basic fallacy which led to the
assertion of the existence of such objects can now be made
plain. It is a fallacy which has been fairly common in the
history of philosophy ; namely, the fallacy of mistaking for an
independently existing object, some mere aspect or part of a
fact or process, which can be thought of in abstraction, but
which can have no independent existence. These philosophers
think ofconsciousness in abstraction, and then try to represent
the content of consciousness as a world of independently
existing objects.

4. Is

Pure Empiricism compatible with the results of Science ?

What, then, is the upshot of this whole discussion about the
theory of knowledge of pure empiricism ? It is that the
theories of pure empiricism are without foundation, because
they rest on false premises, that'is, on an inaccurate account
of knowledge involving false abstractions ; and that there is
every reason to presume the very opposite of what pure
empiricism asserts.
(B)

But secondly, the conclusions of pure empiricism, which are
based on this inaccurate and abstract account of knowledge,
are moreover themselves at variance with the most well-tested
racts established by the very scientific knowledge about which

pure empiricism tries to philosophise. This becomes very
obvious after the preceding discussion.

Criticising pure empiricism, Lenin asked : " Dles man think
the help of the brain? "t
The answer, of course, is : Yes, he does. It is scientifically
established that not only does man think rvith the help of the
brain, but that thought is a function of the brain, and that
without a brain there can be no sensation, no experience,
no thought.
But the conclusion of pure empiricism is that the brain is
really only a certain sort of combination of sensations. As
Mach said, " bodies do not produce sensations, but .
with

I See Lenin z llilatcriolismand Em1irio-Criticism,Selected Works, Vol. r r, p.
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complexes of sensations make up bodies." Therefore, sensati.rn does not depend on the brain, but the brain depends on
sensations, namely, on sensations being connbined in a certain
way.

Therefore, sensation is not a function of the brain, but the
brain is a function of sensations.
Or to put it in another way, the idea of " the brain," like
the idea of aII bodies, is only a convenient mode of describing
and predicting certain sensations which we experience under
certain circumstances.
Hence quite clearly this philosophy holds that the existence
of sensations, and the faculty of thought based on sensations,
is really absolutely independent of any brain, .or any other
material thing. It tells us that when it says "'brain," it means
only something about sensations ; and hence quite clearly it
in effect denies that sensation or thought is dependent on anything other than itself. My sensation, my experience, is
absolute-absolutely irrdependent.
But clearly such a doctrine is in hopeless contradiction with
what we know to be the case as a result of scientific investigations, namely, that sensation and thought are dependent,
dependent on a material thing, the brain.
Whateaer interpretations or analyses this philosophy may
give of scientific propositions about thought and the brain
(and it has given many), they cannot conceal the fact that
this philosophy asserts that sensation exists without sense
organs, thought without a brain.
Again, Lenin asked : " Did nature exist prior t0 man? "r
Again the answer, of course, is : Yes, it did. It is a wellestablished fact that the human race is descended from other
forms of organic life, that life itself has a chemical origin, and
that for ages and ages the state of matter was such that no life,
lct alone such a complicated form of life as man, was possible.
But what has pure empiricism to say of all this ? Simply
that nothing exists beyond sensations, and that our knowledge
can in the last analysis refer only to sensations. 'Iherefore,
when we say, t'Nature existed prior to man," we really rnean,
or ought to mean, something very diffcrent from what we say,,
l See Lenin: Materialism ard Dmpirio-Criticl'szr, Selected Works, Vol. rr,
p. r+o.
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Perhaps, for example, we mean that in the past certain
combinations of sensations existed, without those particular
combinations existing which constitute the life of man. But
that supposes that sensations exist without anyone to have
those sensations, which of all the abstruse, mystical and
metaphysical speculations ever imagined, is the most absurd.
Or perhaps its meaning is to be explained in another way,
for instance : " If I imagine myself to have existed so many
millions of years ago, then I must imagine myself to perceive
only sequences of events which .r,vould render life impossible,"
or something of that sort. This again is absurd, because I
cannot imagine myself existing, far less perceiving anything,
under such circumstances.
Or perhaps, rrlore ingenious still (and this is the interpretation put up by the most up-to-date empiricists), it is to be
explained in terms of the principle that " the meaning of a
proposition is its verification."l trn that case it would mean
something like this : " If I have the sensatious of looking at
stratified rocks, then in some strata I will see fossil remains,
and in other (which I call ' earlier') strata I will not," and so
on-thus making the present perceptions, rvhich would be
brought forward as part of the evidence or verification of the
existence of inorganic nature prior to life, themselves constitute
the meaning of the proposition for which they provide the
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certain stage did life appear ; that the highcr forms of life
evolved from the lower ; that the highest form of organisation
of matter is the human brain ; and that sensation and thought
are functions of the brain. The second is rvhat science says.
The misrepresentation is all on the side of the pure empiricists.
They misrepreseni the meaning of the results of science.
In fact, what the pure empiricists are doing is to reject the
results of science, in favour of what can oniy be termed medieval
obscurantism. For to deny the reality of the dependence of
thought on the brain, to deny the reality of evolution, to deny
that life itself emerged only at one stage of the history of the
rvorld-what is this, indeed, but medieval obscurantism in the
place ofscience ?
Thus just as the premises of pure empiricism, in its treatment
of knowledge, are false, so also are its conclusions at variance
lr,ith the most well-established scientific truths.
Thus this philosophy is no scientific philosophy, but a
thoroughly anti-scientific philosophy.
It is not, however, openly anti-scientific. It is not openly
reactionary. Its denial of scientific truth is not made openly,
but in a roundabout way, while ostensibly accepting the
scientific truths which it nevertheless rejects. This conclusion
reiuforces the conclusion I had already formulated at the end
of the previous chapter, that this philosophy plays the part of
an agency of appeasement within the camp of science, holding
back the advance of materiaiist scientific enlightenment, and
confusing and distorting the teachings of science.

evidencc.
All such interpretations are vcry ingenious

; but they cannot
conceal the fact that, if nature did exist prior to man, then
tlrere was a time when there were n0 sensations, za thoughts,
but only material things. And therefore the philosophy of
pure empiricism denies that nature existed prior to man, denies
the theory of evolution, and denies in fact more or less the
whole body of established scientific truth.
Pure empiricists will protest against this, that it is an
elementary misrepresentation, that they deny no scientific
truths, but only analyse thern and interpret them philosophically. But it is one thing to say that I have, under
certain conditions, sensations which I conveniently describe in
various scientific terms. It is quite another thing is say that
the world has had a long process of evolution; that only at a
I See below, ch, section
9,
4.
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examined the empiricism of the past, and now approach
its offspring, the empiricism of the present day.

This contemporary " scientific " philosophy-" logical
analysisr" " logical positivismr" " radical physicalism "-purs
forward the greatest possible intellectual claims. Its various
exponents are indifferent to the history of philosophy. They
claim to be the exponents of the only correct and moreover
radically new method of philosophical thinking, in the light of
which most previous philosophy turns out to be meaningless
" metaphysics," and all philosophical problems are capable of
solution.
Thus Bertrand Russell, who was the principal founder of
the views I am now to examine, wrote of his own philosophy :
" ft represents, f beHeve, the same kind of advance as was
introduced into physics by Galileo ; the substitution of
piecemeal, detailed and verifiable results for large untested
generalities, recommended only by a certain appeal to the
imagination."l
Russell's pupil, Wittgenstein, went even further :
" How far my efforts agree with those of other philosophers
I rvill not decide," he wrote. But " the truth of the thoughts
communicated here seems to me unassailable and definitive.
tr am therefore of the opinion that the problems have in
cssentials been finally solved."2
I propose, however, to examine these various Galilean
discoveries, and unassailable and definitive truths, on their
rnerits.
I RusseII : Our Knowledge of
2

Wittgenstein

i

tlre External World, p. 4.
Tractatus Logico-Philosophi cus, Preface.
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z. Logic as the Essence of Philosaphy
The central feature of the contemporary " scientific "
philosophy is the principle, first enunciated by Russell, that
" logic " is " the essence of philosophy."
It is useful to recollect that Russell put forward this " logical "
conception of philosophy in the rather curlous conditions of
British philosophical thought at the beginning of the present
century. These conditions arose from the fact that, whereas
during most of the last century the main philosophic trend in
Britain had been a form of agnosticism, towards the end of the
century British academic circles suddenly became aware of thc
cxistence of Kant and Hegel. Previous to this certain literary
" transcendentalistsr" such as Coleridge and Carlyle, had
spoken darkly of the profundities of German " transcendental "
philosophy ; but it was not for years after Kant and Hegel
were dead that their writings broke through the insular
prejudices of our official Victorian philosophers.
Then J. Hutchinson Stirling wrote a book on Tlrc Secret o.f'
Hegel, and Edward Caird and others unravelled Kant fbr
English-speaking readers. Long after the great tide of
classical German idealism had subsided, a kind of backlvash
reached these islands. The flotsam and jetsam of systems
of " absolute idealism " were washed up in thc British
universities.

The philosophical rvritings of Russell and his associates
(particularly G. E. Moore) first appeared as the protest of,
science and commonsense against these belated disciples of
German idealism. This fact contributed greatly to thc
Galilean appearance of Russell's work I for he seemed indeed a
genuine champion of the scientific outlook, in comparrson
with his " absolute idealist " contemporaries.
Distinguishing his own philosophical outlook from that of
what he called " the classical tradition " in philosophy, Russell
found the essence of this tradition in the belief " that a-priori
reasoning could reveal otherwise undiscoverable secrets about
the universe, and could prove reality to be quite different from
what, to direct observation, it appears to be. It is this belief,"
he added, " rather than any particular tenets resulting from

it, that I

regard as the distinguishing characteristic of thc
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classical tradition, and as hitherto the main obstacle to a
scientific attitude in philosophy."l
In opposition to this tradition, Russell held that philosophy
does not and cannot establish or discover new facts, or new
generalisations, about the world, or about particular things in
the world. That is the task of science, and can only be done
on the basis of empirical evidence and scientific method.
Therefore the problems of philosophy, and the philosophical
propositions in which these problems are stated and answered,
must be of another kind altogether to the problems and
propositions of science.
" The consideration that philosophy, if there is such a study,
must consist of propositions which cnuld not occur in the
other sciences, is one which has very far-reaching consequences," said Russell. He went on to illustrate this : " All
the questions which have what is called a human interestsuch, for example, as the question of a future life-belong, at
least in theory, to special sciences, and are capa,ble, at least in
A
theory, of being decided by empirical evidence
genuinely scientific philosophy cannot hope to appeal to any
except those who have the wish to understand, to escape from
intellectual bewilderment. It does not offer, or attempt
to offer, a solution of the problem of human destiny, or of the
destiny of the unir/erse."2
Thus, incidentally, this conception of philosophy at any
rate offers us an " escape " from any " intellectual bewilderment " arising from the grave " problem of human destinyr"
by offering us a means of " escape " ft'om the problem of human
destiny itself. But to proceed :From this follows the conclusion that philosophical problems
" all reduce themseh,es, in so far as they are genuinely philosophical " (that is, not pseudo-problems, or problems which
should be answered through empirical scientific investigation)
" to problems of logic. This is not due to any accident, but
to the fact that every philosophical problem, when it is subjected
to the necessary analysis and purification, is found either to be
not really philosophical at all, or else to be, in the sense in
lvhich we are using the word, logical."s
I Russell : On Knozaledge of the Dxternal World, p.
I Ibid p.
z Ibid.. p. 17
, 33.

Russell announced, then, a philosophical prop;ramme, which
can be briefly summed up as follows :--

(r) Facts and generalisations about the world-in other
words, positive knowledge-must be acquired empirically,
partly through ordinary perception, partly by the more refined
technique of natural science. Hitherto unknown facts and
generalisations atlout the world cannot be disr:overed by
a-priori reasoning.
(z) The task of, philosophy is to subject the propositions
established through ordinary perception and by science to a
logical analysis.
(5) rSuch logical analysis cannot establish any new truths.
(4) But by analysing and making clear the logical forrn of
truths already known, it imparts to positive knowledge a new
clarity, and overcomes the confusion and " intellectual
bervildermerrt " which results when the logical form of what is
known is not itself understood.
Such is the Galilean discovery and the general programme
of the new " logical o' and " scientific " philosophy inaugurated
by Russell.
At first sight this programme undoubtedly appears to be
reasonable and progressive in the highest degree. For what
could be more reasonable and rnore progressive than the view
that our knowledge of.the world derives from perception and
is deepened and enlarged by the methods of science, and that
the task of philosophy is to provide a logical clarification of
such positive knowledge

?

But I would say that a further consideration reveals very
soon that this " new " programme bears a suspicious resemblance to the very old philosophical programme of Berkeley
and those who followed flom him.
They said : We " accept " the results of science . . . BUTwe give them a certain interpretation. Now it is said : We
" accept " the results of science . . . BUT-we submit them to
logical analysis.

g.

The Meaning af Logical Ana\tsis

The idea of " logical analysis " has its roots in certain
of pure mathematics and mathematical logic,

5.

conceptions

I
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which Russell thought could be generalised into a new method
of philosophy.
Mathematicians have found it necessary to give a good deal
of attention to the exact definition of the terms of which they
make use. It is this mathematical type of exact definition
which Russell thought could be generalised into a method for
philosophy.
For instance, in the sphere of the differential calculus, thc
whole fundamental idea of the differential function was for a
IO2

there is no rational number whose square is actually equal to e.

All that had to be done was then to say that in referring to ,,/i
we are simply referring to this series of rational numbers, and
the " mysterious " irrational number was then defined in
terms of the rational numbers. This gave an analysis of what
is meant by expressions involving irrational numbers.

In his Principles of Matltematics, and in much greater detail
inlis Princiltia Mathematica (which was dignified by having its
title in Latin), Russell thought he could show how all the
rlifferent sorts of numbers which are used in mathematics
could be defined in terms of the series of " natural " numbers,
o) t,21 2,4,5,6. . . . Thus rational numbers were defined

natural numbers. Then the idea of series
of rational numbers with an upper or lower limit could be
defined ; and in terms of this, the real numbers, as series of
rational nurnbers, r,vhich included both irrational numbers
and rational real numbers. Then complex or " imaginary,,
numbers (such as \/-=) werc clefined as ordered pairs of real
as ordered pairs of

impossible and contradictory, since all real quantities, however
t.null, are necessarily finite. This difficulty was cleared up by
rnathematicians, by giving a more exact definition of the
clifi-erential function. It was defined as the limit towards
rvhich the relation ofthe distance travelled to the corresponding

analysis of what is meant

numbers.

These definitions would show how all expressions involving
rational, irrational or imaginary numbers are capable of an
rurialysis in terms of natural numbers. Apart from this
analysis, it might seem that rational, irrational and imaginary
numbers all have, so to speak, an ultimate mathernatical

by expressions involving differential

cxistence.

But Russell also tackled the analysis of the natural numbers
themselves, and tried to show how they could be analysed in

functior-rs.

re ',)
Again, take irrational nutn
onal
puzzle to mathematicians fo
h as
irumbers could be defined as
numbertobefoundsuch
rational
no
is
but
there
etc.
;
*, i-, *,
that iis square is equal to z' And yet mathematicians were
constantly under the necessity of operating with irrational
numbers such as 1/2, although they could not define them and
their use seemed to involve a contradiction. This difficuity
was avoided when it was found possible to define /z and othcr
irlational numbers in terms of rational numbers-just as it lvas
found possible to define the relations between infinitesimal
quantities in terms ofrelations between finite quantities. ThYt
a series of rational numbers can be defined, such that their
squares approach neal'er and nearer to e without limit, though

terms not properly rnathematical at all, but rather logical.
'I'hus thc rvhole of pure rnathematics coulcl be derived from
logic.

FIc thought that natural numbcr.s could be defined in tcrms
ofthe log;ical idea ofa class. A class (in the logical sense used
by Russell) consists of all individuals having a certain property ;
and a class is characterised by a number, namely, the number
of individuals which have that property, or are members of
that class. Clearly two classes have the same number when a
relation can be established between their members, such that
[o cach member of the one class corresponds a member of the
other class. So a number is a property or characteristic of a
class. Just as all individuals having a certain property can be

_1
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said to constitute a class (of individuals), so all classes having
a certain property can be said to constitute a class of classes.
The natural numbers are then defined as classes of classes.l
Thus just as all statements about higher forms of numbers
are analysed as statements about natural numbers, so statements about natural numbers themselves are analysed as
statements about classes. Thus the whole of mathematics,

when submitted to analysis, turns out to be about classes.
This method of analysis which, in Russell's opinion, had so
successfully elucidated the foundations of mathematics, could,
he thought, be applied not only to mathematics but to every
department of knowledge. By applying the methorl of logical
analysis in every sphere of thought, obscurities and confusions
could be dissolved, and clarity could be reached as to the real
meaning and content of our knowledge.

4.

Russell on our Knowledge of the External World

I will proceed,

therefore, to the question of the application

of thc method of logical analysis to the problems of philosophy.
" I wish to apply the logico-analytic method," said Russell,

" to one of the oidest problems of philosophy, namely, the
problem of our knowledge of the external world." After
warning the reader that, " What I have to say on this problem
does not amount to an answer of a definite and dogmatic
kind," Russell added : " But although not yet a definite
solution, what can be said at present seems to me to throw a
completely new light on the problem."
" In every philosophical problem," he continued, " an
investigation starts from what may be called ' data,' by which

I mean matters of common knowledge . commanding our
assent as on the whole and in some interpretation pretty
certainly true."2
ar exposition of his theory of

hy. In Chapter z, on the D
similar " when they each ha

to
de

members, i.e,, when a one-to-orle correspondence can be established between
the members of the one class and those of the other class. He then states :
" The Number of a class is the class of all those classes that are similar to it "
(p. r8) ; and : " A Number is anything which is the numbet of some class "

(p.rs).
3

Russell

:

Our Knowledge oJ the External World, p,65.
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" data " are of three main kinds,
: (r) facts known through
;
(z) facts known through memory and th
;
(3) the principles of science. " In the
e
He went on to say that the

narnely

may accept this mass of comnron knowledge as affording data
for our philosophical analysis."l
Here is demonstrated the essence of the logical-analytic
method in action. All philosophers rvho follow this method
make such a heginning as this" Thev claim to accept the
" mass of common knowledge," vouched for by .o**o.l s..rre
or common observation, and science, as the data of philosophy.
They claim to take it for granted that all this is " on the whole
and in some interpretation pretty certainly true." And they

then submit this knowledge to logieal analysis. In carrying
out this analysis they try to discover the ultimate irreducible
whole " mass of common knowledge "-sitions which they are analysing-r.efers to ;
how all statements are translatable or
anall-sable into sta.tements about these elements (just as, for
instance, the ultimate elements of mathematics were found to
be the natural numbers, which themselves could be analTsed
as classes ofclasses).

. Russell went on to point out that the various data mentioned
vary in respect of certainty. Some of the data, when submitted
to criticism, can very well be doubted. But the degree of
Iegitimate doubt must vary ; and some cannot be doubted at
all. The latter Russell called " hard data " and : ,, Let us
confine ourselves to the hard datar" he said, " with a view to

discovering what sort of world can be constructed by their
means alone." 2
Thus Russell thought the ultimate terms or elements of the
analysis of " the external world " should be the so-called
far, incidentally, " the completely new
turns out to be nothing but the Method
by Rene Descartes in 16z8. " Only
ngage our attentionr" wrote Descartes
in that year, " to the sure and indubitable knowledge of
which our mental powers are adequate ." And, ', our inquiries
r Russell : Our Knowledge of the External
World, p.66.
r Ibid., p.
7r.
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directed

to what we can clearly and perspicuously behold and with certainty deduce ; for knowledge
is not won in any other way."1 And just as Descartes set out
should be

to construct a world on the basis of a few principles which
could r,ot possibly be doubted, so, it seems, did Russell set out
to " construct a world " on exactly the same basis.
But to coutinue. " Our data nowr" said Russell, " are

primarily the facts of sensc, i.e., of our own sense-data, and the
laws of logic."2
Russell went on to interpret, or analyse, ordinary commonsense knowledge of the things about us, and scientific knowledge,
in terms of " sense-data." " I think it can be laid down quite
generally," he said, " that, in so far as physics or commonsense

is verifiable, it must be capable of interpretation in terms of
actual sense-data alone."3
Carrying out this " new " interpretation, Russell callcd a
" sense-datum " which would commonly be said to be a sensedatum " of" a thing or external object, perceived by a certain
person from a certain point of view, an " aspect " of the thing.
He then proposed " the task of reconstructing the conception
of matter without the a-priori beliefs which historically gave
rise to it.
For this purpose, it is only necessary to take
our ordinary commonsense statements and re-word them
without the assumption of permanent substance.
A
' thing ' will be defined as a certain series of aspects, namely,
those which would commonly bc said tobe of the thing. To
say that a certain aspect is an aspect of a certain thing will
merely rnean that it is one of those which, taken serially, are
the thing."r
He addecl : " The above extrusion of permanent things
affords an example of the maxim which inspires all scientific
philosopirising, namely, ' Occam's tazor' : Entities are not to
be multiplied oelond necessit2. In other words, in dealing with
any subject rnatter, find out what entities are indubitably
involved, and state everything in terms of those entities.,,s
I Descartes
3

3

Russell

: Rules for the Direction of the Mind, z and 3.
: Our Knouledge of the Extetnal World, p.12.

Ibid., p. 8r.
Ibid., p. ro5.
5 Ibid., p. ro7.
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In this case, all that is " indubitably involved " in " olrr
knowledge of the external world " is the fact that we perceive
sense-data ; and so the external world is to be interpreted as
consisting simply of certain series and combinations of sensedata, and objective permanent material things and processes
are " extruded."
Just as numbers are " analysed " as classes of classes, so

are" analysed " as combinations of sense-data.
I do not think it is necessary to follow up this " analysis "
any further. For the source of the " completely new light on
the problem " is now itself fully illuminated.
external objects

The " method ?' itself is only a mixture of the method of
Descartes and the even carlier method of William of Occam.
The philosophical results turn out to be identical in absolutely
every respect with the philosophy of Ernst Mach, which
Russell reproduces almost down to the last detail.l And finally,
the " re-wording of commonsense statements rvithout thc
assumption of permanent substance " is only a re-wordingin fact, scarcely even that-of the Principles of Bishop Berkeley.
Criticism of Russell's philosophical conclusiops is, thereforc,
unnecessary here. They are not new, and I have criticisecl
them already. The results of the " logico-analytic rnethod,"
at least in Russell's hands, represent only a re-statement of thc
old Berkeley-Humean empiricism.

5. Logical Anal2sis as a Method of Unscientific Slteculation
I have examined Russell's application of the " logicalanalytic method." Other philosophers, however, who have
used this method, have reached results which (in their opinions)

differed in important respects from those of Russell. It may
be claimed, therefore, that because exception can be taken to
Russell's conclusions, it does not follow that the method as
such should be rejected, but only that Russell had madc a
\,vrong use of it.
I shall therefore devote a little attention to thc logicalanalytic method as such, as a method of philosophy.
Once again, what is the logical-analvtic method ?
1 In later works, particularly his Analysis of Matter and Analysis of Mind,
Ilussell succeeded in adding a lot more subtle complications, without adding

anything essentially new.
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It is a method which claims to reveal philosophical truth by
the logical analysis of typical propositions of " science and
common sense." Its exponents claim that by its rneans
philosophy becomes scientific, and that it puts an end to
arbitrary system-building and speculation.
The general features and assumptions of the logical-analytic
method have already been defined. Summarising once again,
the method may be said to be based on two postulates. On
the one hand, it postulates that the body of propositions which
are vouched for by normal experience and by scientific method,

are true. In other words, what we would ordinarily call
knowledge really is knowledge. And on the other hand, it
postulafil:i tlrat such propositic'ns do not, in tlreir ordinary
form of'r'xpression, exhibit the ultimat.e data or sribject matter
to which they refcr, ancl so stand in need of a logical analysis.
For instance, propositions expressing facts of ordinary
perceptual or commonsense knowledge contain such
expressions as " tabler" tt chairr" tt mountain " ; oa again such
expressions as tt personr" " nation " or t' State." Scientific
propositions contain such expressions as t'atom," " electronr"
But such " objects " and their
" gener" etc,, etc.
properties and relations are not simple, and so are not the
ultimate constituents of the world. Such expressions will
therefore disappear in anafitsis. And when the propositions
containing such expressions are analysed, then they will be
expressed in terms of the ultimals constituents. In other words,
ordinary unanalysed knowledge seems to be about such things
as tables, chairs, electrons, and so on ; but analysis will make
clear the ultimate constituents of knowledge.
M.. J. Wisdom (an analytic philosopher who once made it
his main business to analyse analysis) has expressed this by
saying that " the philosopher asks, What is the Self ? What
is the State ? What is Time ? . . . The philosopher is asking
for a certain kind of definition of the Self, of the State."1
These questions are to be answered by working out the analysis
of propositions in which such terms as " Self," " Stater" or
" Time " occur. The philosophical analysis will reveal the
ultimate nature of things, which is not clearly apprehended in
ordinary unanalysed knowledge.
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Now it will hardly be disputed that many of the expressions
which we normally utter or write, even in scientific discussions,
are in the logical sense unclear. For instance, it may quite
reasonably be asked, What ls the State ? But the question
that arises is : How is greater clarity to be reached ? How is
" ultimater" cr at all events more ultimate, knowledge to be
arrived at ?
The way to answer this question is, I think, in essentials, not
very difficult. If we want more ultimate knowledge about a
thing than what we already possess, the way to gain such
more ultimate knowledge is to undertake scientific investigation.
Take, for instance, the kind of questions which Mr. Wisdom
thought should be answ'ered by philosophical analysis.
" What is the State ? " was one of his questions. This
question has been answered scientifically in the scientific
materialist theory of the State, first worked out by Marx and
Engels. That theory does analyse the State. It does substitute for a vague and general concept of " the State " a very
exact picture of the kind of facts we are referring to when the
State is in question. It does enable us to express propositions
about the State far more clearly than they could be expressed
before, It cloes give far more ultimate knowledge about the
eonstituents of the State than was possessed before the scientific
theory was formulated.
But when the State was studied scientifically by Marx and
Engels, they studied the actual exemplifications of State power ;
they studied the history of the State ; they studied the State
in its motion, change and development ; they studied it in its
actual real historical relations-not as an abstract, isolated
fixed " concept." Thus they arrived at conclusions which
could be actually tested and verified in practice. On the
other hand, to sit down and try to work out " a logical analysis
of the State " in the abstract, simply out of one's head, could
not possibly produce anything but baseless and abstract
speculations.

Mr. Wisdom also wanted to know what is the nature of the
facts we are referring to when we speak of the Self, or Time,
and likewise of tables and chairs, electrons, vitamins, and all
other things. To answer him, it is necessary only to say that,
whether contemporary science has a complete answer to all
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such questions or not, there seems to be no reason to doubt,
and every reason to affirm, that it is by the continuation of

scientific methods of empirical investigation that we shall be
able to answer such questions. Any other mode of investigation
philosophical as opposed to an empirical scientific mode of
-a
investigation-would be quite superfluous and would get us
nowhere.

To put the point in a nutshell : When we ask for " deeper,"
more t'exactr" more " ultimate " knowledge of the nature of
the things to which our knowledge relates, how are we to get
it ? We answer :-By scientific investigation, by experiment,
by putting forward hypotheses which we can test and uerif2
and use, in a word, by a continuation of the well-tried
methods of scientific research. In this way our knowledge
does get more and more tt exact " and tt ultimate "-nsvg1
absolutell exact and ultimate, it is true ; that is a final limit
which, so far as we can see, Rever can be reached, though we
may more and more approximate to it.
Now, therefore, it is possible to begin to indicate the basic
character of the mistake made in the formulation of the method
of logico-analytic philosophy. This method supposes that the
rnore precise, nlore clear, and more ultimate knowledge which
we desire of the nature of things, can be obtained by a purely
logical-philosophical analysis, as distinct from a contirtuation of
scientific investigation-by passive contemplation as distinct
from active investigation.
More ultimate knowledge, it thinks, is not to be obtained
by a continuation of scientific investigation, but by going
outside science altogether.
Here the place of logic in the system of scientific thought is
altogether perverted. Logic is not regarded as an instrument
in the hands of science itself, to aid in the criticism and
formulation of scientific results. But it is regarded as aI1
instrument for the extra-scientific criticism of science ; that is,
for the construction of a philosophic interpretation of the
propositions of normal experience and of science, not based on
empirical and scientific methods of analysis, but on some sort
of philosophical method of analysis.
This postulate of a specialised logical-philosophical mode of
analysis being needed in order to clarify and interpret the
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propositions not only of ordinary uncritical ,, common sense ,,

but also ofscience, places the analytic philosophers, incidentally,
in rather strange company.
It is not a new doctrine, nor one peculiar to logical analysis,
that the empirical investigations oficience need 1o be supplemerrted by some extra-scientific mode of knowledge, if -the
ultimate nature of things is to be revealed. This islhe view
for instance, of all thise theologians who hold that Faiti
provides some special mode of apprehension. It is also the
view of all those idealists who, in the words of Rrrssell, hold
that " a-priori reasoniug can reveal otherwise undiscoverable
secrets about the universe."
assumption that some purely philosophical investigation
of-The
the nature of things was needed, over and above the mode of
investigation carried out by science, was criticised long ago by
Engels, in connection with the German ,, naturphiloiophie;,
or " philosophy of nature," which also based itself on this
assumption.
The advance of natural science itself, Engels wrote, means
that it " no longer needs any philosophy standing above the
sciences."l And : t'Todayr" he wrote, ,. when one needs to
comprehend the results of natgral scientific investigation
only . . in the sense of their own inter-connections in order
to arrive at a ' system ofnature ' sufficient for our own time
this natural philosophy is finally disposed of. Every attempt
at resurrecting it would be not only superfluous but a step
backwards."z That was written in IBBB. But if it was trui
then, it is truer still now.
The logical-analytic philosophers, then, with their postulate
of some extra-scientific non-empirical mode of logicalphilosophical analysis, call on us to leave the path of sciince,
where all hypotheses and analyses are foundedon observation
and verified by experience, and to embark on dubious philosophical adventures. Instead of investigating the real world,
we are to " construct a world " out of supposedly logically
ultimate elements. The " method of analysli ,, is, in fait, no
method of analysis at all, but rather a method of speculation.
1

Engels

2

Engels

: Anti-Diihring, p. 32.
: Fcuerbach, p. 57.
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Indeed, this fact results frorn the very mathematical constructions in which the " method of analysis " had its first
origins"
Russell's derivation of matltematics from iogic made its
start in the conception of the world as consisting of individuals,
r,r-ith their qualities and relations. Thence he defined " classes,"
thence " classes of classesr" thence the natural numbers,
thence the rational numbers, thence the real numbers, thence
thc imaginary or complex numbers, and so on. The whole of
mathematics was represented as a logical construction, proceeding from definition to definition, a purely speculative
enterprise, divorced from the real world, from real quantities
and motions and relationships. In the same way, if Russell's
projected philosophical analysis could be carried out, then
starting from the ultimate simple data-whether these are
sense-data or whatever they might be-then a world would
be constructed by a series of definitions, by an enterprise of
philosophical speculation, absolutely unrelated to investigation
of the real world.
Such speculations are always barren ; and because they
cannot be tested or verified, once emharked upon they always
lead to endless empty arguments without conclusion.
This indeed is already the fate of Russell's mathematical
speculation itself. Logical and rnathematical criticism has led
to the conclusion that a system ol mathematics cannot be
deduced from logic, in the way that Russell attempted. In
attempting such a deduction, Russell ruas compelled to
introduce into his " system " several " axioms " and
" postulates " for which no justification whatever can be found.
And moreover it has been shown that no such set of axioms
can be proved to bc free of contradiction, a consequence fatal
for any " formal system " such as that attempted by Russell.
So we are as far away as ever from possessing even a logical
analysis of mathematical knoruledge, let alone of the whole
mass ofempirical and scientific knowledge.
Thus in the sphere of mathematics also, it will not do to carry
out a logical analysis, attempting to construct a system of pure
mathematics by a chain of speculative definitions. To elucidate the foundations of mathematics it is rather necessary to
show hovl mathematics is derived from the investigation of real
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quantities and figures and motions : thus alone can we arrive
it u .orr..ption of what mathematics is truly about, and what

Russell's own conclusions"

6. "

Comman Sense" gets into dfficulties

In an article entitled A Defence of Comtnon Sense,L G. E. Moore
remarked : " I am not at all sceptical as to the truth of .
existenc

all kno
Br.rt

I

correct
tions is."

He continued

: " It seems to me a surprising thing that so

Moore approached the analysis in

a

most cautious and

a hand, or a dog, or the sun, etc., etc., as the case may be."
After some explanation of the term " sense-datumr" Moore
1
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raised the question of completing the analysis. And
immediately he got into inextricable difficulties, in the midst
of which Engels' words prove very relevant .-6( f,q1 sound
clmmln sense, respectable fellow as he is within the homely
precincts of his own four walls, has most wonderful adventures
as soon as he ventures out into the wide world . . ."-a5 5ssn
as he gets involved in analysis.

" There

seem

to mer" said Moore, " to be three, and only

three, alternative types of answer possible ; and to any answer
yet suggested, of any of these types, there seem to me to be
very grave objections."
Here are the three types of analysis :-

(r) " What I am knowing really is that the sense-datum

itself is part of the surface of a human hand."

(z) The second type of analysis is far more complicated.
" When I know' This is part of the surface of a human hand,,

what

I

am knowing with regard to the sense-datum which is

of that surface is
something of the following kind. There
is some relation, R, such that what f am knowing with regard
to the sense-datum is either : ' There is one and only one thing,
of which it is true both that it is a part of the surface of a
human hand, and it has R to this sense-datumr' or else :
' There are a set of things, of which it is true both that that set,
taken collectively, are part of the surface of a human hand,
and also that each member of the set has,R to this sense-datum,
and that nothing which is not a member of the set has.R to it.' "

(3) " What I am knowing with regard to the sense-datum
which is the principal subject of the fact is .
a whole set
of hypothetical facts, each of which is a fact of the form : ' If
these conditions had been fulfilled, I should have been perceiving
a sense-datum intrinsically related to this sense-datum irt this
wa),' 'If these (other) conditions had been fulfilled, I should
have been perceiving a sense-datum intrinsically related to
lfrds sense-datum in this (other) way,' etc., etc."
If Moore's three types of analysis have been understood, it
will be perceived that the third type roughly corresponds to
the philosophy of Berkeley and Hume ; the second type
roughly corresponds to the philosophy of Locke ; while the
first, and simpler, type roughly corresponds to the philosophy
of Mach.
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This first and simplest type of analysis was the type of
I examined in the first
section of this chapter. Moore quite correctly pointed out
that several other analyses were equally possible ; " but as to
what is the correct analysis there seems to me to be the
grauest doubt." And there he leaves the matter. Nor has he
resolved these doubts in other of his several published attempts
analysis worked out by Russell, which

at philosophical analysis.
The position is, therefore, that when the analytic philosopher
sits down to do a philosophical analysis, all sorts of different
analyses, each more complicated and far-fetched than the last,
present themselves ; but the method gives no means whatever
for deciding which of them, if any, is the right one, that is,
the one which actually corresponds with the facts.
Mr. Wisdom, in fact, in one of his attempts to describe this
method, went so far as to say : " We must put the philosophic
stimulus in the form, not of a question, but of a prayer-Please
give me clearer apprehension of the Arrangement of the
Elements in the Fact finally located by the sentence, ' aRb.' "1

According to Mr. Wisdom, therefore, those who feel
" stimulated " to undertake philosophical analysis must seek

for truth in prayer ; there is no other way, and the " armchair
philosopher " finds himself resting on his knees, rather than on
the more usual support of such philosophers. But it is to be
feared that even God cannot give him " apprehension " of the
" Elements."
Thus on the showing of the analytic philosophers themselves,
the logical-analytic method contains no germ of a method for
reaching philosophical truth. On the contrary, it is productive
merely of baseless and endless speculations.

7.

The Philosophi,cal-Social Tendencl of Logical Anal2sis

Some years ago Sir James Jeans and the late Sir Arthur
Eddington wrote popular books on the interpretation of the
results of physical science. But instead of showing to thc
public how modern science was succeeding in unravelling " the
riddle of the universe " and was advancing our knowledge of
the constitution of matter and its laws of motion, Jeans and
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Eddington declared that the further the technique of physics
advanced, the more rnysterious and unknowable did the
nature of the real world appear to be. Thus Jeans entitled
his book, The l[lsterious Uniaersa, while Eddington wrote :
" Something unknown is doing we don't know what-that is
what our theory amounts to."l
Analytic philosophers have pointed out that these writings
ofJeans and Eddington were extremely muddled and lacking
in clear logical analysis. This was very true. And yet the
philosophical activity of logical analysis is itself very closely
related indeed to the philosophical activity of Jeans and
Eddington. They are just trvo sides of the same process.
Logical-philosophical analysis does for the sorphisticated and
scientific elite what the crude idealism ofJeans and Eddington
did for the unsophisticated general public ; namely, it obscures
for them the fact that scientific advance is steadily building up
a clear materialistic picture of the world, and encourages
instead a vague and baseless speculation about " what things
are really liker" what " lies behind " our empirical knowledge.
It is in this way that logical-analytic philosophy inherits and
continues to play the very same philosophical-social role as
was played by the philosophy of Berkeley and the others who
followed after him.
In the present century, tremendous new advances have
been won in all spheres of natural science, particularly in the
basic science of physics. People have spoken of " a revolution
in natural science." The old mechanistic physics has been
superseded ; there is a wider completer synthesis of our
knowledge of the constitution and laws of motion of matter,
and this increased knowledge is at the same time increased
power to utilise natural forces for our own ends.
But the same tendency which arose in the r8th century in
regard to science continues to operate today. A scientific
view of the world cannot be accepted. It contradicts too
harshly the traditional notions of a class society. It shows too
plainly how, having gained ever wider objective knowledge,
men could combine to utilise the mastery over nature which
this gives in the interests of the whole of the people. While
the uninformed millions remain in relative ignorance and
I Eddington : The Nature of the Pl4'sical World, p. zgr.
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continue to be doped by varied forms of superstition and
irrational teachings, those who are versed in scientific knowledge
draw back from the consequences of the advance of science.
They begin to philosophise, to interpret, to analyse, to speculate.
This is the social significance of the philosophical method of
logical analysis.
Corresponding to the advancement of science, and to the
generality of its basic theories and the wide extension of its
development and applications, the philosophical interpretation
of our knowledge by logical analysis takes on an extraordinarily
abstract form, plunges into the most complicated speculations,
and makes use of pseudo-scientific and pseudo-mathematical
expressions in order to construct a world of metaphysical
speculation.
In all essentials this speculation

is simply a continuation
under modern conditions of the old philosophy of Berkeley,
Hume, Mach and the rest, which pretends to give an extrascientific interpretatir-rn of the results of science. Whether
science is interpreted in terms of " sensations and ideasr" or
of " elements," " sense-data," or any other of the philosophic
concepts in use today, the upshot is the same : to reject the
clear objective import of scientific knowledge) as ar everdeveloping and ever more accurate comprehensive picture of
the objective world ; to obscurc the fact that we have gained
and are gaining objective knowledge in relation to which we
need, not a speculative interpretation, but an understanding
of how to apply it fully to gain a mastery over nature and
over our own destinies.

LOGICAL ATOMISM

CHAPTER

B

I,OGICAT, ATOMISM

t.

Logical Form

A sunvr,y of the logical-analytic method needs to be supplernented by some examination of the conceptions of formal
logic which provided its basis, and of which it made usc in
carrying out its attempted " analyses." " Logicr" said
Russell, " is the essence of philosophy."l The speculations
and interpretations of knowledge worked out by analytic
philosophers all make use of the Russellian system of logic,
and the attempts to construct a world by methods of analysis
are attempts to construct a world conforming to the postulates
of that logic.
Fundamental for Russell's view of logic, and for the wholc
logic of the modern logical schools, is the idea of logicalform.

" In e\.ery proposition and in every inference," Russcll
cxplained, " there is, besides the particular subject matter
r:oncerned, a certain form, a way in which the constituents of
the proposition or inference are put together."2
He proceeded to explain by examples what he meant by
the form of a proposition.
" If I say 'Socrates is mortalr' 'Jones is angryr' 'the sun
is hot,' there is something in common in these three cases,
something indicated by the rvord 'is.' What is in common is
the form of the proposition, not an actual constituent. If I
say a number of things about Socrates-that he was an
Athenian, that he married Xantippe, that he drank the
hemlock-there is a common constituent, namely Socrates, in
all the propositions I enunciate, but they have diverse forms.
If, on the other hand, I take any one of these propositions
and replace its constituents, one at a time, by other constituents, the form remains constant, but no constituent
remains. Take (ray) the selies of propositions, 'Socrates
I Russell : Orr Knoruled.ge of the External Workl, ch. z.
: Ibitl., p. 42.
r
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drank the hemlock,' 'Coieridge drank the hemlock,'
'Coleridge drank opium,' 'Coleridge ate opium.' The form
remains unchanged throughout this series, but all the constituents are altered. Thus form is not another constituent,
but is the way the constituents are put together. It is forms,
in this sense, that are the proper objects of philosophical
logic." r
To this must be added, that the logical form of a proposition
is not necessarily expressed adequately by the form of words
in which the proposition is usuallv expressed in ordinary
speech or writing
Take, for lnstance, these three propositions :-" Socrates is mortal."
" The philosopher who drank the hemlock is mortal."
" All men are mortal."
They all appear, linguistically, to have the same form,
namely, the subject-predicate forrn. Linguistically, it would
appear that these three propositions each assert the predicate
" mortal " of the rcspective subjects, " Socratesr" " the
philosopher who drank the hemlock," and " all men."
Such was, indeed, the view of Aristotle, who thought all
propositions were of a subject-predicate form. But Russell
was at pains to point out that this is not the case.
Thus Russell would contend that, of the three propositions
mentioned above, only the first is a simple subject-predicate
proposition ; the third is a generalisation, and the second is
another form of proposition involving a " description." All
three propositions are of different logical forms, though this
may not appear in their ordinary verbal expression.
Thirs in the first proposition, " Socrates " stands for a certain
individual, a man, and " mortal " stands for a certain
property, which is predicated of that individual. It is a
genuine subject-predicate proposition. But in the second
proposition, the description, " the philosopher who drank the
hemlock," does not stand for an individual, in the way that a
namo, such as " Socrates," stands for an individual. (This is
shown by the fact that we can formulate descriptions of things
which do not exist ; obviously such descriptions could " stancl
for "-nothing.) Thus, in point of logical form, the second
-lVorld,
1 Russell : Aur Knozt'ledge
pp. 42, 43.
of the External
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proposition does not predicate any property of an individtral
subject. Its correct logical form will rather be revealed by
re-wording it in an expanded form, thus : " There exists an
individual, such that he is a philosopher, he drank hemlock,
and that individual is mortal"" So again with the third
proposition. The phrase " All men " rloes not denote an
indiaidual subject, like the name " Socrates." The correct
logical form of " AIl men are mortal " will only be revealed
by re-wording it, thus : " For every individual, if he is a
man, then he is mortal."
From this Russell drew the conclusion that normal linguistic
expression often conceals and confuses, rather than reveals and
makes manifest, the logical form of the propositions it is
intended to express.
It follows that when we come to philosophise about our
knowledge, this fact inevitably gives rise to many errors,
unless we are aware of it. And most traditional philosophy,
according to Russell, consisted of just such errors. On the
other hand, such errors are corrected, and philosophy finds
its true vocation, in the process of logical analysis-subjecting
our knowledge to logical analysis which reveals the correct
logical f,orm of the propositions which we knorv. Such logical
analvsis needs to have as its rnain instrument a logical theory
of the nature of propositions and of the different forms of
propositions.

z.

Analysis of the Forms of Propositions

In his works on formal logic, and notably in the Principia
Mathemalica, Russell worked out the main series of the logical

forms of propositions. His work in this sphere was further
perfected by Wittgenstein, in his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus.
The three main forms of propositions (according to this
analysis) are :-(r) Elementary Propositions, (z) TruthFunctions of Elementary Propositions, (S) Generalisations.
The basic conception is that of an Elementary Proposition,
and all the other forms of propositions are derivable from
Elementary Propositions by a series of simple logical operations.
I shall deal here only with so much of the Russell logic as is

strictly necessary to understand the philosophical superstructure which has been erected on the bisis of tlis analysis.
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(r)

Elementarl Propositions

The simplest form of elementary proposition (according to
this analysis) is the simple subject-predicate form, which we
may express

:-

sisp.
Here s stands for any simple subject, and
predica'le

""'

"

:,

p for any simple
:--

$*i+i:i*";;"ance
Churchill is mortal."

The simplest form of elementary proposition, then, asserts
a characteristic of a single individual. The next form asserts
a relation between two individuals. Thus we get a second
form of elementary proposition :-

aRb
where a and b are individuals, and R is some relation between
them. For instance :-" This is redder than that,"
" Churchill conferred with Stalin."

But there can be relations between more than two individuals. This is immediately apparent in the example of
Churchill. For instance :-

" Churchill conferred with Stalin,"
" Churchill conferred with Stalin and Roosevelt,"
" Churchill conferred with Stalin, Roosevelt and ChiangKai-Shek."

all elementary propositions, but the first expresses
a relation between two terms, the second between three
terms, and the third between four terms. There is in f,act no
limit to the number of terms that can enter into a relationship.
To carry forward the same type of example : suppose an
organisation holds a conference attended by r,ooo delegates;
here there are Irooo people conferring together, in other
These are

words, a relationship between rrooo terms.
It will now be convenient to introduce a different symbolism
for expressing the forms of elementary propositions. Instead
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of writing as above " a R b," we shall adopt the familiar
functional symbolism of maihematics, and use it in 1ogic.
,
Thus we shall writc :--

R (", y)
R (x, Y, z)

R(*,y,2...)
for any number of terms. And similarly, instead of ,, s is p,,,
we can just write the " function " :
f (").
Such
expressions
as
these
Russell called ,, propositional
_
Functions." Thus f (*), R (*, y), etc., do not assert inything,
and are not themselves propositions ; but when values aie
given to the variable symbols contained in these functional
expressions, then the result is an elementary proposition of a
certain form, for instance : " Churchill iJ mortal,,, and
" Churchill conferred with Stalin.,,

,.,*1"
the

fiffi;'1JT#1:J:.-,',.'il

serie

series

opositions by means of the

of

f (x), f (*r, *r), f (xr, xr, xr), f (xr, x,, x1 : .xo) ,
The invention of the propositional function was of great

importance in Russell's development of logical theory.

(z)

Truth Functions

Now comes another series of forms of propositions. Let us
exp-re-s: el_ementary propositions, of whatever forms, by the
variables " pr" " q." Then at once we discover a new form
i
mple and familiar
proposition, which
i
proposition. For
I
Churchill did not
confer with Stalin r" or " This is not red.,, The form of all
such negative propositions is expressed in the simple functional
cxPressron

A

:-

" not-p,"
proposition of the form " not-p

" can

obviously

be

defined as a proposition which is true when

faisewhen"p"istrue.
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"p"

is false, and

Thus a proposition of the form " not-p " can be very aptly
termed a " Truth Function." For it can be defined in terms
of the truth or falsity of the elementary proposition from
which it is constiucted.
Thus we find the beginning of a new series of forms of
propositions, which are not in form elementary propositions at
all, but are of a higher form-truth functions of elementary
propositions.
The negative form of proposition, " not-p," is, then, the
simplest form of truth function. But the continuation of
the same operation whereby " not-p " was derived frcim the
elementary proposition, " pr" will simply restore again the
original proposition, " p." Thus tt not-not-p " is exactly
the same as " p." But if now, instead of operating with only
the one elementary proposition, " p," we take two, " p "
and " q," we can again obtain further forms of truth
functions-for example, compound propositions of the forms:-

" p implies q,"
" either p or e,"
" not both p and q,"
" p and q."
Logicians have given many accounts of such compound
propositions. But according to Russell they are simply truth
functions. According to Russell, and this thesis was developed
in detail by Wittgenstein, such forms of compound propositions
can be defined exclusively in terms of the truth or falsity of the
elementary propositions from which they are constructed.
Thus, just as " not-p " can be defined as the proposition
which is true when " p " it false and false when " p " is true,
so, for example, car, " p implies q " b. defined as the proposition which is false when " p " is true but " q " is false,
but which otherwise is true. Thus " p implies q " says that,
as a matter offact, whenever " p " it true, " q " is true as well.
All that it says can be defined in terms of the truth or falsity
of the elementary propositions which are its constituents, or
from which it is constructed. Again, " p and q " can be
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defined as the proposition which is true when " p " is true
and 'n q " is true, but which otherwise is false. And so on.
There is no need to go into detail about all the truth functions
which can now be constructed ; for quite clearly, we can now
construct truth functions of any order of complexity.l
It is interesting to note, however, certain consequences
which follow from this logical analysis of truth functions.
Thus in the first place, certain forms of expressions turn
out to be exactly equivalent.one with another. For example,
" not both p and q " and " p implies not-q." If we work
out the definition of these two expressions in terms of the truth
or falsity of their constituents, t'p " and " e," we will find
that the result is the same in both cases-namely, both these
compound expressions are defined as being f,alse when " p "
and " q " are both true, but otherwise as being true. They
are therefore exactly equivalent. Hence there are many
different ways of expressing exactly the same proposition.
-fhe equivalence of " not-not-p " with " p " i, another example.
And further, this logical analysis claims to throw considerable
light upon the logical nature of deductive inference.
For instance, if I know that " p implies e," and that " q
implies r," I can infer deductively that " p implies r." If I
have established the first two propositions, no further investigation is needed to establish the third. This is explaine.d from
the fact that, if I work out the logical conditions for the truth
of "p implies q" and "q implies r," I will find that these
conditions include the conditions for the truth of " p implies r."
Therefore, if I have discovered from observation that " p
implies q " and that " q implies rr" it needs no further observation to discover that " p implies rr" for this is contained in
what I have discovered already.

There are two types of generalisations, or two operations
by means of which generalisations may be constructed :(i) The assertion of something of eaerlt x.
(ii) The assertion of somethin g of some x, or of at least one x.

(g) Generalisations
Thirdly, by further operations with either elementary
propositional functions or with truth functions, we arrive at
a further series of forms of propositions, which may be called
" generalisations."
a

tary

In Principia Mathematica Russell includes truth functions as " elemen" propositions. He calls them "molecular " as distinct from " atomic.,'
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Let us take a propositional function, f (*). Then we can
obtain generalisations from it by asserting: (i) of every x,
that f (x) ; (ii) of some x's, or of at least one x, that f (x).
Let us express these generalisations :-

(i) (*). f (*)
(ii) (:x). f (x)
Two examples of such generalisations are : " All men are
mortal," and " Some men are philosophers." How these two
propositions are examples of the general form of propositions
can be seen byr writing them :(*). x is a man implies x is mortal.
(f *). * is a man and x is a philosopher.
Clearly, generalisations of any order of complexity can nolv be
obtained from propositional functions by means of the two
simple operations " for every x " and " there is an x," expressed
by the operators (x) and (fx.).
Such, then, is the catalogue or classification of the forms of
propositions according to the Russell-Wittgenstein logic. It
rvill be seen that all the forms are obtainable by means of a
few sirnple Iogical operations frorn the elementary propositional
function.
Before proceeding further, two remarks may be made on
some consequences of this theory of generalisations"
First of all, the logical expansion, or re-writing, of " All
men are mortalr" as " For every x, x is a man implies x is
mortalr" provides a good example of the way Russell thought
Iogical analysis cleared up philosophical confusions. Thus if
a philosopher v/ere to think-as many have thought-that
" All men are rnortal " was not a generalisation, but a proposition of a subject-predicate form, then he may be led to
suppose that, besides particular men, there also exists a very
mysterious sort of object, namely, " all men," or " the class "
of men. Thus as well as Tom, f)ick and Harry, he rvill
postulate a transcendent reality, Mankind, or something of
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that sort, and will begin to spin out many strange and misleading theories about it. But if such a philosopher can only
be brought to understand the correct logical analysis of " All
men are mortal," then he will see that the only things it refers
to are particular concrete individuals, with their characteristics and properties, and that his supposed " all men " or
" the class of men " or " mankind " is a mere fiction, that
disappears in analysis.
Secondly, if we ask : on what does the truth of a generalisation
depend, the answer is that its truth depends entirely on the
truth or falsity of the elementary propositions which are its
mstances.

Just as the truth of a truth function depended on the truth
or falsity of the elementary propositions which were,its constituents, so the truth of a generalisation depends on the truth
or falsity of the elementary propositions which are its instances.
In general, then, the truth of every form of proposition
depends on the truth of elementary propositions ; for the
higher forms of propositions are only constructed by means of
logical operations with elementary propositions.
For example, the truth of the generalisation " AII men are
mortal," depends on that of a whole series of elementary
propositions, which can be called the instances of that general-

l
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This can be expressed by saying that generalisations are
not strictly speaking propositions at all, as understood by
those traditional logicians who define a proposition as ,. that
which is either true or false " ; but they are rather of the

nature of formuh, or rules, or predictions, for saying which
elementary propositions may be expected to be true.
This has an obvious application to the propositions of
science. For instance, the law ofgravitation is nofan absolute
truth, but it is rather of the nature of a useful rule for the
construction of a number of elementary propositions, each one
of which will tell us the particular gravitational attraction to
be found operating in a particular system of bodies.

3.

What is a Propoition?-The Pictorial Theor.y

I have now attempted to demonstrate the elements of the
logical apparatus by means of which Russell proposed to
reform philosophy, a1d to solve philosophical pioblems, by
the method of logical-philosophical analysis. But it will be
found that this apparatus at once begins to produce some
strange results.

; thus, " Tom is mortal," " Dick is mortal," " Harry
is mortal," " Churchill is mortalr" " Stalin is mortal," and

isation
so on.

Thus if we want to establish the truth of any generalisation,
we can only do so by, as it were, turning up all its instances,
to find if they are true. Thus, to establish that all men are
mortal, we must establish that Tom died, that Dick died,
that Harry died, and so on for all men. But as there is very
often no Iimit to the number of instances of a generalisation,
and as a generalisation very often continually refers into thc
future, so that in however many instances we might verify it,
fresh verification will always be required, it follows, that not
only is it often practically impossible to establish the truth of a
generalisation, but it is often logically impossible as well.
Thus truth, in an absolute and unconditional sense, does not
apply to generalisations, as it applies to elementary propositions.

In taking the subject-predicate form as the essential form of
all propositions, Aristotle was regarding the main function of
propositions as being the subsumption of individuals within a
class. His logic corresponded to the level of development of
the science of his time, which still moved to a greit extent
within the stage of classification. Russell, rathei more than
2)ooo ye
with the development of a
system o
ld embrace, not merely the

classifica
relations

appropriate classes, but the
dependence one on another.

Hence his insistence on the " propositional function ,, r( R
("' )'
.) " as being the typical form ol elementary
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proposition, rather than the simple Aristotelian " S is P " ; his
development of the theory of truth functions ; and his theory
of generalisations, involving the use of the mathernatical idea
of variable terms.
But nevertheless, in carrying out this extension and elaboration of logical theor1,, Russell's logic remains within the
Aristott-'liarr tradition^ Ii'or both, a proprisition is e"ssentially
an arrangement of terrms rvhose logical nalure is clcfined by the
Aristotclian lar^,'s of I r-lentit"y, Nou-Corrtr adiction and Exciuded
Middle. 'l'hat is to say, if A is the object denoted by any
terrn, then A is just exactly ,\ and uot anything else, we cannot
have both A and not-A, and we must have either A or not-A.
For Aristotle, the world consisted of fixed individual things,
each and all of which could be classified according to its
definite properties. Russell, in carrying out his elaboration
of logical theory, does not overcorne this metaphysical standpoint. If Russell writes "R (",y...) " then "x" and
" y " stand for definite individual things, and " R " for a
fixed relationship which does or does not hold between them.
Thus the Russell logic, like the Aristotelian, involves farreaching " metaphysical " presuppositions and " metaphysical "
implications.
For the logical theory is based on a certain view of the
nature of a proposition, and its correspondence with what it
signifies. A proposition is a definite arrangement of terms,
and those terms stand for definite objects-for individuals,
their characters and relations. Ifa term does not stand for an
object, then it can be given no meaning in the proposition.
The objects are combined in fact in a definite way : individuals
are related by certain relations and not by others, an individual
has a certain character and not another character. If the
terms in the proposition are combined in a way corresponding
to that in which the objects that they stand for are combined
in fact, then the proposition is true ; and otherwise it is false.
The development of the theory, implicit in the Russell
logic, ofthe nature ofpropositions and oftheir correspondence
with facts (or of truth and falsity) has been most clearly and
co4sistently developed by Wittgenstein, in his Tractatus
Lo gi c o - P hil

os

o! hic us

.

Dealing particularly with the basic form of proposition, the
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elementary proposition, Wittgenstein said that a propasition is
afact.
We make to ourselves pictures of facts," he said. " The
elements in the picture stand, in the picture, for the objects.
That the elements of the picture are combined with one another
in a definite way, represents that the things are so combined
with one another."l
He went on to explain that : " What every picture, o1'
whatever forrn, must have in common with reality in order to
be able to represent it at all-rightly or falsely-is the logical
form, that is, the form of realitY."z
Thus : " The picture agrees with reality or not ; it is right
or wrong, true or false."o
And : " In order to discover whether the picture is true or
false we must compare it with reality. It cannot be discovered
from the picture alone whether it is true or false."a
He went on to say that : " The logical picture of the fact is
the thought." And : " The thought is the significant
5
proposition."
- So the (elernentary) proposition is a certain arrangement of
terms ; and that the terms are arranged in a certain way in
a picture of

"

formal logical analysis.
A proposition is a picture of a fact, and the relation between
and fact is a pictorial relation.
proposition
- This seems
to accord with the very 5ltitttst empiricism'
Whether a proposition is true or false must be discovered by
examining the facts. " There is no picture which is a-priori
true."6
r Wittgenstein
2

lbid..
3 Ibid,,
l lbid.,
5 lbid.,
o Ibid.,

i

Tractatus Logi co' Philosophi ctts, z.r 3l^,t 5.

2.r8.

z.zr.
z.zz3.zz4.
3, 4.
a.za5.
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But fcrr all that, the pictorial theory entails conseqluences
respecting the nature of facts ; more exactly, consequences
respecting the " logical structure " of facts, the " logical
structure " of the world. Having begun with the lorms of
propositions, we find ourselves dealing with " the furm " of
the world. We began with logic, but it has led into
metaphysics.

LOGICAL ATOMISM

s.2stem of metapfutsics
4.
From a logical analysis of propositions, Wittgenstein, in
complete accordance with the Russell logic, arrived at a
logical analysis of the forrn of the world. (In his Tractatus he
started with the latter analysis, which is one of the things that

makes this book unnecessarily hard to understand.)
" The world is everything that is the case," said Wittgenstein,

and went on to explain what he meant by this. " The world
is the totality of facts, not of things. The rvorld divides into
flacts" Any one can either be the case, or not be the case,
and everything else rernain the same."1
Just as the elementary propositions are the basic sort of
propositions, from which all other forms of propositions can be
constructed, so, corresponding to the elementary propositions,
and " pictured " by them, there are elementary-61.'( atomic "
Each is logically independent of every other.
-facts.
And so the logical-metaphysical analysis continues :
" What is the case, the fact, is the existence of atomic facts.
The totality of existent atomic facts is the world. Atomic
facts are independent of one another. From the existence or
non-existence of an atomic fact we cannot infer the existence
or non-existence of another."2
And just as elementary propositions are combinations of
terms, so atomic facts are combinations of objects" And just
as the terms by themselvcs have no meaning except in so far
as they can be combined in propositions, so the objects have
no existence apart from their combination in facts.
" An atomic fact is a combination of objects (entities,
things). It is essential to a thing that it can be a constituent
part of an atomic fact."3
r Wittgenstein : Tr(tctotu s Logico-Philosophi cus, r,r,z r.
"z
e
Ibid., z.o4.o6r.o6z.
Ibid., z.or.or r.
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: " The object is simple. Objects forrn the subof the world. Therefore thcy cannot be compound."
And : " In the atomic facts objects hang one in another, like
the members of a chain. In the atomic fact the objects are
combined in a definite way. The way in which the objects
hang together in the atomic fact is the structure of the atomic
Further

stance

fact."
Logical Atomism-a

3

I
1

Turning back now to Russell, the same view of " the nature
of the world " is to be found expressed in more popular and
easily comprehensible-if less " scientifically 46s1112fs "language

:

" Thc existing world consists of many things with rnany
qualities and relations. A complete description of the existing

world would require not only a catalogue of the things, but
also a mention of all their qualities and relations" We should
have to know, not only this, that and the other thing, but also
which was red, which yellow, rvhich was earlier than which,
which rvas between ivhich two others, and so on. When I
speak of a'fact,' I do not mean one of the simple things in the
world ; I mean that a certain thing has a certain quality, or
that certain things have a certain relation."2
It emerges, therefore, from the logical theory of the forms
of propositions, which postulates the elementary proposition
as the basic form of proposition, and as a picture of the fact,
that the world itself is of a certain form. The world consists

"

atomic f;acts," each of which is independent of every other.
And the constituents of these " atomic facts " are " simple
objects."
This general view of the basic logical structure of the world,
of

derived from formal logic, has been aptly called " Logical
Atomism."
But this remarkable result was not reached by any Process
of .qeneralisation from the mass of empirically verified results
of science. Indeed, it has, and can claim to have, no empirical
foundation whatever. It is deduced from pure logic.
It turns out, therefore, that the logicians and analytic
philosophers who differentiated themselves so carefully from
" the classical tradition," and who overthrew that tradition b;t
r

Wittgenstein, Tror, ot* I-ogi*-Philosophie

2

Russell

t

us,

".o-ol'o lr'oS-

Our Knawledge of the External World, p. 5r.
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a Galilean revolution, have not really departed from "
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the
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classical tradition " by u single inch. Their's too is a case in
which " a-priori reasoning reveals otherwisc undiscoverable
secrets about the universe." For by no other method could
they have discovered such a " secret " as that the universe
consists of simple objects, arranged in atomic facts, each of
which is absolutely independent of every other.

Whether the universe is really like this is, indecd, on merely
empirical evidence, more than doubtful. Observation and
experiment have never yet revealed any atomic fact or
simple object.

The standpoint of logical atomism, a. purely metaphysical
standpoint, based on no evidence but resting on pure a-priori
grounds, conles out into sharp relief and is given a clear and
uncornpromising formulation, as a result of the development
of the Russell logic. But at the same time it is not dilHcult to
see that this standpoint only brings out and makes explicit
assumptions that were already implicit in the philosophy of
pure empiricists, long belbre logical analysis arrived on thc
scene, lvith its " clari$ring " mission.

all other true propositions-truth functions and generalisain that of the elementary

1i6ns-1 /2s already contained
propositions.

Already when Locke defined " an idea " as " whatsoever is
the object of the understanding when a man thinks," and went
on to distinguish elementary simple ideas, and to regard the
whole of knowledge as a compounding of simple ideas, he rt,as
preparing the way for the standpoint of logical atomism.

Suppose

further that the following elementary propositions

ate true of this world

:

a rs pr'aa 1

.

D ls

Hume's philosophy introduced the most complete and rigid
atomism as regards the objects of knowledge. For Hume
the only realities we were cognisant with were analysable into
simple " irnpressions and ideas," each independent of every
other. Thus the standpoint of logical atomism, based on
Russell's system of formal logic, does no more than hring out
and make explicit the logic already implicit in the philosophy of
pure empiricisrn. ln the same way, the logical-aual14i6 method
of philosophy itself was seen to be no more than a repetition in
new terms ofthc pure ernpiricistinterpretation ofour knovi,ledge.

qr"

"aisRtob,"
"bisRtoa."
F'orinstance: "a is red, b is green, a is unlike b and b
unlike a."

5. Critique af Logical Atomisnr.

is

because all that these truth functions and generalisations have
to say about the world is already contained in the elementary
propositions. The same few atomic facts whictr make true thl
elementary propositions, also make true the truth functions

The standpoint of logical atomism obviously stands or falis
by the concept of the elernentary proposition, and of the
atomic fact which is signified by an elementary proposition,

and generalisations,

J
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For example, here are some of these truth functions and
generalisations

:

" a is not q,"
" b is not P,"
"aispandbisq,"
" a is p implies a is not q,"

" for every x, x is P imPlies x is not q,"
" there is an x, x is P and x is not q,"
" for every x, y, xRY imPlies YR*'"

Or: "aisnotgreen
that a is red implies
then it is not green ;
that it is red and not
if x is unlike y then y is unlike x."
The example of this very simple " world," which just consists
of four atomic facts, and the complete truth about which is

LOGICAL ATOMISM

Not much help is to be r
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exponents

they
ecessary to
furnish even a single exam
roposition.
For my part, I have often se
vain, both
in my inner consciousness and in my consciousness of the
outside world, for an elementary proposition. But I have
of logical atomism, for

never found one. And reflection shows that no one else is
likely to be more fortunate.
Take for instance propositions about material objects" This flower is redr" t'This stone is heavyr" " This man is
fat," etc. ; or : '6 This is a flower," " This is a stoner,, ,, This
is a man." Such propositions are certainly expressed in the
elementary form, " s is p " ; but they are not absolutely
elementary propositions. They certainly do not state atomic
facts ; they are not logically independent of any other propositions. For things like flowers and stones and men, urrd ih"i.

Is the case any better if we try to deal with propositions,
not about things on the ordinary perceptual level, but about
the ultimate constituents oI'the-material world ? No, this line
of research holds out no hopes for the seeker after elementary
propositions. The most ultimate constituents of the material
order to see what Progress can be made in expressing known
facts in the form of elementary propositions. Having, so to

One line of logical thought has tried

but in "

events

stituents of the

"

t
the ultimate logical

world.

But here again,

in one single event is altogether arbitrary, nor can precise and
simple qualities and relations be ascribed to events. There
may be sense in a " logic of events "-[q1 it could not be an
atomistic logic. In the search for something logicallymetaphysically simple and ultimate, " events ,, ari sometimls
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of mathematical analysis'l No
point-instants could possibly be
about
elernentary propositions
formulated.
In general, then, the conclusion emerges that no proposition
about"the material world, and material objects, as ordinarily
unrlerstood, can possibly be a logically elementary proposition,
in the sense required by logical atomism.
But can we pel'haps firrmulate elementary propositiols
which refer, not to thi objective material world, but to the
content of one's own immediate experience ?
T'he hunt for elementary propositions is very like the Hunting
of the Snark. We must seek them " in some place unfreof an

elaborate process

cxpression of actual facts about the world'

when the elementary proposition and thc atomic fact turn
out to be mythological cleations, the bottom'falls out of the
and the reiation of" seeing " cannot possibly be regarded
simple and unanalysable. An elementary proposiultimate,
as
ti.n which refeis to immediate experience would have rather
to be sought in such expressions as : " R.9 here-now " ;
where " rei " stands for the simple object, a colour, that I am

"I"

of immediate experience.

But suppos. ,o-.ott. really did say, " B"d h-ere-now-'"
Wfrat wouta he be understood to mean ? Clearly, he
would be understood to mean that he was seeing something
-co""$i-o1
'*.*tt"t*:"The1\[ethodofExtensiveAbstraction,"explained-in
N"ture a.,d The Pinciples of Natural Knowledsc'
his;; 6;;k.,-7;;

system
It m
like all
view o

omism.

rnarked that the theory of logical atomism,
I theories, obviously takes a very simplified

of the

stitutes the ultimate

"

world. It

sutlstance

"

supposes

of the world, as wittgenstein

once expressed it. Wittgenstein said
substanct of the

world'

that the world

: " Objects

form the

Therefore they cannot be compound'"

But yet, everv substance resolves into a complex of
and motions.

Hence whenever,

for

changes

some particular purpose, we can
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legitimately express a certain fact in terms of a proposition
which asserts that some object has a certain quality or stands
in certain relations, exactly the same fact can also be expressed
in other terms, in which the unity and simplicity of the object
and its qualities and relations is resolved into multiplicity.
A quality can always be expressed as a relation ; relations
can be expressed as qualities; objects can be represented as
complexes of processes; processes can be represented as
objects ; and so on.
None of these modes of representation is the tnft}i. about the
world ; rather, that they are all possible, expresses the infinite
multiplicity and changefulness of the world.
Further, in the changing world one event arises out of
another, processes interpenetrate and modify one another,
nothing exists in isolation, but everything is modified and
changed by its relationships with other things. To all this
the atomistic view of the world stands in strange contrast. It
states in the most rigid way the original view of Hume, when
he said : " All events seem entirely loose and separate. One
event follows another, but we can never observe any tie between
them. They seem conjoined, but never connected." The
dynamic flow and interpenetration of processes which we find
in the world is artificially disrupted into separate unconnected
atomic events or facts, each of which is supposed to be capable
of expression in a proposition logically independent of every
other proposition.
Thus the thesis of logical atomism, that the wholc truth
about the world is expressible in elementary propositions,
each expressing an atomic fact, each logically independent of
every other, is completely untenable.
Further, I have already remarked above that the system of
logical atomism does no more than bring out and make explicit
the logic already contained in the philosophy of pure empiricism, in the philosophy of Hume in particular. It is
indeed the proper logic of a philosophy of pure empiricism.
Thus for pure empiricism, the objects of our knowledge are
confined to the contents of pure immediate experience. All
knowledge, all truth. all scientific theories and scientific laws,
are to be interpreted as referring to the order and connections
of our subjective sensible experience. How is this expressed
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terms of logical theory ? Precisely that the totality of
elementary propositions expresses the totality of the facts of
pure experience ; the whole superstructure of more general
propositions, in the form of truth functions and generalisations,
refers to no other facts.
I want to remark on one more curious consequence of this
theory. Who is the knower, and the scientist, who, in the
system of logical atomism, understands the elementary propositions, perceives their truth by comparing them with the
atomic facts, and derives from them the general superstructure
of truth functions and generalisations ? Referring once again
to the simple example of the " world " consisting of four atomic
facts, it is very obvious in this model that the subject who
cognises these facts does not exist iz the world at all, but looks
into the world, as it were, from outside. So in general, if we
suppose the world to consist of atomic facts, and the whole of
truth to be expressible in elementary propositions, what has
been left out of the picture is the subject, the mind or ego,
that formulates the picture and understands it. The knowing
mind is outside the known world. The knower plays no part
in the world.
Absolutely in accordance with this, Wittgenstein, in a
curious passage in his Tractatus, says : " The thinking, preThe subject
senting subject ; there is no such thing.
does not belong to the world but is a limit of the world. Where
in the world is a metaphysical subject to be noted ? You say
that this case is altogether like that of the eye and the field of
sight. But you do not really see the eye. And from nothing
in the field of sight can it be concluded that it is seen from an
eye. For the field of sight has not a form like this :

in

I endeavoured to show in an earlier chapter how the general
philosophy of pure empiricism takes a view wherein knowledge
arises simply from the passive contemplation of given facts by
1

Wittgenstein

i

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 5.63t.633,
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the individual mind ; not from the interaction of the knowers
and the known, those who gain knowledge being themselves
a part of the world, and gaining knowledge through the
practical activity of changing the world. In the same way
the general theory of logical atomism, the logic of pure empiricisrn, constructs a logical model of the world whiih allows
no place in the world for the knowing subject and his activity.
To summarise :
The whole standpoint of logical atomism (rvhich dcrives all
forms of propositions from the basic form ol the logically
elementary proposition) and which implies that the wholc
truth of thc world is expr:essible in elementary propositions,
each stating an atomic {act and each logically independent of
every other) is untenable, because it is impossible to find any
atomic fact in the world, or to formulate any elementaryprc'position satisfying the postulates of the logical theory.
I'his iogic leads to and is based on a view of the knolvn
world r.thich supposes it to divide into atornic f-acts-.. entirely
loose arrcl separate r{e can never observe any tie between
them "---and a view of knowledge which bases it on passive
contemplation and allows ilo place for the knower and his
activity within the known rvorld. Neither this view oI'the world nor this vier,r of knowledge has any basis in actual
experience. Both the one and the other are artificial abstract
theoretical constructions.
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philosopher says : " This material object is a complex -of
i.nr.-dut.," and another philosopher says : " This- material
but exists independent
object is not a complex
-_of of sense-data,
what facts are these two assertions
of"all sense_data,,
pictures, and how are they to !e c9m-lared with facts to test
*ni.f, is the truth and *iri.h is falsehood ? Both aSsertions
ropositions-, which
are revealed as pse
do not understand
to be si
-uyupp"*
'Lut
logic reveals as
which
logic,
insignificant.
Tie " problem of the external world," therefore, as Presented by Russell and other philosophers, is not to be solved
by working out either o.r. ni another " analysis " of-propositions about external objects. But it is solved by showing
that the whole way in which the problem is put is based.on a
misunderstanding of the basic logical nature of propositions.l
or, us Wittgenstei"n expresses it, " of the logic-of.our l11S"1qt'"
T'hus in- tlic Preface to his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
Wittgenstein sunrmed up his philosophical aim as follo"t's :" ihi, book cleals *ith the probl.mt of philosophy and
shows, as I believe, that the method of formulating these
problems rests on tire misunclerstanding of the logic of our
language. ."
F'o, i,Vittg.nstein, therefore, the task of philosophy is. to
analyse the l"ogic of our language. And this means, to elucidate
ih. iogi.ul plinciptes whi"ch ietermine what forms of words
are siinificant ancl what insignificant. and to elucidate the
iogi*i principles which deteimine what forms of questions
be
.u'r, b" significantll' askecl and answered, and what cannot
answered'
bc
cannot
significantly askcd, and
"It i, i., this way that he maintained that " the pr'b1ems of
)' are'" in essentials finally solved'" But they are
philosophy
lolvecl iy showing that they are not real problcms, at all'
becausc ihey " ,.rt on the misunderstanding of the logic of
our language." The formulation of the problems is nonsensicall:rncl that is the ansnzer to them.
,.
rnarkecl : The
To saY nothing
tions of natural
with philosoPhY.
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say something
had given no

This method
not have the
feeling that we were teaching him philosophy-but it would
be the only strictly correct method.nr

of the limit will

be simply nonsense.,,

z. Sa/ng and Showing

- When Wittgenstein began to " draw a limit to thinking,,,
however, that is to say, to " what can be saidr,, he madJ-a
very important qualification. He drew a distinction between
what can be " said," and what can be ,, shown.,,

itself

in

language, language cannot represent. That which
in language, we cannot express by language.
The propositions show the logical form of reality. -Thly
exhibit it. . .
What can be shown cannot be said.,iz
This means that when (in philosophical mood) we may
want to say " something metaphysical," although we cannot
expresses itself

r W-ittgenstein

2lbid.,4,rz.

i Tladdtus

Logico-Philosophiarc, 6.53.
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facts, and a picture implies some basis for comparison between

the picture and that which it pictures' Therefore some
methtd must be conceivable for comparing the picture with
the

facts.

itself."
This distinction between lvhat is " said " by u proposition,
and what is " shown," which is based on Wittgenstein's theory

ReaI.

what can be ,, saicl " are only staternents of'fact, scientific
statements. But : " we feel that even if all possible scieltific
questions be ansrvered, the problems of life have still not been
t.-,uched at all. Of course there is then no question left, and

itself

ittgenstein's method of determining
be said, and of drawing a limit to

h
what
the e
I

I

and to examine also rvhat

that is shown therebY.

3' The Princiltle

1

Wittgenstein

:

of Verif'cation

Tractatlls Logico-Philosophicus, 6 '74'

it

is

nature, or logical form, permits of the possibility of their
combination ; but on the other hand, certain terms cannot be
cornbined. And of those that can be combined, while two
particular terms may not be combined, they must exist in
some combination.

conception involved is a very simple one' Tgt
The logical
-1
ou., significantly say, " This speck is redr" an-d it
instance,
must have a colclur-if not red, then blue or green or yellow,

U
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But such rules are not arbitrary, because they show the logical
form of the world.

Summing up, Wittgenstein stated : " What is thinkable is
also possible. We cannot think anything illogical. . . . It
used to be said that God could create everything, except what
was contrary to the laws of logic. The truth is, we could not
sa1,t of an ' unlogical ' world how it would look. To present in
language anything which 'contradicts logic' is as impossible
as in geometry to plesent by its co-ordinates a figure which
contradicts the laws of space, or to give the co.ordinates of a
point which does not exist. We could present spatially an
atomic fact which contradicted the laws of physics, but not
one which contradicted the laws of geometry.,,1
The sense of the example here given will be understood by
re-gardinggeometry as " the logic of spacer" or as " the syntax
of spatial language." To speak of a spatial object which
contradicted the laws of geometry would then be, not to say
something false, but to say something insignificant.
Here, then, is what I have called the first stage of the
principle determining what can and what cannot be said.
To be significant, a proposition must conform to the laws of
logic. The second stage, which intrqduces the notion of
verification, has most far-reaching cohsequences, but has
nowhere been very systematically expounded by Wittgenstein,
and must be gleaned from odd remarks scattered through

his
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" To

understand a proposition," said Wittgenstein,

"

mearts

to know what is the case, if it is true-"1
Elsewhere Wittgenstein had used the expression, " how it
would look." Evidently, then, to understand a proposition
means that we must be able to imagine " how it would look,"
" what it would be like," if that proposition were true'
Wittgenstein said further : " In order to discover whether
the picture (i.e., the proposition) is true or false, we must
compare it with realitY."2
Piecing such rernarks as these together, fairly definite
conclusions begin to emerge'
First of all, to understand a proposition we must be able to
imagine " how it would look if it were true'" If we cannot
imu[ire this, then we cannot understand the proposition'
Butlurther, we cannot imagine " how it would look if it were
true " unless we can imagine some method to " compare it

just to " compare it with reality."
If nJ method of verification is given, then the proposition
cannot be understood, that is, it is insignificant. Thus to be

means

Tractatus.

After the laws of logic, Wittgenstein came to deal with

what is necessary in order to understand a proposition. Naturally,
whatever conforms to the laws of logic can be understood, and
whatever can be understood must conform to the laws of logic.
Nevertheless, the introduction of the subjective or personal
conception of understanding does introduce new features into
the criterion of significance.
1

Wittgenstein

:

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 3.o3.

logic. For very clearly what
not conform to the laws of logic, cannot be verified" As
Wittgenstein truly remarked, " We could not say of an ' unlogical' world, how it would look."
1
Wittgenstein : Tracta'lus Logico-Philosophicus, 4.o24'

say must conform to the laws of
does

t lbid., z.zz3.
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S9.*.. examp-les may help to make clear the scope and

application of the principle of verification :
" Parliament is now sitti: g in London.,, Method of
verification : Travel up to the House of commons and look
in and see. Alternatively : Ring up and ask ; listen to the
news on the B.B.C. ; read the pariiamentary report in the

newsPaper.

" \{ater boils at rooo centigrade.,, Method of verification :
put a thermorneter in some water) heat the water, and note
the temperature when it boils.

" The positions of the stars deter.mines the course of human
affairs." Method of verification : look up the astrological

in back numbers of The people, The-Neus of the fiorkt,
Old Moore's Almanac, etc., and compare these foiecasts with
reports of what actualiy did take plaie.
" If unequal weights operate ai equal distances, the larger
weighs down the smaller." Method of verification-: carrv Jut
experiments with unequal weights.
On the other hand, some " metaphl,sical ,, examples may bc
taken, for which no method of verffication can be giver,.
" The final reason of things must be in a nec"essary sub_
f,orecasts

. . and this substan.ce we call God,, (Leibniz).
There is no method of verification fcrr this stateme.ri, *. o#
imagine no method for determining hon, it wourd toot rr trris
were so, rather than not so. Therefbre this statement is
stance
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philosophers with this end in view) show that, quite in accord
with the object " to draw a limit to thinking," Wittgenstein's
principle of verification can be used to demolish almost thc
whole of previous philosophy, whether idealism or materialism,
as rvell as the whole of theology. Wittgenstein's principle of
verification is an extraordinarily powerful weapon of criticism.
ft leaves nothing standing. It " draws a limit to thinking "
with a vengeance, and represents practically the whole
development of philosophy as nothing but a development of
rlonsense.

Meanwhile, those who feel drawn to this principle because
seems to uphold science and to demolish theology and
idealism, should remember that it also demolishes materialism
--and thereby leaves theology and idealism standing exactly
where they were, by dernolishing their only real opponent.
I shall show in the sequel how Wittgenstein's principle leads
straight to subjective idealism of the most extreme fonn
i.e., solipsism.

it

4. The Meaning oJ Propositions and the Method of Verifuation
It is now necessary to deal rather more fully with what is in
general the method of verification of a proposition, and with
some of the conclusions about the meaning of propositions

which follow from the general concept of the method of
verifrcation.

" Our consciousness is only an image of the external world,
and the latter exists independently,; (Lenin). There is no
method of verification for this statement, which is therefore
meaningless, for the same reason as Berkelev,s contrarv
t
)

What is involved in the method of verification ?
Here it is necessary to refer once again to Wittgenstein's
logical theory of the nature of propositions and their " pictorial
relationship " lvith facts. The proposition to be verified is
" a configuration of signs " to which " corresponds the configuration of objects in the state of affairs." And " in order
to discover whether the picture is true or false (i.e., to verify it)
we must compare it with reality." Hence the process of
verification is a process involving some comparison of a
proposition with the facts, or of a configuration of signs with a
configuration of objects signified. The method of verification
proper to any proposition is the rnethod whereby such a

These latter examples (which can bc multiplied almosr
indefinitely by anyone who likes to go through the writings of

But how can such a comparison be made ? Such a comparison ca-n be rnade when " the facts " or " the reality " of

meaningless.

" The things

perceived by sense have no existence distinct
from being perceived " (Berkeley). There is no method of
verification for this statement. No method is given for
determining how things woulcl ,,look ,, cliffereni if they
existed unperceived fi'om what they would ,, look,, if they hai
no existence apart frorn being pcrceivecl. Therefore this

statement is meaningless.

statement was

meaningless.

comparison can be made.

rl
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which the proposition is a picture, are presented in experience, in
such a way that the correspondence or non-correspondence of
the facts and the picture can be perceived. Unless the reality
is presented in experience, no comparison can be made.
I cannot compare a picture with something which I do not see.

I

cannot uerif2 a proposition except b2 reference to facts presented in m1

experience.

To take an example. " The House of Commons is sitting
today in London." I verify this proposition by going up to
London and looking at them. With what do I compare the
picture ? I compare it with my experience, with what I see
and hear and (if I am unusually sceptical) touch in my visit
to Parliament.
If, while I am carrying out this verification, I hear the voice
of some metaphysician-a Communist M.P. perhaps, who is a
philosophical materialist-saying, " Of course this Parliament
has objective material existence quite independent of
experience," I should ignore his words as being altogether
unverifiable and meaningless.
Because " experience " is necessarily something private and
personal (in philosophical language, " subjective "), the conclusions that follow from this theory of verification would be
best expressed in terms of " I " and " rrryr" and not in the
usual " we " and " our." For instance, it is clear already
that when Wittgenstein said : " In order to discover whether
the picture is true or false, zod must compare it with realit-li'
what he means would be better expressed : " In order to
discover whether the picture is true or false, 1 must compare
it with m1 experience."
Wittgenstein would, however, get out of this by saying that,
since no mode of verification can be imagined whereby I
should verify a proposition in any other way than in my own
experience, and since I cannot imagine experience as anything
other than " mine," therefore the expressions " I " and " my
experience " used in this context are unnecessary expressions,
therefore meaningless, and therefore they might as well be
omitted.
In general, the subjectivism and solipsism of Wittgenstein's
views is very hard to pin down in discussion, precisely because
his theory insists that any philosophical statement of a
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subjectivist and solipsist position is as meaningless as any
opposing statements of " realism " or materialism. But
nevertheless, it " shows itself " even if it " cannot be saidr" as
Wittgenstein hirnself admits.
Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity, even if at the cost of
being accused of using unnecessary signs and of trying to
" ruy " what can only be " shown," I shall continue here to
use the words " I," my " and " mine." The conclusion
now reached, then, is that for me to be able to give any meaning
to a proposition, I must be able to imagine some possible
experience of mine which would verify it-that is, some
possible experience of mine such that, if I had that experience,
I could compare thc proposition with the experience, and say
either this experience verifies this proposition or it falsifies it.
Therefore, to understand the meaning of a proposition, and
to know what possible experience of mine would verify it, are
one and the sarne thing.
The meaning of a proposition is giaen fut its method of uerification
in (ry) experience. What a proposition means is what would
be the case if it were true. And what would be the case if it
were true is whatever would be the content of my experience

if it were true.
What this involves can be roughly elucidated by

some

more examples.
Example.' " Parliament is sitting in London."

Ver'ifcation, i.e., meaning, of the proposition : Seeing and hearing
the Parliamentary debate, following on the chain of experiences
which would verify the proposition, " I travel to London and
enter the Houses of Parliament."
futetaphysical misinterpretation oJ tha

meaning; That the House

of Commons has real material existence externa.l to experience,
and that real material organisms called Members of Parliament,
endowed (some of them) with consciousness and reason, are

sitting in it.
Here the " metaphysical " expressions, " real material " and
" external to experience " have no meaning. How can I
cornpare the proposition with " real material " facts " external

to experience " ?
But the consequences of Wittgenstein's principle of verification are illustrated more strikingly by examples of propositions

I
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(a) referring to the past, and (D) referring to the experiences
of other people.
Example.' " Dinosaurs used to live on the earth in the
Mesozoic period."
Veffication, i.e. meaning.' Seeing and touching certain objects,
of an appearance which would verify the proposition, " These
are fossils " ; verifying that the form of these objects is such
that they belong to the class of fossils which paleontologists
agree to call ibssil remains of dinosaurs ; verifying that the
appearance of the strata in which these fossils are found to be
embedded is such that they are strata of the sort that geologists
agree to call strata deposited in the Mesozoic period.
MetaPlrysical misinterpretatian : 'Ihe earth had real material
existence long before I myself, or any paleontologists or
geologists, ever existed or had experiences ; and in thc
Mesozoic period of the earth's real material history it was
inhabited by dinosaurs.
This is unverifiable metaphysical nonsense. For how can I
compare the proposition with what took place millions of years
ago " outside " my own or anyone else's experience ?
Example.' " Mr. Drury has toothache."l
Verifuatian, i.e. meaning.' Seeing his swollen face; hearing
his groans and complaints; looking in his mouth and seeing
his decayed

tooth;

etc.

Metaphysical misinterpretation

:

Another really existing person,

Mr. Drury, has an experience of pain in his tooth, very similar
to my own and other peoples' experiences of pain when we
have decaying teeth.
This again is unverifiable metaphysical nonsense. For holv
can I compare the proposition with what takes place irr
someone else's experience, that is, with something absolutely
inaccessible to me ? (It follows, incidentally, that if I say,
" f have toothacher" and " Mr. Drury has toothacher" the
verification, and therefore the meaning, of the two propositions
is very different. My own toothache I verify by an experienct:

of

pain. But if I and Mr. Drury both

have toothache,

it

is

metaphysical nonsense to suggest that two similar experiences

I This was a popular example once in Wittgenstein's discussions which I
in Cambridge. If Mr. Drury should read these words, f send hinr

attended

my best wishes and hope he has got over the toothache.
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: I cannot verify the existence of the second-Mr.
Drury's-experience of pain, nor can I compare the two

of pain exist

experiences to establish their similarity.)

These examples can be multiplied indefinitely by anyone
who finds it instructive or amusing to do so. 'fheir irnportance
is that they " show " what is involved in Wittgenstein's logical
principle of verification.
Thus Wittgenstein's criterion for determining the conditions
for the significance of propositions, Ieads to a position of out
ancl out solipsism. I cannot speak, or what is the samc
thing, think significantly about anything outside the limits of
my own experience, my own subjective world. The whole
worid shrinks into " the narrow comPass " of my own
immediate present experience, which exists mysteriously on
its own, and in the void.
But according to Wittgenstein's principles about " saying "
and " showing," this solipsism cannot be said,' it is rather
shown wher- we understand the principles of " the logic of our
language." Hence his solipsism is expressed in a series of
cryptic utterances :
" The world is my world."
" What solipsism means is quite correct, txly it canno[
be said."
' " The world of the huppy is quite another than that of the
unhappy."
" In death the w'orld does not change but ceases'"l
Here indeed is " a limit " drawn " to thinking." Some
might prefer to say that here " thinking " has reached the
uttermost limit of absurdity.

5.

The Interpretation of Science

While Wittgenstein's principle of verification reduces nearly
sense that most " philosophical
questions " are nonsense-questions, and the answers given to
sr.rch questions by philosophers are nonsense, the same principle
apparently treats science with the greatest respect. The study
of " the logic of our languag'e " rules out of order all " metaphysical propositions," and allows only statements of fact, and
all philosophy to nonsense, in the

scientific statements.
r Wittgenstein

:

Trdctat,ts Logieo-Philosophicus, 5.62, 6.43.+3t.
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Unlike the statements of metaphysicians, scientific statements are verifiable. And therefore while rejecting the
" metaphysical " theories of philosophy as rneaninglesr, *. .re
to accept science. Science, in fact, provides the one road
towards constructing ver-ifiable, and therefore significant,

!'rom this analysis is deduced also the famous " Principle
of Occam's Razor " or " Principle of Economy," which says :
" Entities must not be multiplied beyond necessity'"
A theory which deals with, say, two entities, a and b, thus :
f (a, b),
and a theory which deals with, say four, a, b, c and d :
f (a, b, c, d),
the
same thing, if each gives the same
exactly
can both mean

theories about the world.

But while the principle of verification thus elevates science
to the privileged position of comprising the sum-total of human
knowledge, it does not leave science alone. It can be applied
with considerable rigour to the interpretation of r.ie.r...
Since the meaning of any proposition is given by its mode of
verification, the meaning of any scientific generalisation is to
be interpreted in terms of the set of experiences by which it
is to be verified.
According to this, any scientific theory is to be regarded as
simply a shorthand expression for saying that certain sorts of
experiences may be expected under certain conditions.
theory is a shorthand expression
o observe about the position of
The Darwinian theory of evolution is a shorthand expression
for saying what I rnay expect to observe about species of
living organisms.
The modern atomic theory is a shorthand expression for
saying what I may expect to observe when I take certain
readings off electrical apparatus.
And so on.
The Copernican theory does not say anything about the
existence of the sun, moorr and stars, apart from what is
observed, and outside my own experience. Nor does the
theory of evolution say anything about the existence and
history of living organisms apart from what is observed, and
outside my own experience. Nor does the atomic theory say
anything about the constitution of matter, existing objectively
and outside anyone's experience.
All such scientific theories are based on the experiences of
past observations, and are elaborated from these according to
very complicated linguistic rules. Should future experiences
not correspond with what a scientific theory says is to be
expected, then the theory has to be altered.
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? Thus Wittgenstein states : " If a sign is not necessary,
then it is meaningless. That is the meaning of Occarn's

exist

Razor."

r

For instance, take Maxwell's equations for the

It was
ner of 6
nomena
could b

electro-

to try to

" to
But the
terms of
Maxwell's equations without the mechanical models ; all the
mechanical hypotheses were unnecessary, and therefore

r

Wittgenstein

:

Traclatus Logio-Philosophicus,

dels

i4z8'
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nothing to choose between them ; the controversy
as to whether light " really " consisted of corpuscles or waves
rvas meaningless. Later on, when the interference phenornena
of light were observed, these observations were described most
simply by the wave theory ; and so that theory was preferred.
so there was

6.

Where has Wittgenstein led us ?

In now examining the results of Wittgenstein's philosophy
(as distinct from the peculiar rnethod and premises that led
to those results), one cannot bul be struck by the fact that there
is nothing new in them. Thc upshot of the whole of Wittgenstein's theorising is trut to lead back again to the old subjectivism
of Berkeley.
The para.llel hetween Wittgenstein and Berkeley is indeed a
very close one. In the intervening two hundred years, this
type of philosophy has advanced no further than to find
new-fangled ways of saying the same thing.

Berkeley said that the world tr perceive has no existence
apart fr:om my own perceptions. Wittgenstein says that
propositions have no rneaning apart from their verification in
my own experience, and that " the world is my world."
Berkeley said that to talk of material substance existing
exl.ernal to experience was to use words without attaching any
meaning to them. Wittgenstein says the same.

fn order to try to provide some why and wherefore for
human experience detached from all material existence,
Berkeley called in the aid of God. Wittgenstein, at the end
of his Tractatus, has resort to " the mystical " for the same
purpose.

Finally, both philosophies have much the same kind of
internal inconsistency.
This inconsistency showed itself in Berkeley when, after
insisting on the impossibility of non-empirical ideas, he began
to introduce " notions " of God, the Soul, Causality, and
whatever else suited hinr, and distinguished " notions," with
non-empirical content, from empirical " ideas."
In the case of Wittgenstein, it is equally easy to see that
nearly all the philosophical " propositions " of his Trattatus
Logico-Philosophicus sin against his own principle of verifiability,
and should therefore be, on his own showing, meaningless.
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Like Berkeley with his " notions," Wittgenstein tries to get
round this difficulty by maintaining that philosophical truths
" show themselves," though they cannot be tt said." But this
does not alter the fact that he has said them.
" My propositions are elucidatory in this way," said Wittgenstein, at the end of his Tractatus, " He rvho understands
me finally recognises them as senseless, when he has climbed
out through them, on them, over them. I{e must so to
speak throw away the ladder, after he has climtred up on it."1
l'his is only an admission of the complete internal inconsistency of the whole philosophy. (To look ahead fcrr a
rnoment, just as Hume tried to eliminate the inconsistency of
Berkeley, so I shall presently show how Carnap has tried to
eliminate the inconsistency of Wittgenstein. Thus does
history repeat itself ; and moreover, " on the second occasion
as farce.")
Wittgenstein's teachings are, thcn, only a repetition of the
teachings of Berkeley. There arc new words, a great many
principies about " the logic of our language ; " but what we
conclude from it all is exactly the same
It is iu relation to the interpretation of science that this
philosophy finds its point and importance, now as in the past.
Does science provide knowledge of things outside r.rs, of the
objective material world existing prior to and independent of
all experience or other spiritual or mental activity ? This
philosophy answers, no. Science refers only to the subjective
contents of experience. This philosophy continues to interpret
or to analyse scientific truth philosophically, as dealing mereh,
with sequences of perceptions, nor rvith the constitution and
laws of the objective world.
In relation to the " new method " of logical analysis, the
outcorne of Wittgenstein's " logical analysis of language " was
defrnitely to tie down the interpretation or analysis of propositions within the limits of Berkeleyan subjective idealism.
There was after all something very faintly materialist about
the efforts of lvloore or Wisdom to find " the analysis " of
propositions which would reveal the ultimate objects to which
those propositions rcferred. Evidently they thought there
.

I

Wittgenstein

:

Tractatus Logico-Philosoghicus" 6.54.
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so. To say so is unnecessary, and therefore

meaningless.

As Wittgenstein remarked : " He who understands me
.
must so to speak throw away the ladder after he has climbed
up on it." I think a more apt injunction would be, that he
must cover up all traces of the crime after he has committed it.
For objective truth has been foully murdered, and subjectivism
installed in its place ; but the rnurder and the substitution
must be covered up. This is done by erasing all statements
which point to thern.
But this procedure, while it sometimes completely takes in
people who have adopted a standpoint, so to speak, inside
the circle of Wittgenstein's ideas, cannot deceive those who
stand outside that circle. And as evidence there is always
Wittgenstein's own statement at the end of the Tractatus :
" What solipsism (and subjectivism) means is correct, only it
cannot be said." While his subjective idealism " cannot be
said," it nevertheless does very clearly " show itself."

7" A Philosophlt dioorcedfrom life
The most obvious, but at the same time most profound ancl
most complete, criticisur of the philosophy of Wittgenstein, is,
that it leads to consequences which are manifestly atrsurd.
This absurdity is summed up in one word-solipsism.
It is clearest in relation to the account given of propositions
about the past, and propositions about other people.
In the realm of the interpretation of science, the atrsurdity
may not appear so manifest. For example, we read about
photons and electrons, etc., and lve suppose that this applies
to the constitution of the material world outside our own
consciousness. But Wittgenstein says, no-thcse terms arc
rather ways of describing certain aspects of our own experience,
and to try to apply them to a " teal " " external " material
world leads to metaphysical nonsense. This rnay seem
arguable so long as the precise meaning of such terrns as
" photon " or " electron " is left obscure.
But now let us speak in more familiar terms, about the
lbelings and experiences of other people with whom we come
in contact, and about events that took place in the past.
Again we are told that these terms too are only ways of

tr
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but

it
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is there just the same, only you have cut yourself off

from it.

Ilowever, what of Wittgenstein's arguments-about Verithat we should say n9lhing
fication ? Is he not simplyiaying
'rt
d that what is unverifiable is
that cannot be verifi.i,

as an absurditY.

" The world is my world." " What solipsism rneans is
correct"" These statements are absurd'
To say that Wittgenstein's philosophy and its consequences
ure absurd, is less a-criticism of p"t" tlleory, than a practical

r Wittgenstein

:

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 6 '5zr

'
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Verification is, then, in the first place a practical activity.
In the second place, the method of verification is usually,
and always in the case of scientific verification, a co-operatiue
social actiaity,

involving the practical co-operation of a number

of people.
Very often an individual person can verify his own ideas
for himself. This is in general the case with ideas about very
familiar objects-for instance : that there is coal in the coal
scuttle, that Mrs. Brown lives at No. 3e, that it's raining
today, and so on. But that is only because we each have at
our command a great deal of socially accumulated experience
and knowledge, which makes us immediately able to recognise
familiar objects and their properties when we see them. In
certain cases we might well desire the collaboration of others
in verifying our ideas.
The social character of the method of verification is most
evident in science. The verification of a proposition of science
is always social, and rnust be-partly because the observations
of one observer will never be accepted unless they are checked
by the observations ofothers ; and also because the verification
of many propositions of science is such that one observer could
not possibly verify them, and the method of verification must
necessarily be a social method, carried out co-operatively by
several observers.

For example, one consequence of Einstein's theory about
gravitation is that a ray of light passing at a distance, r, from
the centre of the sun will be deflected by an amount 4m,

r

where m is the gravitational mass of the sun. According to
the previously accepted Newtonian theory, the deflection

would

b. 2-.
r

What is the method of verification to tell

which theory is right, Einstein's or Newton's ?1
The method is to take photographs of a star so situated in
relation to the earth and the sun that light coming from it
passes very close to the sun on its way to the camera. Such
photographs can only be taken during a solar eclipse, and the
position of the point of light on the photograph will enable the
amount of the deflection to be calculated.
1 See

Eddingtor:. Space, Time and Graaitation, chs. 6 and 7.
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This method of verification was undertaken by six
astronomers during the solar eclipse in May, l9r9' Three.of

them went with two telescopes to Btazil, and three went with
another to the Gulf of Guinea ; and their apparatus was
prepared and tested before they set out by a Joint Committee
of tn. Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society'
'Ihe process of taking the photographs was a difficult and
elaborate one, and each of the three observers at each observation point was busy with a different job during the making
of the observations. When they got home, measurements
were made of all the photographs which had been takenand the result was thai Einstein's prediction was verifred'
This is an example of the social character of scientific
method, and that the method of verification is a co-operative
social activity. In this case it involved a Joint com,mittee
plus six astronomers, two journeys half across the world and
Lack, the setting up of elaborate telescopes, the taking of ph-o!og."pi,r, the devllopment of the plates, the measurement of the
[oritio, of points of light appearing ol-the plates, and.so-on'
Verificatitn is, then, a practical activity, usually carried on
by a number of people in co-operation ; and in that case
verification is not cariied out by any one of them, but is the
social result of their joint activity.
Taking into account, therefore, that verification is a practical
activity, carried out co-operatively by socially organised
people--what conclusion is presented ? The conclusion is presented that verification is concerned with testing our knowledge
of the objects and properties of the objective material world ;
objective and mateiiai in the sense that all people live in and
kntw the same world, to which their particular experiences
relate and in which their activities are carried on'
In any case, what is there in the method of verification to
suggest the conclusions that Wittgenstein draws, namely,
thli the meaning of a proposition is its mode of verification
in experien.., .td thal " the world is my world "-? The
principle of verification-that all propositions must be verihable- gives in fact no support to Wittgenstein's views'
On the contrary, far frbm the principle of verification
giving support to Wittgenstein, the nature of tlre pr.ocess of
ierification seems altogether incompatible with his views'
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I'or if verification is a practical activity, carried out

co-

operatively by several differentpeople, how can verification be
the work of one person in a solipsistic world of his own ? It is
the social work of many people, who live in a common rvorld.
If verification is an activity in which we bring about changes
in the world in order to test the correspondence of our ideas
with the world, how can verification be a process confined to
one person's subjective experience ? Verification is not ,'a
comparison " of a proposition with " facts " which turn up
in my exper:ience. It is a testing of the correspondence of the
proposition with objective facts, a testing which can only be
carried out in the practical activity of changing the world.
If I say Parliament is sitting in London, I mean it is sitting
in London whether I go there to listen or not.
If I say dinosaurs used to walk the earth, I mean that thev
used to exist, whether I dig up their fossils or not.
If I say my friend has toothache, f rnean he suffers pain,
even though I cannot feel it rnyself.
If I say that light is deflected by gravitational attraction

according to the forrnula -4I',

r

I

mean that that is how it

travels through space) not merely that certain dots on a
photographic plate will occupy certain positions rather than
others.

It is now not very hard to see how Wittgenstein has twisted
and falsified the principle of verification.
He has been guilty of exactly the same muddle as all othcr
pure empiricists-the rnuddle which was analysed in Chapter
6. They all regard knowledge as built up by some hypothetical atomic individual, on the basis of his own sensations ;
r,vhereas in fact knowledge is the social product of the cooperative social practice of many individuals, rvho act up<-rrr
and are acted upon by material objects which are independent
of their own existence and consciousness.
Wittgenstein seems to regard verification as a process
carried on by some hypothetical atomic individual consciousness, which has its own " world," which " ceases " with its
death ; and in verification propositions are simply " compared " with " facts " which turn up in the private " world "
ofpure experience.
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But this is a completely false account of the process of
verification. It leaves out the two most essential features of
verification-that it is practical and that it is social. When
we reflect upon the practical and social character of the
method of verification, then we see that to use verification as
an argument for subjectivism and solipsism is indeed utterly
absurd.

What is the importance of verification in thc system of
human thought ?
Its importance is not that by showing how a proposition
r:an be verified we show what it means- Its irnportance is that
by showing how a proposition can be verified we show how it
can be knoutn. Verification is not a test or definition of
rneaning, but is a far rnore importa,nt test, namely, a test of
knowledge. Verification is the test whereby we can tell
that our thoughts are not mere idle speculations, but constitute,
if only partially and approximately, knowledge of the objective
world.
It is only an introspective and contemplative philosophy
which conccrns itself primarily with the criticism of the
rneaning of thoughts. For the advancement of human life,
what is important is that the systern of our ideas should be
based on knowiedge. And for the advancement of knowledge,
u,hat cannot be verified is of no use or value whatever. A
proposition or a theory for which no method of veriflcation is
put forward is at best only a guess or speculation. The great
value of science is that it is a method for formulating theories
which can be verified, that is, for constructing a body of
knowledge. For as Bacon said, " Knowledge of nature is
(lre same thing as power over nature."
It may bc thought perhaps that Wittgcnstein's insistence
orr the principle of verification bears a close relationship to
some of the fundamental ideas of materialism. Did not
Ilacon, the founder of modern materialism, start from the
standpr:int that whatever we can claim to know must be
capable of verification ?
But Wittgenstein's approach is a riifferent one. Bacon
started with the object of seeking for the indefinite expansion
of our knowledge of the objective world ; and pointed out
that the criterion of such knowledge is that it is verifiable, as
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distinct from the unverifiable dogmas of narrow scholastic
But Wittgenstein started with an entirely different
philosophy.
^
fbject. His object was to " draw a limit to thinking"' He
dii not take as his starting point the objective world and our
expanding knowledge about it and power to change it ; -but
he took a-s his starting point an introspective criticism of the
process of thinking, with a view to " limiting " that process'
Thus these philosophies are poles asunder.
It may perhaps be said that Wittgenstein's philosophy has
at all events thi outstanding merit of insisting on our giving
a method of verification foi all propositions. But rvhere is
the merit ? This standpoint has been insisted upon and
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materialist philosophy for the past three-hundred
developed
^ by
years. Witigenstein's alleged merit consists only in his having

introduced clonfusions into the conception of the method of
verification, and having systematised these confusions into a
rigid system of " logical philosophy." But this is a merit
oily f.om the point of view of those who are interested in
intioducing confusions into our conception of the sciences ;
but such a point of view has its roots deep in the character of
class society today, as in days gone by.
The outstanding characteristic of Wittgenstein's philotgply
is, first, that it represents a system of introspecliv6 5ghelastic
theorising, altogether divorced from life and from the realities
of our piactical social existence. Second, the aim of this
philosopiy, " to draw a limit to thinking," can.-correspond
Lnly with-the aims of those who are interested " to draw a
limit " to thinking out the implications of scientific knowledge
knowledge of the objective world, and therefore as power
-as
over nature, pointing to the need for a social organisation to
enable that power to be used for the Purposes of social progress'
Third, this philosophy, divorced from life as it is, is nevertheless
, puri of liie-a social force, but one serving in the- main the
prrrpor"t of the reactionary classes in their struggle against
materialist enlightenment.
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Philosophlt as the Logical S2ntax

of the Language 0f

Science

I

Now come to the latest and, it is to be hoped, last stage in
the development of modern empirical philosophy-the special
and peculiar doctrines of Carnap and his " circle."
This " circle " was closely organised before the war, though
the impact of the war broke it up, temporarily at all events.
Their real fountain-head and progenitor was Wittgenstein ;
but Carnap had several (to them) very important differences
from Wittgenstein, and indeed from all other empirical
philosophers.
The main difference was that Carnap insisted on excluding
from philosophy all references to meanings, and to the relations
of thorghts with things. Such references, he thought, led
straight to confusion and nonsense, and philosophy should
confine itself absolutely exclusively to a programme of the
logical analysis of language.
Such a programme had already been enunciated by Wittgenstein. But Wittgenstein, by allowing himself to become
cntangled in meanings, had not carried out the programme
with full consistency. The downfall of Wittgenstein's philosophy was its solipsism. Carnap thought that this solipsism
r:ould be avoided by rigidly excluding from philosophical
t.liscussion any reference to the meaning of statements, and
confining philosophy to the study, not of meaning, but of
syntax.

Carnap speaks of " the problems of applied logic, of the
logic of science, i.e., the logical analysis of the terms, staterncnts, theories proper to the various departments of
science. . . ."1 " fn this fashion," he explains, " we use
logical analysis to investigate statements of the various kinds
l)roper to the various departments of science."z
r Carnap : Unity of Science.
8

Ibid.
r67
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Thus the basis of Carnap's position is that science is accepted
as the vehicle of knowledge about the world, its constitution
and laws ; and the task of philosophy is to subject science to
logicai analysis. This is nothing new. But Carnap goes on

to rigidly insist :
" A philosophical, i.e., a logical, investigation must be
an analltsis of language."L
Ancl again : 'i Philosophy is to be replaced by the logic of
science-that is to say, by the logical analysis of the concepts
and sentences of the sciences ; for the logic of science is nothing

calls

" the logical syntax " of that

language.

This is thc standpoint, so Carnap thinks, which finally
purges philosophy, that is, logical analysis, from all confusion,
speculation and " metaphysics."

z.

:

Formal Theories and
Object-queslions and Logical-questioru
the PrinciPle of Tolerance

ons dealt with in any theoretical field," says
can be roughly divided into object-questions ar,d

"",.

o3'*?ii'il.tHi:'.T'"?','#

ffJ;*'Tl::l

consideration, such as inquiries regarding their properties and
relations. The logical questions, on the other hand, do not
refer directly to the objects, but to sentences, terms, theories,
and so on, which themselves refer to objects."s
Thus science deals with objects. But philosophy, that is
the logical analysis of science, does not deal with objects at all,
but with " sentences, terms, theories, and so 9n "-i1 a word,

with
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Thus it appears that Russell and Wittgenstein should not
have spoken of objects and facts, of the meaning of propositions, and of the comparis,,:n of propositions with reality" All
that led them into " metaphysics." It is wrong to try to say

anything of the relations of propositions and facts, of thought
and realit2. Scientific philosophy lnust confine its discourse
to the relations of propositions with propositions, of thoughts
with thoughls, and will deai exclusively with " the logic of
Ianguage." (Thus incidentally, the materialist criticism of
Wittgenstein's ideas about verification which I gave in the last
chapter, woul<i appear to be entirely the wrong criticisrn : tlrc
right criticisrn would be to criticise Wittgenstein for attempting
to say anything at all about the cornparison of propositions
with facts, for nothing should be said upon such a subject.)
It is clear that this standpoint means that Carnap and his
" circle " takes a rather different view of logic from that
expounded by Russell and Wittgenstein. And since the
accoLrnt given of pure formal logic must stand at the base of
the " applied logic " or " logic of sciencer" I must briefly
direct attention to it before proceeding any ftrrther.
According to Carnap, " logic is syntax."l And hc explains :
" By the logical syntax of a langrrage, we mean the formal
theory of the linguistic forms of that language-thc systematic
statement of the formal rules which govern it, together with
the development of the consequences which follow frorn
these rules." 2
He goes on to explain what he means

by, " formal theory."
" A theory, a rule, a definition, or the like is to be called
lormal when no reference is made in it either to the meaning
ol the symbols (for example, the words) or to the sense of the
expressions (e.g., the sentences), but simply 4nd solely to the
kinds and order of the symbols from which the expressions
are constructed."s

Formal logic, or " logical syntax," is, then, concerned
" simply and solely " with symbols, or with language, without
regard to meaning.

This means that " logical syntax

language.

Carnap : Logical Sj'ntar, p.259.
Ibid., p. r.
u Ibid., p. r.

'

3

"

is " the system which
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comprises the rules of formation and transformation " of a
language.
U".ry language, considered formally (in the above sense of
" formal," that is, without regard to its meaning), is based on

" rules of formation and transformation."

The rules of formation show how symbols may be combined
together to form sentences. The rules of transformation show
how sentences may be obtained from other sentences.
Thus if we know the rules offormation, then that corresponds
to knowing which sentences are

insignificant : and from a formal P
just means allowed in that language,
not allowed. And if we know the
then that corresponds to knowing which sentences can be
validly deduced or follow from which other sentences, and
which do not follow from or are contradictory to which other
sentences. From a formal point of view, that " p " follows
tt
from " q " means that if you say q " yo, are allowed by the
rules of the language to say " Pr" brrt not to say " not-p."
Hence whether a sentence is significant or insignificant,
and whether a sentence follows from another or does not
follow from it or is contradictory to it, does not depend at all
on the meaning of the sentences, but can be seen solely from
their syntactical form, given a knowledge of the rules of formation and transformation of the language.
This " corrects " the usually accepted opinions of logicians.

that of formulating rules according to which judgments may
be inferied from other judgments ; in other words, according
to which conclusions may be drawn from premises." And he
continues : " Even those modern logicians who agree with us
in our opinion that logic is concerned with sentences, are yet
for the most part convinced that logic is equally concerned
with the relations of meaning between sentences- They

LocrcAL rosrrrvrsm (r)
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consider that, in contrast with the rules of syntax, the rules of
logic are non-formal,"1 that is, have reference to meanings.
But all this is wrong. The principles of logic can be, and
should be, formulated without arry reference at all to the
meaning of words. They should he formulated simply as
syntactical rules of formation and transformation.
But, it will be objected, how do we know which are the
right rules of formation and transformation ? Onty by
knowing the meaning of the sentences.
Carnap answers this objection. It arises, he explains, from
the prejudice that the principles of logic must " constitute a
faithful rendering of the 'true logic."'z But the idea that
there exists " the true logic "-the eternally valid principles
of logic-which any system of logic must contrive to mirror
(or to " show," in Wittgenstein's expression), is a mere
" metaphysical " illusion.
" We have in every respectr" Carnap writes, " complete
liberty with regard to the forms of language ; both the rules
for construction of sentences and the rules of transformation
(the latter are usually designated as 'postulates' and 'rules of
inference') *uy be chosen quite arbitrarily. Up to now, in
constructing a language, the procedure has usually been, first
to assign a meaning to the fundamental mathematico-logical
symbols, and then to consider what sentences and inferences
are seen to be logically correct in accordance with this meaning.
Since the assignment of the meaning is expressed in words and
is, in consequence, inexact, no conclusion arrived at in this
way can very well be otherwise than inexact and ambiguous.
The connection will only become clear when approached from
the opposite direction : let any postulates and any rules of
inference be chosen arbitrarily ; then this choice, whatever it
may be, will determine what meaning is to be assigned to the
fundamental logical symbols." B
This standpoint is called by Carnap " the principle of
tolerance." 4
" The first attempts to cast the ship of logic off from the
1

Carnap t Logical Syfltarc,p.

! Ibid.

! Ibid., p. xv.
I Ibid. pp. xv and 5r.

t.
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terra frrma of the classical forms were certainly bold ones,"
writes Carnap, referring to the various modern systems of
symbolic logic. " But they were hampered by the striving
after correctness," that is, by the prejudice that they must
" constitute a faithful rendering of ' the true logic.'" " Now,
however, that impediment has been o'r'ercome, and before us
lies the boundless ocean of unlimited possibilities."l
Unlimited possibilities " of " arbitrarily " inventing all

-"

And so :

it

would be hardly feasible in practice."
" Owing to the deficiencies of the word-languages,

so complicated that
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L.ogical analysis is not concerned with meanings, and with
cxhibiting the logical forrn of reality. It is con"cer".J *iir,
the syntax of language. So the logical analysis of science
Iikewise is not concerned with mafing clear: the ultimate
meaning and justification of science, but with making clear
the syntactical principles according to which scientific state-

ments are constructed, and the relations of such statements
one
to another.
. The next step th9 application of these logical principles to
the.problems of-isphilosophy, that is, to ,,"the
iroblelms of
applied logic, the logic of science.',

3.

The Formal and Mate.rial Modes of Speech

-.In dealing with

the- logical analysis of science, Carnap
" modes of speech '; in which the results ;f
this analysis may be expresse d. The first he calls ,, the
distinguishes two

material mode of speech,,, the second, ,. the formal mode of

speech."

"

"

general syntaxr" applicable to any language whatsoever- _ Such is ihe ptogri*me and standpoint of Carnap and his
circle " in the domain of logic.
Referring back to the logical theories of Russell and

Wittgenstein, it will be seen that Carnap's standpoint makes
shoriwork of the system of " metaphysics " which they erected
on the basis of logic.
Believing that logic must refer to the meaning of words and
sentences, ind that there must be certain absolute and ultimate
logical forms of propositions which mirror the ultimate and
absolute logical form of reality, Russell and Wittgenstein were
lecl to .orrid.t the relations of propositions and facts, and to
speak of " atomic facts," " simple objects," " elements," and
the like.
Carnap will have none of this' For him, it is all " metaphysics " and quite inadmissible.
l

Carnap : Logical SJ'ntax,P'xv.

'z

Ibid., pp. z, 3,

" The first speaks of
states of aflairs, of the sense,
content and meaning of-objects,
words ; while the second refers only
to linguistic forms."
Clearly, the material modi is ., the more usual mode of'
speech." But the formal mode is nevertheless " the correct
mode of speaking."r
. In his b-ook, I,6gi66l Syntax, Carnap gives some examples of
the material and formal modes of speich in philosophy. In
these examples the same philosophicil proposiiion is exp.essed
in both modes of speech :

" Material Mode
A thing is a complex of
sense data.

Formal Mode

Every sentence in which a
thing-designation occurs
is equipollent to a class
of sentences in which no
thing-designations b u t

sense-data

occur,
r Carnap

: Unity

oJ Scimce,

designations
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Formal Mode
" Material Mode
in which a
sentence
Every
of
A thing is a comPlex
thing-designation occurs
atoms.

r7+
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is equiPollent to
sentence

in which

a
sPace-,

time co-ordinates and
descriPtive
certain
functors (of PhYsics)
occur.

The world is the totalitY of
facts, not of things.
A fact is a combination of
objects (entities, things).
Timi is infinite in both
directions, forwards and

is a

sYstem of
sentences, not of names'
A sentence is a series of

Science

svmbols.

and negative
Erre.y positive
-

backwards.

number exPression
can be used as a time
real

co-ordinate, "

speech.- The questions of the kinds of facts and objects
referred to by the various languages are re,,ealed a, pr""udo_

r
euestion5. "

1

These examPles are ev
sophical sentences in the
the formal mode; and

apt to be misleading, whereas
tt correct."

as if
For the above sentences in the material mode sound
they were asserting some properjv of the.objectiv,e,-1:tlt;
tne
,ra*ely, important philosophical properties ot thrngs'
formal
the
into
;;i;l iacts, ana ti#. Bui whet' iranslated

^"
says bott'op, " we distinguish three kinds
" Accordinglyr"
", 'OUji.t-sentences'
sentences'

of s..rt..rces ,

3. Syntactical
1
'z

Carnap

sentences."2

t Logical

Ibid., p. 286.

z

.

Syntax, pP. 3or-3o7'

'

Pseudo-object

statements expressed_are such as might also be expressed
in

the formal mode. That is the crite;ion which distinguishes
in philosophy.,,t

siatemenm from pseudo-statements
r Carnap : Unity oJ
Science.
Carnap : Logical Syntax, p. 3orr Ibid.
2

ry6
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The Logic

d

posltrvtsu (I )

t7V

Sciente

Having establishecl this disti

formal rnode of sPeech, the
science," in which care must be
formal mode " throughout, o

mode, to make sure that what is said
be translated into the formal mode'
eral, CarnaP saYs

: " Science is a

r direct explrience and controlled
Virification is based on

: interPreted carefullY, because
" and " experimental
e*ptric"ie
the references ie " direct
rnode of, speech'
material
ttt
of
-a,,d"p"'ity,
verification " savouruitot'gty
Carnap does not.analyse
In formal strictness
b't investigates science as
a*p"ii""ttr"
,.i..r.a as " based o,,
languages "
" a scientifi" Iurrgrugtrj o' "i of " scientific
(corresoondins to nt E aiftt"ttt sciences) ' He is concerned
; an'-t the important
fi^h;i.;;; ui " u system of statements " statements
are hased
its
is
that
uit"gtt,
ti.
feature of science,
on

" protocol

statements'"

What then ur" p.oiot"l statements

explain
-

?

statements

:

Y:2

X:I
X:2
X:3
X:4

y:4
Y:6
Y:8

Then from this protocol we rnay derive the following generalisation, or scientific statement :

y:

z (x).

Carnap procceds to

:

I ifr" simplest statements in the protocol language refer to
experiences or
tfr. gi*rr, 'ura describe directlyofgiven
knowledge can
;ir-.";;;;;, i.e., the simplest states which
be had."2

This, however, is exPressed
the same exPlanation in the fo
" The simPlest statements
orotocol statements, i'e', s
lnd *erving as foundations
science.t'8

.

science is, then, of
The programme of the logical analysis of,
to show how
aims
*i",iy ior*al syntac ical nature" It

r Carnap z UtitY of Saence'

, rbid.
r lbid.

time we have thc Protocols
X==I

x:2
^_J

x:4

:

v--

4

y:8

Y:t*
y=.= 1S

Then our former generalisation must be scrapped' Egt a new
simple generalisatlon, narnely 1 Y: + (x), will.not do, sj1c.e
the'firsi protocol still stands, and this generalisation, which

r78
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X: I
X:2
X:3
X:4

y:2
y-4
y:6
Y:B

Z:2
l:Q
z:2

z:2

X:I
X:2
x:3

x:4

y:
y:
y:t2

4
B

y:r6

Then we derive the revised and corrected generalisation :
Y : z (zx).
logical analysis of science,,, then, shows how the
"
-TI.
whole system of scientific statemen* is founded o, proro"ot
statements. It further shows how a scientific statement is of
the nature of a generalisation or rule which sums up a set of
protocol statements, and forecasts further statements of the
same set.

For instance, the generalisatior,

1l - z (zx), sums up the
protocol statements on hich ii was
based, and forecasts
further statements of the same set-as for exampie, if we have :
z:_g and x-3, then we shall have y:3o.
Thus the whole logic of science is -expressed in a purely
formal syntactical way. We deal with noihing but state-'ments
and the form
1et 9f

or

staternents

'rt":t11jT.rH:i:?

statements to

Thus scien
science progresses and is tested a.,d

r.rifi.l'oliltl#t;r*:*

of scientific statements-not with reality-but with 'further

relevant protocol statements.
This result is summed up by a follower of Carnap, Neurath,
as follows :" sentences are to be compared with sentences, not with
'.experiences,' not *i-t_h u, iorldr, nor with
i"g .tr;.
All these senseless duplications berong to a more ""yit
or ress refined
metaphysics, and are therefore to le rejected. Ererye*
sentence is confronted with the totality of"sentences
whith are
present and which have been brought into agreement.
Then
a sentence is called correct tf it can be brou[ht into the
sjstem. whatever
we cannot systematise is rejected as incorrect. Instead of

"

wages

" occur.
5.

phltsicalism

of Logical Positiaism, P. 277.
2 Carnap ; The UnitY of Science.

)
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The aim of this generalisation is to show that there can be
one universal language of science, into which all statements
in all the different languages of the different sciences can be
translated. I'hus instead of being a mere assembly of different

languages,science is reveal
is established by showing
science

into rvhich all

f

the fundamental physical nature of that world. But since to
" metaphysics," I shall return forthwith to
" the correct forrnal mode of speech."
The theory of physicalism is capable of very simple expression. There is a language, called the physical language,
into which all scientific statements can be translated ; in other
words, there is a statement in the physical language equipollent
to any scientific statement.
Carnap proceeds to define the physical language in both
the formal and material modes of speech :" The physical language is characterised by the fact that
statements of the simplest form :say this is vulgar

Material. Mode
" Formal Mode
attach to a specific set of
express a quantitatively
co-ordinates (three space determined property of a

definite position at a definite

time."l

values of physical state.
And he thus sums up the theory of physicalism

:

" Our investigations of the various departments of science
therefore lead to the conclusion :Formal Mode

that every scientific

Material Mode
state-

ment can be translated into
physical language.

that every fact contained in
the subject rnatter ofscience
can be described in physical
language."

1

Carnap

, Ibid.

:

The Unity of Science.

"

,

scie

and one time co-r,rrdinate) a
definite value or range of

t8r
LoGICAL PosITIvISM (I )
Carnap also explains that not only scientific generalisations
but the protocols on which those generalisations are based,
and by which they are tested, can all be translated into physical
language. Thus :-

2

Formal Mad,e

Material Mode

Statements in

protocol Given direct experiences are
spatiocan be translated physical, i'e.,

language
temporal events."l
into physical language.
" The physical language," Carnap concludes, 'o is a universal
language, and, since no other is known, the language ol all
science. . .
" ft is convenient of course for each department of science
to have a special terminology adapted to its distinct subject
rnatter." (Qucstion : Isn't this " rnetaphysics i' ") " All our
thesis asserts is that immediately these terminologies are
arranged in the form of a system of definitions, they must

ultimitely refer back to physical deterrninations. If we
have a single language for the whole of science, the cleavage
between clifferent departments disappears. F{ence the thesis
of physicalism leads to the thesis of the unity of s.ience."2

6. Materialism-Alethodical

and Purified

. Lastly, on the basis of this " thesis," it turns out that Carnap
is a materialist-a "methodical" materialist.
" Our view that protocols constitute the basis of the entire
scientific edifice might be termed Methodical Positivism,"
Carnap writes. " similarly the thesis that the physical
language is the universal language might be denoted as
Our approach has often been
Ueihodical Materialism
tcrmed positivist ; it might equally well be termed materialist.
No objectiorl can be made to such a title, provided that the
rlistinction between the older form ol Materialism, and
Methodical Materialism-the same theory in a purified fortn
Y we
-is not negl
that
would prefei
the

physical

therefore serv
1

Carnap

, Ibid.
I Ibid.

:

The Unity of Science.

can

T
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Thus it would appear that pure empiricism, logical analysis,
logical positivism, on the one hand, and materialism on the
other hand, which throughout the years, and in the pages of
this book in particular, have been at loggerheads, are at last
reconciled by the physicalist theory of Carnap.
Hegel once likened " The Absolute," in which all different
or conflicting things were supposed to be reconciled and to
become identical, to " the night in which all cows are black."l
Maybe the theory of physicalism is the same.
But it must be insisted that the " Methodical Materialism "
of Carnap is a theory which moves in the realm of " logical
syntax " or " speech-thinking " exclusively. It is a theory
about the syntax of the language of science, and forbids us to
think about the " kinds of facts and objects " referred to by
any science.

Thus Carnap states : " All statements belonging to metaphysics, regulative ethics, and metaphysical epistemology
are in fact unverifiable and therefore unscientific' We are
accustomed to describe such statements as nonsense. We make no assertions as to whether the given is real and the
physical world appearance, or vice versa ; for Iogical analysis
shows that such assertions belong to the class of unverifiable
pseudo-statements."

2

Such is in general outline the philosophy of Carnap, and
of the logical positivists and physicalists'
t Flegel z T'he Phenomenology of Mind, Preface.
2 Carnap : The Unity of Science.
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The

" Anallsis "

of

(z)

Science

") positivists claim that their
is entirely free from the dubious
subjectivism and solipsism which characterised the theories of
Mach, Russell or Wittgenstein. These " methodical
materialists " claim indeed that their analysis is entirely free
from " metaphysics " of any sort, whether the " metaphysics "
of the Berkeley-Hume tradition or that of the Bacon-Hobbes
tradition.
Perhaps it is. But it is only free from such influences
because it refuses to say anything about the content of science
or the meaning of science, and its relations to human life and
the real world in which that life is led ; because it deals only
with uords and not with the meaning and justification of those
words; and because in fact it does not regard science as
knawledge at all, not even as knowledge relating to " my own
cxperience."
A whole chain of philosophers, from Berkeley to Wittgenstein, have " interpreted " or " analysed " science, in order to
rnake out that its subject matter is restricted to the order and
irrrangement of the " impressionsr" " elements " or tt sensedata " found in sense-experience. And by means of such an
" interpretation " or tt analysis " they have obscured and
covered up the objectiae reference ofscience, as scientific knowledge
of the objective material world.
Carnap's " analysis " of science, although he studiously
tries to avoid subjectivist conclusions, and calls himself a
rnaterialist, is in effect exactly the same. For this analysis
a/so obscures and covers up the objective reference of science,
rus scientific knowledge of the objective material world. It
cloes this by refusing to allow anything to be said of the content
or meaning of science, and virtually saying that science has no
THn logical (or " methodical

" logical

analysis of science

"
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reference at all, either to the objective world, or to the world
of experience, or to anything else.
It has always been an essential argument of the pure
empiricists, from Berkeley to Wittgenstein, that any talk of
the objective material world, or of matter, is senseless " metaphysics." Carnap repeats this argument. Only he adds
that the same applies to Berkeley's and Wittgenstein's talk of
experience. For : " We make no assertions as to whether
the given (i.e., given experience) is real and the physical *o_"ld
appearance, or vice versa ; for logical analysis shows that
such assertions belong to the class of unverifiable pseudostatements."
In other words, " we make no assertions " as to what science
is about, and " we " will not allow anyone else to make suctl
assertions, for they have no meaning. Science is to be regarded
as a set of statements, founded on certain given primitive
protocol statements, and tested and verified also by reference
to such protocol statements ; and science does not comPare
its statements " with experience, nor with a world, nor with
anything else."
Very clearly, therefore, this is to confound and cover up the
objective reference of science, as effectively as it was confounded by the most dogmatic subjectivism.
Those who, after long puzzling about the meaning of science
and the extent or limitation of possible scientific knowledge,
at length embrace the principles of " logical positivism " and
" the logical analysis of sciencer" are in the same hupPy
po;ition as the crew described by Lewis Carroll in The Hunting
of the snark

"

shapes,

with their islands and

:*t,$1'f"l"nlYt5"*n,
e blank ! "

us the

capes,

best-

It

is important not to be misled by Carnap's distinction
between " object sentences " and " syntactical sentences."
The " logical analysis of science " consists of syntactical
sentences, but science itself does not consist of syntactical
sentences but of object sentences. Expressed in the material

it

is about objects.
Very well then, it will be said, science is about objects.

mode,

(z)

IB5

So why complain that this analysis confounds the objective
reference of science ?
However, " science is about objects " is equivalent to
saying, and would be more correctly expressed by saying,
that " science consists of object sentences " ; that is, that it
consists of sentences in which terms like " supply and demand,"
" wagesr" tt vitaminsr" tt atomsr" tt electronsr" etc., etc,, occur.
No one wiil dispute this obvious truth-it is only a statement
about the language of science, and is quite trivial. But when
it is asked, Do the terms employed hy science stand for anything in the objective world ?-then Carnap replies that we
must not ask such " pseudo-questions."
Hence, while it may be agreed that science is expressed in
an object language, this staternent does not advance us a steP
further towards understanding the objective reference of
science.

For when we speak of the objective reference of science, we
are not thinking so much of the syntax of the language of
science, as of the relations between scientific thought and
material reality. Carnap says, however, that we must not
think of the relations between statements and their objects,
or of thought and reality, but only of the relations between
statements and other statements, and of thoughts with thoughts.
Hence his assertion that scientific statements are " object
sentences " does not remove the confusion introduced into the
question of the objective reference of science, but only makes
that confusion a little rnore confounded.
Carnap here shows ttre same trickiness with regard to the
formulation of his conclusions as I remarked in the case of
Wittgenstein. What his conclusions plainly mean-namely,
that we do not have knowledge of the objective material
world-is not allowed to be said. Carnap says, ol' course,
that he does not deny the objectivity of our knowledge-he
merely makes no assertions about it, one way or the other.
But if you do not deny the objectivity of our knowledge, why
go to such elaborate lengths to try to prevent it frorn being
asserted ? What is the purpose of this ? What is its meaning ?
Simply to obscure and to cover up the objectivity of our
knowledge.

Thus Carnap's " logical analysis," however novel some of
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its features may be, is essentially a continuation of the Berkeley-

Wittgenstein tradition.
I shall now proceed to exarnine

z.

it in more

detail.

Protocol Statements

The conception of the protocol, of " protocol statements "
and of the " protocol language," is clearly of key importance
in Carnap's " logic of science." Protocols not only form the
ultimate basis of the whole system of scientific statements, but
scientific statements are ultimately tested and verified,
accepted, rejected or revised, by comparing them with the
protocols.

Hence it is of some importance to investigate exactly what
these protocols are supposed to be.
The type of " analysis " undertaken by Russell and Witt-

genstein purported to show how all scientific propositions,
and indeed all propositions whatever, were derived from
absolutely elementary propositions. Thus the ultimate data
on which science was alleged to be founded were expressed in
absolutely elementary propositions, and scientific generalisations were alleged in the last analysis to have absolutely
elementary propositions as their instances.
Carnap would claim to have purged logical analysis of the
"metaphysical" conception of, the absolutely elementary proposition. Nevertheless, in his logical syntax of the language of
science, protocol statements play exactly the same part as did
the absolutely elementary propositions in the less " pure " and
" formalised " analysis of Russell and Wittgenstein.
The conception of the protocol is only a new version of the
conception of the absolutely elementary proposition. Thus
protocol statements are the ultimate data-the " simplest "
statements, which " need no justification " ; and scientific
statements are tested by reference to protocol statements, in
the way that generalisations were tested by reference to the
absolutely elementary propositions which were their instances.
And now it turns out that there is exactly the same difficulty
in actually locating the ultimate protocols as there was in
locating the ultimate elementary propositions.
Thus having given the general definition of a protocol
statement, Carnap goes on to ask, in his double-barrelled way :

LocICAL eosrrrvrsu (z)

" Formal

Mode

: What kinds of
w-ords occur in protocol
statements?
Question

r87

Material Mode

Question : What objects are
the elements of given direct
exPerience? "

And after this question there follows, in his unitx of science, a
longish discussion (which it would be tedious to quote, as I
hal:e quoted one such discussion already when dealing with
on .u.ii., stage of " analysis "), the upshot of which is, that
various u.rr*.-r, can be given to this question, but it is hard to
rletermine which answer is the right one.
It does not seem to occur to Carnap that the existence of
that the question which gave rise to
such difficulties suggests
-i
them must be a pseudo-question," and that the whole
method of analysis which gave rise to such a " pseudot'pseudo-" method'
rluestion " must be a
The difficulty is mrih the same if we begin to ask, not
only what the protocols are like, but how we arrive at them'
'Ihe protocols ire the ultimate basis of science ; but we must
havc some method whereby we may select and arrive at the
statements which constitute this ultimate basis' Carnap,
however, does not suggest such a method' He tells us, in
the formal mode, thaiprotocols are " statements needing no
they " describe
iustification " ; and in the material mode , that
how we may
But
,lirectly given experience or phenomena-."
statements,
elementary
:rrrive at such ultimate and absolutely
he. does
at
them,
arrive
iLnd what they are like when we do
rrot tell us.
Hence it is only too clear that " the logical analysis -of
sr:icnce," while formally it is very precise, begins to fajl -the
rnoment it is applied to any actual body of scientific knowledge'
lfor it says atiire outset ihat science is founded on protocols,
,,nd then fails to say how the protocols may be recognised' Precision in form may, and in this case does, mask the
greatest confusion and lack of precision in content'
The difficulty here indicated has been tackled in what may
irppear a mosl bold and radical way by Carnap's follower,
tri"rrutfr. But Neurath's philosophising only makes the
irradequacy and confusing character of the " analysis " still
rrrore obvious.

LoGrcAL rosrrrvrsm
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It will be remembered that according to Carnap's logical

" Principle of Tolerancer" the syntax of a language may be
arbitrarill,. Neurath applies this " principle "
to science. According to him, it is only " a more or less
refined metaphysics " to suppose that protocols are " the
sinrplest statements," " needing no justificationr" " describing

directly given experience," and so on. Scientists may therefore quite arbitrarily select whatever sentences they like to
serve as their protocols-and if they get into any difficulties,
they may reject these protocols and use others inStead.
So the question as to which sentences are protocols and
rvhich a,re not, is decided from time to time by agreement
between scientists. How they make thlrt decision is their own
husiness, and has nothing to do with logic or philosophy.
And the study of the principles according to which such

" sociology "-nap6ly,
a new branch of sociology which studies the peculiar social

behaviour of scientists.l
I cannot but regard this very " radical " treatment of science
as the reductio ad absurdum of the method of " analysis " which
gave rise to it. It just dodges the issue of the logical foundations of science. It presents the method of science as merely
a method of arbitrarily juggling with statements. And the
principles which determine which statements are to be accepted
by science, and which rejected, it dismisses by means of the
formula : " sociology."
Thus the conception of the ultimate protocol, Iike its parent
the absolutely elernentary proposition, gives rise to nothing
but difficulties and absurdities.
Two further remarks may be made under this heading.
First, whatever the protocol may or may not be, thc
" analysis " of science as based on protocols is an analysis
which denies that science constitutes objective knowledge ;
that is to say, a system of propositions which are verifiable,
and whose verification shows that they correspond with
objective reality.
For according to this analysis, scientific statements are
basecl on protocols and are verified by comparing them with
the protocol. Hence their truth does not consist in any sort
1 See Weinber g ; Aa Exanination of Logical Poitioism, p. 276.

rB9

.1'correspondence with the objective world, b*t in cor.respondence with the protocol. As for the protocol itself, it is just
" givenr" or arbitrarily selected. Hence nowhere is there "any
test which shows correspondence with the objective world.
ll'he " truth " of science does not consist in cbrresponclence
with the objective world-that is ,o a more or less refined
m,'taphysics " ; it consists in a certain internal coherence
:rmongst the statements made by scientists.
Neurath says that how and why scientists arrive at their
.csults may be explained by sociology. But even that will not
get hirn far-for sociology, after all, is itself only a science like
the rest, based, presumably, on arbitrarily selected statements.

chosen quite

decisions are made is simply a matter of

(e)

Why a body of " scientific " philosophers should go to such
lengths to cover up the fact that science constitute; objective
purely philosophical
sociology will not go

reach the results they
problem rather than
solution of the problem which
thcy reach ; yet it will go a long way furthcr. in cx.plaining thc
r onclusions reached by some philosophers. For thei
is
<'vidently a very strong.and well-grounded sociological urge to
, onceal the fact that science constitutes objective iruth.
Secondly, what is the real basis for all this theorising about
Protocols ? For just -as the theory of the absolutely elerientary
proposition had its basis in the fact that we do formulatl
propositions which are elementary in form, so also the theory
,rf the protocols of science has its basis in the fact that therl
rrra scientific statements which record observations, as distinct
lir,n other statements which formulate theories basecl on those
,

rlrscrvations.

,,\ll scientific theories arise from observations, and are
hccked through observations. Hence it is of very great
irnportance in developing the body of scientific knowlJdgt,
tlrat the observations should be accurately recorded ; ana thi
r,ore " exact " the science, the rnore important 'ar., tni,
lr:t:ording of the observations become .
lt is this fact that carnap and the logical positivists are
tvidently trying to express in their theory about protocols.
llrrt thev have not expressed it correctly.
r

I9O
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there is no answer.
(g). I" th_en glving up the attempt to answer
this question,
,
'
they have then fallen
ln lnto
into an (,
rdity'

namely'

supposing that
,rrtit u.itly,
than another is
And finally
they accuse tho
of the objective material
who engage in " idle dispu

u.,a

3.

I

,t*".1?.111:

The pfutsical Language

now pass on to some considerations about Carnap,s

of " physicalism," which he arrived at on the basis theory
of his
" logic of science.,,
, !ar-n1n's " logic of science,, lays down a_priori what the

the galvanometer'
namely,
(c'\ 'Once it has been decided what observations are to
about
b.'"irud., tt... is nothing in the least arbitrary
which
or
accepted
be
to
*rri"l, ,".ords of observatio-ns are

logical form
,,ih.
rurrd
physicalism i
..The body

" of
theory of

syntax

number oI
different sciences, each with its own peculiar f""grru!. -u.,d
based on its own protocols-but ,o*.ho*
there iruj be a
unity of science. This unity of science cannot be derived
from
cxamination of the actuai way in which all
the aiff..""t

b
tl

.

same subject matterr;;;.;,
because we are forbidden to

l.r,r*thatscienceusesan.."o:'i"',-"iffi ;t|ltL::r':fS.,I,i;
the argument goes, if there is a uniiy o'i,"i.r,..,--;ilffii;
l

i

I
I
I

:

elementarY
ProPosition.
-

be
ityi"i to find out how these statements can
admit
,.Jo-[nired, in.] nu.r" committed what they themselves

(z) In

(

lrcrceive no necessity whatever why alr those different aspects

{
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their
relati

r93

er and as money are not physical
p nor anyone else can ever express

them

ll

it
i
I
E

Ii
i

ii

Many other examples could be taken ; but one example is
sufficient to prove a negative. In general it may be confidently
asserted that: (r) whatever may be stated, if it is true, then
some physical statement is true ; but (z) it is not the case that
whatever may be stated, may be equally well stated in physical
terms. The fact that some physical statement can theoretically
be found to correspond to every statement, does not implv in
any way that the language of physics is a universal laneuage
in which everything may be stated.
There exists a " unity of science." But this unity consists
in the fact that the different sciences all study different, though
related, aspects of one material world ; not that all the
statements of all the sciences can be expressed in the same set
of terms, namely, physical terms.

Ifence the theory of physicalism is not only a theory put
forward on purely arbitrary and a-priori grounds, but it is
certainly false into the bargain. And the fact that Carnap,s
method of " analysis " has need of such a theory, only shows
that Carnap's rule that we must not study the content of
science but only its syntactical form, is a rule which makes
any correct analysis of science impossible.
The theory of physicalism is " correctly " expressed in the
Ibrmal mode, as it has been expressed above. But Carnap
also expresses it in the material mode. Expressed in the
material mode, physicalism makes assertions about the nature
of facts, as follows : " Every fact contained in the subject
matter of science can be described in physical language,,,
that ir, in statements which " express a quantitatively
determined property of a definite position at a definite time.,,
In other words, all facts consist in the existence of ,,a
quantitatively determined property of a definite position at a
definite time."
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Here, as was the case with Russell and Wittgenstein and
their " atomic factsr" Carnap's analysis leads at last to an

es are
physical motions and
shown
ill.,sory. The advance
of the
that this old cramped
varied
material world is qui
phenomena which we meet with in actual practiceNevertheless, there is a certain universality about physics'
Considering the different forms of motion in the world, then
every f,orm of motion contains a physical motion.l
Ilfatter enters into various forms of organisation. Under
certaiu conditions, only physical motions take place. Under
other conditions, the phyiical changes give rise to the organisation of chemical atoms and molecules, and chemical processes

" cannot be grasPed.
Could we write a complete history of the evolution of the
world, then the successive developrnent of higher levels of the
r Cf. Engels z Dialectics of Nature, p, 96'

rg5

organisation of matter would be dealt with in that history.
The first chapter would deal simply with physical motions.
But it would be shown how those physical motions give rise to
tendencies towards lbrming organisations of a more complex
kind, and at a certain stage such tendencies are able to express
themselves in the formation of molecules. Once this has come
about, then there appear in the world new processes, chemical
processes, the processes of chernical change and combination.
Then come those particular chemical combinations lt'hich
give rise to the phenomena of life. The evolution of living
organisation gives rise to such an organisation as the brain,
leading to conscious and purposive modes of life, social life,
social history, and so on. Could then this history be written
entirely in physical terms ? No, it could not" Such a
physical history of the world would not be able to describe all
the new relationships, qualities and laws of motion which were
successively appearing in the world in the course of the total
world development.
To suppose that the history of the world would be only
physical history is in fact a purely " metaphysical l' supposition.
This st pposition is the supposition that physical events are in
some absolute sense " the ultimate reality," so that a complete
physical account of, the world would say what the world
ultimately is. But the truth is, that to approximate to a
complete picture of the world, it would be necessary to describe
the events at all levels. For instance, to deal in any completeness with the life of a human being, it would be necessary to
study him so,cially, economically, psychologically, physiologically, chemically, ctc., as well as physically : and the
complex of motions that constitutes his life could not be
" reduced " to physical rnotions.

4.

science

(z)

fuIethodical l'Iaterialism and Unmetlrcdical Subjectiuism

On the basis of his theory of " physicalisrn," Carnap declared
himself " a methodical materialist." I have shown how this
" materialism " is in fact crude, dogmatic and untenable, and
is in fact not materialism at all, for it is in truth only a theory
about words. But it can also be shown how this " pseudo "
materialism implies the very opposite of materialism, namely,

LOGICAL ANALYSIS, LOGICAL POSITIVISM
the same subjectivism and solipsism'as characterised all
Carnap's phitosophical ancestors-Berkeley, Hume, Mach,
Russell, Wittgenstein.
Consider, f6r example, Carnap's statement, already quoted :
" Suppose that a positivist maintains the thesis, 'A thing is a
.o*pl.* of sense-datar' and a realist the thesis, ' A thing is,a
.o-pl.* of atoms.' . If we transfer to the formal mode
of speech, it is in this case possible to reconcile the two theses."
Ii... du.rap proposes to " reconcile " materialism and
subjectivism-th.- rri.* that things have objective .material
being independent of all consciousness, and the view that
things are comple*es of sense-data. He effects this " reconciliationl' by saying that to describe things in terms of sense-data
and to der"iit. tt em in material terms are not contradictory
descriptions, but simply two alternative uses of language'
g"iif it is true boih'that things are complexes of atoms and
that things are complexes of sense-data, this rneans that atoms
ur. .o.rrtirrctions from sense-data ; for if atoms have objective
material existence independent of consciousness, then if things
are complexes of atoms they certainly are zol complexes of
196
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such assertions bclong to the class of unverifiable

pseudo-statements."

But this method of settling a philosophical controversy by
refusing to recognise its existence will not work. Whoever
denies the existence of the material world-whether by saying
straight out that it does not exist, or by saying that talk of it
is nonsense-cannot escape the opposite position, the position
of subjectivism and ultimately of solipsism, which says that
nothing exists but sensations, ideas, experiences.
Consider again some of Carnap's statements, already quoted,
respecting protocols. " The simplest statements in the protocol
language describe directly given experience or
phenomena
Question : What objects are the elements
of given direct experience ? . . . Our investigations of the
various departments of science lead to the conclusion that
given direct experiences are physical, i.e., spatio-temporal
events."
Here the protocols are clearly supposed to deal with " the
elements of direct experience." And since scientific knowledgc
c-'an hardly deal with data beyond what is given in the protocols,
scientific knowledge must deal with " given experience"'
Since " .qiven experience " is " my experience," this means it
would be hard to avoid solipsistic conclusions regarding
knowledge, if it were not that " the correct formal mode of
speech " comes to the rescue and prevents the obvious meaniug
and implication of the theory from being definitely stated.
Since it is further stated that " given direct experiences are
physical, i.e., spatio-temporal events," the form of subjectivism
suggested here is similar to that popularised by Mach, according
to which physical events are constructions out of elements of
immediate or direct expetience.l

sense-data.

Thus the " reconciliation " of 'materialism and subjectivism
t'realism " and " positivism "), rDe&ns
(or as Carnap says, of
in fact the iejeclion of materialism and the acceptance of
subjectivism. For if things can equally well be described in
terirs of sense-data as in material terms, then subjectivism is
true, and materialisrn false. The " transference to the formal
mode of speech " may obscure this fact, but cannot escape it'
Thus, d^isguised ut it *uy be, there is the same subjectivism
in carnap a-s permeated the ideas of all his predecessors, from
Berkeley to Wittgenstein.
Carnap insists as strongly as Berkeley or Mach or
Wittgenstein, that the materialist " thesis " of the existence of
the Jbjective material world, and the correspondence of our
p"r".piio.rt and thoughts with this world, is nonsense a,d merc
;'meLphysics." He also insists that the
doctrine, as
lPPositc
consists of
exists
what
that
Mach,
or
Berkeley
by
forward
put
trr. o*n ,"rrrrtionr, ideas, experiences, is equally nonsense and
" metaphysics." " We make no assertions as to whether the
given is rial and the physical world aPPearance, or vice versa ;

t Mr. A. J. Ayer, in a book entitled Forndatitttts of Empirical Knoyledge
(which foundations he selects from the materials provided by a nurnber of

different philosophers, but particularly florn (-'arnap)r very definitely states
cbnclusion of logical positivis;n on his last page :- " The most
the subjeitivist
-do
is to elaborate a technique for predicting the course of our sensory
we can
experience."

L
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the logician, the builder of metaphysical systems, and all who
CHAPTER 12
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t.

The"

True

(3)

Logic"

Iw this chapter I shall examine some of the basic philosophical
and logical presuppositions from whence Carnap's " analysis "
of science was engendered.
Carnap says that it is an error to suppose that logical and
philosophical principles " must constitute a faithful rendering
of ' the true logic.' "
This statement has most obvious reference to the principles
of logic in the narrow sense, that is, to what are sornetimes
called " the laws of thought " or " the principles of deductive
inference," the type of principles that are worked out in
systems of formal logic-such as : " p, and p implies q,
implies g," or " if p implies q, and q iinplies r, then p implies
r." Such principles, says Carnap, are merely syntactical
rules. More precisely, they are syntactical rules of " formation-a
and transformation." In no sense do they constitute
" rendering of the true logic." There is no objective standard
determining their validity.
If by " the true logic " is here meant some transcendent
system of timeless eternal truth, which has being independent
of all thought and all existence, then doubtless Carnap is
right. If we set up the platonic " ideal world " as the eternal

truth, which must be mirrored in our logic, then we are
demanding that logic must conform to something which is

merely a figment of the philosophical imagination.
Russell, for instance, however unplatonic may have been his
views on other subjects, did hold such platonic views about the
subject of logic. " We shall find it convenient only to speak
of things existing when they are in time," he wrote. " But
universals do not exist in this sense ; we shall say that they
subsist or haue being,where 'being' is opposed to ' existence' as
being timeless. The world of universals, therefore, may also
be described as the world of being. The world of being is
unchangeable, rigid, exact, delightful to the mathematician,
r98

ordinary person, who does not retire into the realms of platonic
we live, and which contains

of time, the transformation
er. And we in the world
perceive, think and act, and formulate the results of our percepiions, thoughts and actions in communicable propositions.
There exist, therefore, relations of correspondepce between
perceptions, thoughts and propositions, on the one hand, and
ob3e.tiv. things, events and facts on the other hand. These
reLtions are tested in actual experience, in the practice of lif'e.
And in virtue of such relations, propositions represent things
more or less correctly or incorrectly, adequately or
inadequately ; and moreover, in virtue of such relations, one
method of thinking leads to results conformable with realities,
while another method of thinking does not.
It follows from this that there must be a sense in which the
principles of logic (or laws of thought) do have an objective
validity, and repreient something mofe than just syntactical
" rules offormation and transformation " as defined by Carnap.
It is quite another question, of course, whether " the laws of
thought " as formulated in the usual logical text-books are
correctly and adequately formulated.
The essential issue here involved is that Carnap deliberately
ignores the fact that propositions have a meaning. But yet, if
you abstract from the meaning of propositions, that is, their
ielation with facts, or with the world, then you have ceased
to deal with propositions.
To construct a theory of logic on the basis of ignoring that
propositions refer to facts, is on a par with constructing a
tt eoty of for instance, money, on the basis of ignoring that
r Russell

:

Problems oJ Philosophy,

p. t55.
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money is a means of exchange. Some " formal " theory of
economics might be constructed on such a basis, but it would
not be a theory of money. And that propositions are a means
of communicating information, true or false, about the world,
can no more be ignored, than that money is a means of
promoting the exchange of commodities.
While, then, it remains perfectly true that the principles of
logic do have a syntactical aspect-syntactically they certainly
do serve as " rules of formation and transformatior, "-1hsr6
nevertheless remains more to be said on the matter.
Propositions communicate information. And the principles
of logic, or laws of thought, do accordingly possess an objective
validity, or if you like " constitute a faithful rendering of, the
true logic," in the sense that they show that, given certain
information, what further is involved in or follows from it.
The validity of logical principles results from this, that the
information expressed in the conclusion is involved in or contained in the information expressed in the premises. Understanding this, one is entitled to say that a principle is ualid ;
which is more than just saying that it represents a rule of transformation employed in the syntax of a particular language.
Thus the idea that the principles of logic are just rules of
syntax, which in no sense " constitute a rendering of the true
logicr" arises from Carnap's insistence that we may deal only
with the relations between propositions, but not with the
relations between propositions and facts. But since the very
essence of a proposition lies in that relation, this insistence is
an insistence on a false abstraction which falsifies the significance
of the principles of logic.

formal mode." They are not statements about the world, but
about the way in which we use language. Such statements do
not mirror " the true logic " of the world, but are simply
statements of syntax.
Carnap further maintains that the reason why it is so
necessary to interpret all such statements strictly as statements
of syntax is, that if we attempt to use or interpret such theses
as statements about tt-re world, then this must lead to " questions
whose discussion ends in contradictions and insoluble
difficulties."
Moreover, because they are only statements of syntax, it
follows that the choice of one such thesis rather than its
opposite, is quite arbitrary. For instance, we can use " a
time-language " which postulates an infinite or a finite past ;
the choice is one of convenience, not one ofgivins an account
of time which corresponds to its objectively infinite or finite
nature. In other words, if we say : " Time has a beginning,"
or if we say : " The world was created " or : " The world
was never created," it is not time or the world we are referring
to, but we are merely laying down rules for the use of language.
And this will be made clear only if we express such statements
strictly " in the formal mode."
It further follows, as Carnap has pointed out, that what
have been taken to be contradictions between opposite
philosophical standpoints (for example, between idealism and
materialism. or betrryeen the theistic notion of creation and the
atheistic notion that matte r is eternal) are in reality not such contradictions, but simply differences between the syntactical rules
of language which different groups of people choose to employ.
They are mere differences of language, and so the controversies
between such groups are only " pseudo- " controversies.
The best and clearest way of examining these assertions
would be to take an example. Here then is an example from
" Logical Syntax " of a general philosophical thesis, which is
correctly to be formulated " in the forrnal mode " :
Material Mode
Formal Mode
Time is infinite in both
Every positive and negative
directions, forwards and
real number expression
backwards.
can be used as a timeco-ordinate.

2OO

z.

Philosophical Principles as

"

S2ntactical Rules."

Sorne Remarks about Time

Having asserted that the principles of logic, in the strict and
narrow sense, are syntactical rules which in no way " constitute
a rendering of the true logicr" Carnap goes much further, and
extends this assertion to the wider sphere of philosophy.
He clearly asserts that all general " philosophical theses "such as " Time is infinite," " A fact is a combination of objectsr"
or " Matter is prior to mind," or " Motion is the mode of
existence of matter "-s411 be correctly stated only tt in the

201
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It must be noted that, according to Carnap, the discussion
of such a thesis in " the material mode " must give rise to
" insoluble difficulties and contradictions."
I am going to test this assertion by trying the experiment of
a brief discussion.

In this exarnple it may at once be remarked that the
" difficulties and contradictions " referred to had already been
encountered by Kant in his discussion of this very question
about the infinity or otherwise of time.
In what he called The First Antinomy of Pure Reason, Kar,t
discussed whether time has a beginning or not ; and he came
to the conclusion that it could be proved equally corrclusivelv
both that time has a beginning and that it has none. This can
certainly be recognised as both a difficulty and a contradiction.
As is well known, Kant proposed to remove this difficulty
and to solve this contradiction by maintaining that time does
not apply to " things in themselves " at all, but is merely a
phenomenal appearance arising from the peculiar way in
which we apprehend things.
It appears to me that Carnap's way of avoiding the alleged
difficulties is not essentially different from Kant's. Kant hoped
to avoid the alleged difficulties by transferring time from the

of " things in themselves " to the sphere of
" phenomena." Carnap proposes to avoid the alleged
difficulties by translating theses about time into theses " in the

sphefe

formal mode," dealing not with the world but with the
of words.

use

Thus according to Carnap, to assert the infinity of timeor on the other hand to assert that time has a beginning or an
end-is not to assert anything about the world. It is simply a
statement of a verbal convention which we propose to employ.
And if it is asked why we should adopt this convention rather
than some other-rather than the convention, for instance,
which fixes a beginning or an end to time-then the answer
is that this is the convention customarily employed in the
science of physics ; but if for some reason physicists find it
convenient to use another convention instead, they are at
liberty to do so. It must not be supposed that the permission
accorded in this convention to use any real number as a timecoordinate is "justified " because it corresponds to the really

(3)
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infinite nature of time. We must not suppose this, because it
is a prejudice to suppose that such propositions should " constitute a faithful rendering of the true logic " of the world.
On the contrary, " we have in every respect complete liberty
with regard to the forms of language."
But is this account of the significance of the thesis of the
infinity of time a correct account ? I do not think it is.
Forgetting, then, all about the formulation " in the formal
mode," I shall proceed with the experiment of discussing the
infinity of time " in the material mode," in order to test
whether such discussion does so inevitably lead to difficulties
and contradictions.
But to begin with, there is one point to make about words'
For " time " is a somewhat obscure and confusing word. It
must be understood, then, that if we make assertions about
time, those assertions generally reler to nothing other than the
events which take place in a time-order, and are about the
time-order of those events. For time (and space) are not like
a box, in which events are placed, but which could just as
well exist empty without any events inside. Time is moreover
a measurable quantity, though periods of time can be measured
in many different ways.
It results from this that there can be a certain ambiguity
aisociated with the word " time " ; and so, in discussing
time and wishing to avoid difficulties, we must try to make
clear what it is we do mean by " time."
" Time " can have a double meaning. On the one hand it
can be used to refer to some definite sequence of events the
periods of which can be measured on solne definite time-scale .
But on the other hand it can be used in a wider sense, as
referring not to any definite measurable time-order, but in a
general way to any motion or sequence of events. Clearly, if
we are to use real numbers as time-coordinates, it is to a
definite time-order in the first sense that we must be referring ;
for unless there exists some definite scale of measurement
there is no possibility of using real numbers as time-coordinates.
Let us take it, then, that in speaking about time we are
referring to a definite sequence of events, the periods of which
can be measured on the scale of the motions of the heavenly
bodies, or of radiation, or of the periodicity of atomic processes.

r
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In that

+

it seems Perfectly in order to ask, " in thc
" ; Did time have a beginning ?-meaning :

case,

material mode
Did this physical time-order of events, to which we ourselves
belong, and the periods of which can be measured in terms of
our clocks or other scales of time-measurementr have a beginning ? We can even ask, not merely did it have a beginning,
but when did it begin ?
As proof of this it may be mentioned that according to the
cosmology being worked out by E. A.'Milne, the change in
time of the physical properties of events is such that the timeorder must have had a beginning, which took place approximately two thousand million years ago. This hypothesis is
obviously of extraordinary philosophical interest. But whether
it is to be accepted or not is not to be decided by philosophical
arguments a-priori (of the sort that lead to"insoluble difficulties
and contradictions "), but is to be decided in the way that a
decision is reached about all scientific hypotheses, that is, by
reference to its explanatory power and the extent to which it
can be verified.
For instance, the fact that, on the basis of Milne's theory,
J. B. S. Haldane was able to give a simultaneous and simple

Lxplanation of the origin of the solar system, of double stars,
and of the irregularities of the motions of double stars, is
decidedly an argument in favour of Milne's theory ; which
was already able to explain another and quite different
phenomenon, the apParent recession of the spiral nebrrlae'1
Thus it can be noted that the statement that the time-order
did have a beginning, maY be positively asserted, if we find
evidence from the behaviour of things which points to the
conclusion that the whole sequence of events to which they
belong must have had an origin. But the case aPpears to be
differint r,tith the opposite assertion, that the time-order did
not have any beginning. For to say that it did not have any
beginning could only rest on the negative assurance that so
faino evidence pointing to a beginning had been found'
But what follows about time in the wider sense, as referring
not to any definite measurable time-order, but in a general
way to any motion or sequence of events ?
.

rsee Haldane : Marxist Philosophl' and the Sciences, Ch. z. Also Natutc,
ar,d Ameican Scientist, vol.33, No.3'

vol. r55, p. r33 fi,
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In this wider sense, it would be quite in order to assert that
there was a time before time began ; that is to say, before our
particular time-order, containing the types of periodic events
whereby u)e car:. measure time, began. Indeed, unless we are
going to postulate creation, with all the difficulties which that
partiiulai conception does undoubtedly involve, r19 mgst
irrppor. that in this wider sense time is infinite, even if in the

,r-iu*.t

sense, which allows of our particular form of measurement of time, it had a beginning.
Thus if we are called upon (as in philosophy we are called
upon) to try to answer the question : fs time finite or infinite ?
then it would be in order to attemPt to find an answer along
the lines of saying : Both. Any sequence of events of a
particular type, such that the period of their development can
L. *.rrrrt.d by a particular time-scale, may be finite ; but
there need nevertheless be no creation and no ultimate end.I
Now these statements, expressed " in the material mode "
as they are, apPear not to involve the " difficulties and contradiciions " which, according to Carnap, are inevitably
produced by such discussions " in the material mode," and
which Were so ably expounded by Kant for the particular
example of time.
This can be shown briefly by quoting from Kant's First

Antinorn2.

The first side of the antinomy proves that time could not
have had a beginning, by the argument that to postulate a
beginning leads to an impossrbility.
n L.t ,rt assume," said Kant, " that the world has a
beginning. Since the beginning is an existence which is
preceded by a tirnc in which the thing is not, there rnust have
L."r, a preceding time in which the world was not, i.e', an
_

empty time. ." But " an empty time " is an impossibility.
Thirefore time cannot have had any beginning.2
This difficulty does not arise in the " philosophy of time "
which I am suggesting. The argument is not valid, if we are
speaking dbout time in the first sense, that is, as applf ing to a
rlq,r.r.i of events measured on a definite time-scale, For in
agsuming that " the world " has a beginning, that is, that the
r Cf. Haldane
2

: " Time and Eternity," it

Kant: Citiqte

oJ

Rationalist Reoiew, tg45'

Pure Reasoa, Ttanscendental Dialectic,ll, z'
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physical world of which we are part and which contains the
types of periodic events with which we are familiar and by
which we define the time-order, has a beginning, we need not
assurne that that beginning was preceded by " an empty time,"
in the second wider sense of time. We need not assume any
ultimate creation. For the world could have arisen out of
something else : the first event in the series of events which
constitute our tirne-order could have been preceded by other
events of another type.
The second side of Kant's antinomy proves that time must
have had a beginning, by the argument that to suppose it to
have been going on for ever leads to an impossibility.
trf we do not assume some beginning of tirne, argued Kant,
" then up to every given moment an eternity has elapsed, and
there has passed away in the world an infinite series of successive
states of things. Now the infinity of a series consists in the
fact that it can never be completed. It thus follows that
it is impossible for an infinite world-series to have passed
away . . ." (i."., to have been completed) . Therefore time
must have had a beginning.l
The " point " of this argument can also be expressed in a
story, which I remember having once heard from Wittgenstein,
I forget in what context. It is the story of a very old man,
who was heard to gasp out the number " 3." " Thank God,
I have finished ! " he exclaimed. " What have you finished ? "
he rvas asked. " I have just finished repeating all the numbers
in n backwardsr" was his reply. It can be recognised that
this story says something utterly impossible and inconceivable.
Kant's argument is that, if time had no beginning, then the
attainment of every moment of time that passes repeats just
this same impossibility of the completion of an infinite series.
But the argument is not valid, the difficulty is not involved,
if we are speaking of time in the second wider sense. For in
assuming that there is no beginning to time in this sense,
that is, that there is no ultimate creation, we need not assume
that any " infinite world-series " has " passed away." On the
contrary, we need assume no " world series " that has not
both a beginning and an end. In particular, we need not
assume that any date irt the system of the physical world-series
r Kant : Cririque of Pure Rexon, Transcendental Dialectic, l!, z,
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in which we live is the last and latest of any infini,te series of
daues, nor that any period of time is the last of any infnite
series of such periods. For we need not assume that the
series of periods and dates in question has been going on for
ever. On the contrary, we can assume that it had a beginning and is finite, even though that beginning was not an

absolute creation.

Incidentally, if we are to speak in this way about " the time
before time," then it would appear that we must admit that
its cont-ent and character is unknown to us. Our knowledge would be limited within our own time-system, to

the physical world-order from which we arise and of which

we are part. For knowledge itself and the possibility of
knowledge must essentially arise from the conditions of the
interaction between the conscious human organism and the
external world. When therefore we encountered the limits
of those conditions and of that world, we would come up
against the limits of our knowledge-though within these
limits knowledge might be capable of an indefinite development. This thought bears ('a relation to Spinoza's idea of the
" infinite attributes " of substance." Spinoza said that
besides its physical and mental attributes, substance had an
infinity of other attributes. Maybe he was'right, but not quite
ii the sense that he intended. Reality could have developed
and could develop many forms unknown to us, beyond the
physical space-time-system in which we have our being,
and vyhich contains the phenomena of our consciousness.
If, ttren, the thought suggested of the finitude and also the
eventual complete disappearance of our world, of human
consciousness and all its works, seems perhaps pessimistic, this
is balanced by the thought of other possibilities, to us unknown
but capable of infinite development.
It is now my contention that this example proves the
following: 'Ihat Carnap's statement, which is absolutely
basic in his whole philosophy, that it is incorrect to formulate
" in the material mode " such a thesis as that of the infinity
or finitude of time, because such forrnulation must lead to
" insoluble difficulties and contradictions," is itself incorrect.
On the contrary, taking the thesis " in the material mode,"
as a statement about the worid, it can be made reasonably
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comprehensible, in a way that leads to neither " contra'
dictions " nor " insoluble difficulties'"
Hence there seems to be no good reason why such theses
should be regarded as merely " formal " theses about words,
and not as " material " statements about the world. Little
a translation' But what is lost is the whole
aining the meaning of the questions, and of
least provisional answers about the subjects
deal. In other words, what is Iost is the
a scientific philosophy.
of
possibility
whole
It may be added briefly, that the same sort of considerations
apply
to other examples.
For instance, Carnap takes the statement of Wittgenstein :
"A fact is a combination of objects (entities, things)." This he
translates into " the formal mode " as follows : "A sentence is a
" statement is certainlY quite

ffifffiX:H'l''?l;:X'H',;
philosophical discussion about
the questions dealt with in this statement of Wittgenstein.
When Wittgenstein says, speaking of the world and not of
words, that " the world divides into f-actsr" and that " a fact
is a combination of objects," he is making a clear statement
of a certain metaphysical theory, which does admittedly lead
to considerable difficulties, some of which I have commented
on in previous chapters.
But what is the source of these difEculties ?
Their source is not that Wittgenstein should not have
attempted to say anything " philosophical " about the world,
but that he lays down a-priori a metaphysical theory of th.e
world-that it consists of " atomic fasts "-in1o which the
world as we know it obstinately refuses to fit.
And so Wittgenstein's statement should be " corrected,"
not by translating it into a trivial statement about grammar
(which in any case does clearly nol represent what Wittgenstein
meant), but by the more difficult though more interesting
pro..d.rtt of tryiug to find a more adequate formulation " in
the material mode."
And I would suggest that if, insteatl of taking " facts " ancl
" objects " as ultimate fixed constituents of the world, wt:
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tried to present them rather as derivative from the many-sided
and changing processes going on in the world, then we could
arrive at a much more satisfactory account of things, dealing
rvith the world as it appears to us, and not just with .words
without consideration of their meaning.
" The world is not to be comprehended as a complex of
ready-made things, but as a complex of processes, in which
apparently stable things, and also their mind-images in our
heads, go through an uninterrupted change of coming into
being and passing away. . . ."1
This, I submit, is an example of a reasonably cornprehensible philosophical statement " in the material mode,"
suggesting a line of philosophical thought which may lead to
difficulties, but not difficulties which there is any reason to
think " insoluble." And to translate this statement into " the
formal mode " would not only not be helpful, but would
destroy its whole meaning.

3.

I

Some Qustions of Languagc

it

have tried to show that

is not true that all philosophical

questions can be reduced to questions oflanguage. But having
said this, it is further necessary to point out that some questions
which (when expressed in the usual " material mode ") seem
to be questions about the nature of the world, are nevertheless

in a sense questions of language.
It is this fact which gives the basis and apparent justification
for Carnap's insistence on the necessity of translation " into
the formal mode."
Hence it is not enough, in criticism of Carnap, to say simply
that not all philosophical questions are questions of language.
It is further necessary to sort out which questions are questiclns
of language and which are not.
I must preface that in what follows I am putting forward
some brief considerations and proposals rather than attempting

to work out here the whole theory of this subject. It is a
subject which raises some complicated problems of the logic
of science, the full discussion of which would need a great
deal more work.
I Engels

:

Feunbach, Ch.4,
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description of the material world is often formulated in terms
derived from measurements, and according as we use one or
another possible method of measurement, our description of
the world turns out very differently. Such differences are,
then, differences in alternative " languagesr" not differences
between rival world-theories.
The principle here involved can, however, be generalised
further.
When we measure anything (for instance, the distance
between A and B), what we are doing is to carry out a certain
definite operation (such as stretching a tape from A to B),
and we then express the distance in terms of the results of
that operation.
A measurement is an operation the results of which can be
expressed in a quantity. But in general whether we are
measuring things or giving non-quantitative descriptions of
them, the same principle applies. In forrnulating propositions
about any kind of property or relationship occurring in the
world, we do it by carrying out some operation, and then we
express what we want to say in terms of the results of that
operation. We cannot say or know anything about the
world otherwise.
Therefore in so far as there may exist any choice in the
mode of operation to be carried out, then a different mode of
expression, a different language, will result corresponding to
the different mode of operation used. And such expressions
may in certain cases be contradictory.
Hence in the most general form the following may be stated.
That cases in which contradictory statements about the world
can be correctly traced to differences of language, arise from
the choice which may exist, in describing the world, between
different possible modes of operation for obtaining an expression
of the properties of things. According as we use one method
or another, our description of the world may turn out very
different.
Here it must be insisted that this is already something very
different from the contentions of Carnap. Carnap presents
a somewhat simplified picture of the free choice which is
alleged to exist between different languages with different
syntaxes. But the fact is that the choice between different

I
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we liked, we could say that feet got longer (or shorter) the
greater the distance from London. We do not say this,
because it would introduce unnecessary complications into
our description of the world. But if we did decide to speak in
this way, then the geography taught at schools would be
rather different frorn that taught at present, and also we
would not be taught euclidian geometry.
To take another example. Do similar atomic processes
always continue at the same speed ? Again, there is a convention involved in the question. It depends on your system
of measuring and calculating times. Thus according to E. A.
Milne we can measure time either on the " kinematic " scale
or on the " dynamic " scale. " We can make our calculations
using either kinematical or dynamical time, and every verifiable
will be just the same. Nevertheless it is roughly true to
say that radiation keeps kinematical time and matter dynamical
time."l Does radiation keep the right time and matter get
fast or slow, or vice versa ? This is not a question of fact,

result

but of language, depending 'on your method of measuring
and calculating time. Which is the right time is simply

conventional.

It can be seen from these examples that many questions
raised in contemporary physical theories of " the expanding
universe," which appear to be extremely puzzling if understood
" in the material moder" are in reality measurement and
language questions" Is the whole universe expanding or not ?
That depends on how you look at it. At the present stage of
physical science, the problem of sorting out questions which are
rnatters of convention from those which are matters of fact, is a
problem which essentially has to be tackled iI'a coherent picture
of the material world is to emerge.
'Ihe reason why such questions of language, and of " the
logical analysis of our languager" have come forward rather
prominently in the recent developments of the philosophy of
science, arises from the development of science itsel$ and in
the first place from the theory of relativity.
Let us say that there is Space, infinitely extended in three
dirnensions, and that euclidian geometry is true of it ; that
1
Haldane
t). r3r.

: " New Theory of the Past,'' American

Scientist,

vol. 33, No.

3,
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there is also Time, which flows evenly without beginning or
end; and that there is also Matter, bits of which are scattered
all over space and act on each other in time with forces proportional to their distances" In that case everything must
have an absolute measure. And the question of whether twg
sides of a triangle are greater than the third, of whether a foot
always stays the same length, of whether atomic processes are
speeding up or slowing down or going on at the same rate, of
whether everything in the universe is expanding or contracting
or staying the same size-are all questions ol fact. But the
fact that we are never able to establish such absolute measures
is what has led to the rejection of this whole metaphysical
theory.
We reject, then, the metaphysical theory that the world
consists of (a) space, (D) time and (c) matter, which for a
long time was uncritically accepted by science (because
science had not yet advanced to a point where it made any
difference whether you accepted this theory or uot). This
involves at once the realisation that many questions which on
the old view were regarded as questions of fact are correctly
to be understood as questions of language. It involves the
realisation that in formulating a description of the world we
must often be careful to specify that this is the description
according to a particular set of observers using particular
rnethods, and that other observers using other methods could
describe the same facts in a different way.
But does this involve that we should say that there is no
material world at all ? Or alternatively, that we must say
that whether there is a material world or not is just another
question oflanguage ?
Of course not.
There is a world. There is an objective order of events
in space and time. There are objective processes. We
ourselves are a part of the world and kuow about it by living
in it. And different aspects of the truth about the world are
variously expressed in different ways according to the methods
which we use for discovering and formulating that truth, and
the different conventions which we accordingly employ for
its expression.
Thus : " Space is real as a system of relationships between
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material objects or events. But it has no absolute existence
apart from matter, and a belief in its existence apart f,rom
matter is a step away from materialism towards metaphysics.
The order of events in time within a given material system
is an objective {bct. 'Ihe scale on which they are to be
measured is a matter of convenience."l
Next arises the consideration (already reI'erred to) that the
choice between different possible methods of measurement and

different conventions, is not a purely arbitrary choice, but
that one convention is better than another for a given purpose.
Here the meaning, or at least an important part of the
meaning, of " better " appears to be as follows. That one
convention is better than another if it enables us to express
the existence of certain uniformities in nature in which we
are interested.

For example, the ancient Egyptians were interested in
surveying their land and in predicting the date of the flooding
of the Nile. Hence they needed to adopt a method of measur-

ing time and space according to which the year would always
take roughly the same time, and Egypt would always stay
roughly the same size. Had they measured their lands with
elastic tapes, and the time of events by the speed of their high
priest's pulse, then they could not have carried out the surveys
and predictions which they wanted. Their fields would have
changed size and events would have speeded up or slowed
down in a very confusing manner. Much the same considerations continue to apply for us today, and will go on
applying until the order of events and the laws of nature
become very different from the present.
It should be carefully noted that the statement that a
certain method of measurement is better for certain purposes
is clearly not a syntactical statement in Carnap's sense. It is
not a statement about language, but about the relationship of
language with what is expressed by language.
That uniformities exist in nature such that they can be best
expressed in terms of certain conventions corresponding to
certain methods of measurement, states a truth about nature.
For example, if we take the year as always lasting the same
period, and Egypt as always staying the same size, then we
1

Haldane z Marxist Philosophy and the Scieaces, p. 67.
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shall find regularities in the flooding of the Nile, in the movement of heaienly bodies, and rlso, when we investigate !h"T'
in the movernents of aioms and electric charges-obviously
this expresses an important truth about nature, namely, about
the character of the processes involved in such events as the
nooairg of rivers, the movement of the heavenly bodies, and

the movements o{' atoms.
When new discoveries are rnade and new fields of investigation
the
opened out, this may often lead to the rejection, or at least
conventions'
accepted
lbrmer
of
important modification,
be.a,rre these fail in some w ry in the expression of the new
material. And this change in language may in turn raise
new questions, and suggest various clues.leading to more new
discoveries and more new fields of,investigation'
Hence at no time can any method, or any language or mode
of expression based on it, be regarded as final and perfect, as
;'the right expression " of " fi ral truth." Thus the continual
"and
rnodification in the character of scientific theory
change
involving at certain stages what are
advances,
u, ,"'1"r".
*ii.., a whole philosophy, as it
scienc.,
"
of
calle<i " crises
were, breaks down. and something new and different has to
emerge from the catastroPhe
gui it can happen that at one and the same time one convention can be b.it.. for one Purpose and another for another'
If one sort of uniformity is best expressed by one convention'
it is best exa
t case we will

P
'

;'s

use of the

kinematical and dynamical tirne-scales'
According to l\iilne, radiation keeps kinematical time and
matter keep"s dynamical time, so that it is better to use kinematical time ior some purposes and dynamical time for
others. On the kinematit time-scale, the whole universe is
expanding and the day and year are getting longer, whereas
this is not so on the dynamical scaleIf it is the case, then, that two such time-scales can be used,
what is the probiem raised ? The problem raised is not the
" metaphysiial " and " insoluble " one of whether the universe
is " really" expanding or not' The real problem arises from
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ttre fact that there exists a lack of uniformity between matter
and radiation, and therefore the implications and consequences
of such a lack of uniformity have to be worked out.
Thus Milne remarks : " It is not a fanciful speculation to
see in the interplay of radiation keeping kinematical time with
matter obeying the classical laws of mechanics on dynamical
time a phenomenon giving rise to the possibility of a change

in the universe in time, and so an origin for the action of
evolution in both the inorgar:ic and organic universe."r
Hcre, then, the fact (if it is a fact) that kinematical time is
better for one purpose and dynamical time for another, and
the resulting contradiction between statements based on the
one time-scale and those based on the other, reflects the
existence of a form of opposition between interacting processes
in nature-an opposition that takes the form of matter and
radiation " not keeping time."
The existence of fbrms of opposition between interacting
processes in nature is something which inevitably must in the
long run result in changes in. the whole character of the total
process within which the opposition exists.
Thus if it is the case that matter and radiation do not, over
long periods of time, keep pace uniformly with one another,
then as Milne points out, the resulting " interplay " over long
periods would mean that not merely was there an evolution
of different types of objects in the universe, but an evolution of
the universe itself -a change in the fundamental laws of nature.
Such an opposition between matter and radiation would in
time bring about a change in the law-s of nature, so that the
laws of nature themselves could not be regarded as being fixed
and eternal but rnust be subject to change like everything else.
Hence if one convention is better for one purpose and
another for another, the resulting " contradictions " need not
be dismissed as " mere differences in language." That one
convention is better for one purpose a,nd another for another
may express the existence of an opposition between different
processes in nature ; and the occurrence of the contradiction
arising frr:m the use of the rival conventions should therefore
provide a clue for the deeper understanding of nature, and
suggest the search for a mode of expression which will
I

See
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adequately express the underlying opposition and its con,"qrr'..r".r, urrd ,o get rid of the employment of contradictory
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in the configuration of the earth's suface'
"very
suggestiv:e example can be taken from a sphere
A
other than the use of methods of measurement'
change

Hence a contradiction.
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not with an exact correspondence. Hence the contradiction
reflects an " interplay " between the external world and its
reflection in the human mind, and this interplay is fundamental for understanding the laws of the development of
human thought and of human life.
Thus in general, the existence of different alternative methods
of operation for arriving at results about the world, and of
different languages involving contradictory formulations based
on those different methods, is something which can provide
important clues for the discovery of oppositional processes at
work in nature, and so for the attainment of a deeper understanding of the laws of development.
To sum up.
Firstly. It is true that some questions, which may easily
be taken to be questions offact, are correctly to be understood
as questions oflanguage. Such questions can be recognised as
arising from the different modes of operation possible Ibr
arriving at results expressing the truth. And in what way
they are questions of language can be distinguished by analysis
of the type of operation in question.
If we fail to recognise that such questions exist, but take
them to be questions of fact, then it is quite true that we shall
be led into many philosophical difficulties and con,usions.
Thus far Carnap is in the right, that it is certainly important
in philosophy to be on the look out for such questions arising
from the use oflanguage, and to know how to recognise them
and to distinguish them.
Secondly. But in opposition to logical positivism, it must
be insisted that these questions must be sorted out on the basis
that the objective spatial-temporal world does exist external to
all consciousness and thought. We ourselves, moreover, exist
as part of the world, and gain our knowledge by interaction
with the world around us. Our conclusions about the world
are therefore to be understood as a representation of the world.
But the character of that representation is determined by that
of the methods which we adopt in arriving at it. And it can
be a representation only of some partial aspect of the whole
concrete reality, in terms expressing our own method and
point of view.
Hence also it results that when the conclusions formulated
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in any particular terms lead to contradictions, then it is not
enough to say that such contradictions arise merely from the
use of different languages, but the use of those different languages leading to different results can itself express the
opposition between different aspects of reality ; and from

reflection on this can therefore emerge a fuller and rnore
adequate conception of that reality.
Thirdly. Hence it does not follow by any rneans that
philosophical questions are to be regarded as questions of
language. The very contrary follows. Philosophical questions
are basically not questions of language, but questions of the
nature of the world and of our place in it. But in answering
them it is certainly very important to understand the uses of
language, and not to be misled into unjustifiable or even
meaningless conclusions from misunderstanding the use of
language.

Carnap is not wrong in drawing attention to the existence
of questions of language. Where he goes wxong is in misinterpreting the significance of those questions. Like many
other philosophers, he has got hold of one aspect of the truth,
and distorted it into an error"

4.

The Formal Mode a.; Criterion of Sense and Nonsense

I now proceed to some other questions arising from Carnap's
conception of the essential " correctness " of " the formal mode
of speech."
Carnap claims that the simple distinction between the

" formal " and " material " modes of speech, and the consistent
use of " the formal mode," enables him to avoid those " pseudotheses

"

which are, he says, so common in philosophy and

philosophical analysis.
" For complete safetyr" he says, " it would be better to
If this
avoid the use of the material mode entirely.
mode is still to be used, particular care must be taken that the
statements expressed are such as might also be expressed in
the formal mode. This is the criterion which distinguishes statements from pseudo-statements in philosophy."
This statement is worth examining. Here is a claim that
the distinction of the formal from the material mode of speech
gives " the criterion which distinguishes statements from
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pseudo-statements in philosophy'" Can the statements be

iranslated into the formal.mode ? That is the test.
This test is itself worth testing.
I have several times maintained the materialist thesis that
nraterial things exist independent of consciousness. Expressed
in the formal mode, this would presumably read something as
follows : " Sentences occur containing material-object designations which are not implied by other sentences containing
consciousness designations." So evidently the materialist thesis
will pass the test, though it gets reduced to a mere statement
about language in the Process.
But I shall next select a very different type of thesis.
The Monadolog2 of Leibniz surely provides a classic example
of a philosophical work which abounds in " pseudo-theses,"
and which is one mass of " metaphysics " from beginning
to end. So I shall submit the first proposition of this work to
the test.
" The monad . is a simple substance."
But this thesis also, this typical metaphysical utterance, will
pass the test. It can easily be formalised, something as
follows : " Monad designations can occur only as subjects in
sentences, and no sentence in which one monad designation
occurs implies or is implied by any other sentence in which
some other monad designation occurs." And going through
ity of monads to
the
the
Possible worlds,
can

T

even the most notorious

It
"

lets through

pseudo-thesis."

And there is good reason for this. The expression in thc
lormal mode asserts nothing of the meaning of language or of
the truth or falsity of propositions ; it simply asserts syntactical
rules about sentences and terms in the particular " langua.ge "
referred to. And bearing this in mind, it can easily be
ation of every thesis into the formal
ly trivial operation. Whatever thesis
r witdly " metaphysical " it maY be,
use of certain terms and of certain
r Cf. Russell, The Phitosophy of Leibni'2, where he makes some tentative
beginning at the formalising of Leibniz.
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syntactical rules governing the use of those terms. Euerlt
thesis, therefore, can be translated into the formal mqde.
And therefore the possibility of translation into the formal mode
is certainly not, as Carnap claims it is, " the criterion " for
distinguishing " statements from pseudo-statements."
What it does test is the logical consistency of a thesis. Thus
if a theory is self-contradictory, so that it breaks its own
" rules," then this will be shown up immediately the theory is
formalised. Or again, if terms are used which are not defined,
or if terms are used ambiguously, this also may be shown up
by the use of the formal mode of speech. In this respQct,
translation into the formal mode may have on occasion a
certain philosophic and scientific utility. But it is far from
evident that by " a pseudo-thesis " Carnap means merely a
thesis which is self-contradictory. In fact, exactly what he
does mean by such derogatory terms as " pseudo-thesis "
and " metaphysics " now begins to become very obscure

As Carnap says, " Before us lies the boundless ocean of unlimited possibilities."
Carnip's principle, then, that philosophical theses should be
translated into the formal mode, and that " a philosophical,
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indeed.

In the case of the formalising of such a typical " rneta" thesis as Leibniz's one about " monadsr" someone

physical

may object that there is no sense in " monad designations."
But this objection is irrelevant. The reply is that we are not
concerned with the sense of terms and sentences, but solely
with the syntactical rules of the language in which they occur ;
and, by the Principle of Tolerance, we can make a language
with any syntactical rules we like, and therefore have a perfect
right to make a " monad language " for which Leibniz's
philosophy expresses the syntactical rules.
Thus far from having provided " the criterion " for distinguishing " statements from pseudo-statements," Carnap's
distinction of the formal from the material mode of speech
tells us that we can say whatever we like ; it is all one, so
long as we invent rules of language and stick to them
consistently. Far from finding an infallible " criterion " for
distinguishing sense from nonsense in philosophy, we find
ourselves utterly unable to determine which theses are sense,
which nonsense, which true, which q111s6-11d utterly
unable to understand the meaning of anything. All that is
required is to stick to the formal mode of speech, and there is
no limit to the flights of metaphysical fancy we may indulge in.
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or ought to be sought. But on the contrary, what is necessary
is that we should give a meaning to our terms, that is, be able

to formulate our th.t"t in the material mode, and then be
able to test, in relation to life and the objective world, whether,

or how far, our theses are justified.
But, Carnap warns us, if we think that philosophy deals
with the natuie of the world-and not with words and empty
lations of thinking and being-then
thoughts
many (according to him, all) philowe shall
a maze of " pseudo-questions,"
sophers
radictions."
" dififrcul
But it is not hard to answer this objection'
The " difficultiesr" " contradictionsr" " pseudo-questions,"
etc., which beset the path of philosophers arise when they try
to deduce the ultimite constituents of reality a-priori, and
invent terms for these constituents which have no foundations
in experience, practice and science. such methods necessarily
lead io illusions and to illusory difficulties, because we can

it is to investigate the logical and philosophical foundations of
our statemen"ts. Is tlis statement founded in science,
experience, practice,

or is it

founded

in

some a-priori
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speculation ? That is the criterion for testing the value of
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about the world at all, and about the real foundations (if any)
of our statements, instead confining our thoughts to language
and our language to " the formal mode." The latter expedient
is like the cburse said to have been adopted by Origen, who,
observing the incontinence rife among men, Proceeded to
castrate himself. Carnap, observing that to think about the
world and our place in it often leads to nonsense, proceeds to
perform a menlal operation on himself which prevents him
from ever thinking about the world at all.

5. Conclusion
Let it be admitted that there really is a world in which we
live ; and that we do not use a language in order to have a
game with words, but in order to communicate our thoughts
ind to communicate information about the world.
Then in thinking and speaking about objects, facts and
events, we find that the material we are dealing with comes
under various main categories or headings-such as matter,
mind, time, space, motion, quantity, quality, object, property,
and so on.

Therefore as well as dealing with questions arising from the
properties of particular objects and groups of objects -or
p.ol.rt.r, we find also that questions arise in connection with
the basic categories.
These, then, are the sort of questions which we may call
philosophical questions, as distinct from scientific questionsihough in practice the distinction is not a sharp one, and we
find that philosophical questions involve scientific ones ancl
vice versa.
Such questions, says Carnap, ought to be formulated strictly
" in the fornnal moder" as questions not about the nature of
the world but about language.
What I am maintaining, then, in opposition to Carnap, is
that such basic philosophical questions do not refer to language
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merely, though confusions may be introduced into them by
misuse of language and an understanding of the use of language
is relevant to their solution. They do refer to the objective
world. And if there is an objective world-as there certainly
is-then philosophical statements need to conform to the nature
of the world-to " the logic " of the world, if you like to use
that expression-and are not mere syntactical rules, which can
be postulated arbitrarily since there is no standard to whi.ch
they should conform.
To this may be added a point very pertinent to Carnap's
objection that the discussion of philosophical questions
" in the material mode " leads to contradictions and
difficulties.
It is a very mar'ked characteristic of the progress of human
knowledge that the truth about any subject, or at least a
higher approximation to the truth, is often reached as a result
of the difficulties and contradictions arising frr:m some partial
and one-sided theory, or from the conflict between two or
more such alternative theories. Progress is then achieved as a
result of a new synthesis which overcomes the onesidedness
rvhich gave rise to the difficulties.
For example, I believe that reflection upon the contradiction
between the rival theories that time is infinite and that time
is finite can enable us to formulate philosophical views about
time which solve that contradiction ; although further
difficulties then very likely present themselves, which call Ibr
further work on the subject. Again, reflection upon the
difficulties involved in the metaphysical view that the world
is " a complex of ready-made things " can lead to a solution of
those difficulties along the lines of regarding the world as a
complex of processes. And so on. Examples of this dialectical
mode of development of knowledge abound in the history of
science. For example, there was a contradiction between
classical mechanics and new discoveries about tu6lo-u6lirrity i
and this contradiction was solved in quantum mechanics, which
'includes classical mechanics as a limiting case. But again, new
contradictions and difficulties continue to appear, calling for
fresh efforts for their solution. There is at the present time a
contradiction in the discovery that the same things behave
sometimes like waves and sometimes like particles, and the
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solution of this contradiction is not yet fully developed, though
no doubt it will be worked out in due course.
It is, then, in reality no objection at all to formulations " in

the material mode " that they may give rise to contradictions
and difficulties. On the contrary, it is precisely by tackling
those contradictions and difficulties that philosophical progress
can be achieved. But it will not be achieved by characterising
such difficulties as " insoluble," and taking refuge from them
in " the formal rnode of speechr" giving up the endeavour to
formulate truth about the world.
In conclusion.
Logical positivism and physicalism, despite its " scientific "
and even " materialist " pretentions, is only a variant and
repetition of the old Berkeleyan pure empiricism, the essence
of which is to " analyse " and " interpret " scientific knowledge
in a way to deprive it of all objective materialistic content.
Logical positivism represents the final stage of this false and
misleading philosophy, wherein science is deprived of any
meaning whatever, and is represented as a mere systembuilding with words.
Logical positivism rejects the historical controversy between
idealism and materialism in philosophy, asserting that they are
just two Ianguages, and that both depend on the making of
pseudo-statements " in the material mode." In this, logical
positivism represents the last refuge of idealism.
Throughout, the dogma is advanced that we must not think
of the relations of thought and reality, about the objective
meaning of our knowledge or about the nature of the world.
Instead we must limit our thought to " speech-thinking,"
referring " only to linguistic forms." But no justification is
found for this dogma, which leads only to theoretical
helplessness.

The " method " of logical positivism is therefore only a
rnethod to kill philosophy, which has always regarded the
nature of the world and the relations betweeu thought and
reality as its main problems. In place of philosophy it puts'
word spinning, decked up as " logical analysis."
L,ogical positivism thus deprives philosophical and scientific
thought of its whole content, and is a programme for the
impoverishment of thought.

CHAPTER 13

THE INTERPRE'IA1'ION
t

.

OF SCIENCE

The Probl,ems of Science

In this concluding chapter I want to introduce some considerations about the foundations, methods and meaning of
science, in contrast to " the logic of science " which has been
presented by the philosophers of " logical analysis " and
" logical positivism."
The interpretation of science is the most crucial question
lacing the schools of philosophy which have becn reviewed.
There are two main alternatives. Either we regard scientific
theory as knowledge of the objective material world, or else
we regard it merelv as a set of useful rules summing up the
orders in which data of various sorts are presented to us in
cxperience.

But the interpretation of science must be based upon the
actual methods and procedure of the sciences, and upon the
real part played by science in social progress; not upon
a-priori considerations, whether those of Berkeley's and Hume's
theory of ideas, or the logical theories of contemporary schools.
A comparison between science and " the logic of science " will
reveal some of the ways in which " the logic of science," which
denies the objectivity of scientific knowledge, has rnisinterpreted
the actual character of the sciences.
Carnap set out to expound " the logical analysis of thc
concepts and sentences of the sciences." But one thing that
is in the first place remarkable about his " analysis " is, that
it is based on treating science as a self-contained theoretical
system. I will ask in the first place whether such a treatment
ot'science is legitimate, or whether it is not on the contrary
vcry misleading ?
According to Carnap, science has its basic " protocolr" and
crects a system of propositions on that " protocol." True he
cloes not present science as a static system, but as constantly
developing, growing and changing-never complete, but
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always advancing. But he does present it as a system- of
propositions whose mode of development and construction
r.qrri..t no reference to arrything outside itself- The foundation consists in the protocol, and the development of science
consists in the elabolation of propositions which accord with
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the protocol according to certain complicated syntactical rules.

Any other consideralions are mere " sociologyr" which

has

nothing to do with the logical analysis of science.
Acco-rdi.rg to other theories, the foundations of science
consist in vaiious facts that turn up in experience ; for example,
that the pointer indicates such and such a mark on the scale,
that specis of light appear in such and such positions 9" lI'
photographic pLte, i.rd to ot. And the task of scientific
is to wlrk out generalisations which will accord with
it
"o.1iexperiences and predict other experiences ofthe same sort.
these
Thus the task of ,.i.t." is presented as the task of working
out a theory which will accord with certain data, whether the
data are ripresented as facts of experience or as protocol
statements.

Brrt yet

in actual fact, science, which is a social product,

does not arise so much from our desire to formulate a consistent

theory to accord with certain experiences or certain statements,
as from our eflorts to control natural and social forces for our
own practical ends. No doubt the motive of pure disinterested
curiosity, and the desire to bring some theoretical order into
,pput..rily unordered data, quite apart from any practical
uimt, hrt played a pafi in the psychology of individual
scientists. But this is only the way in which a much more
fundamental social need becomes manifested through the
activity of certain individual people. For in fact, at every
stage, the direction of scientifrc investigation, the- problems
taJkled, the theories propounded to solve those problems, are
connecied with praciical problems of social production, and
have been tested in the solution of those problems. And this
is proved by the whole history of science.
in his philosophical Autobiograplry, Professor R. G' Collingwood remirked very truly, that to understand a theory involves
understanding what questions it answers. If you represent a
theory as answering the wrong question, you misrepresent.ityour analysis will be faulty. For every theoretical activity
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from the attempt to solve some problem, or set of
problems. So if you think that the problems which a theory
is attempting to solve are quite different from the problems
which in fact it is attempting to solve, then you misrepresent
and misunderstand the theory.l
" The logical analysis of science " is guilty of just such a,
arises

misrepresentation of scientific theory.

The type of problem which scientific theory is attempting

to
to solve, is put like this : Given data, Pr, 2, s, 4,
construct a generalisation, G, which gives a rule predicting
such data.

But in fact the basic type of problem which science is solving
is not a problem of " pure theoryr" to produce a generalisation

summing up certain experiences or protocols, but is a very
different type of problem, namely, the problem of how to
control natural ancl social forces.
A recent writer on science, Dr. S. Lilley, goes so far as to
define science like this : " Science is a method of solving the
problems we encounter in our lives ; problems of producing
more houses or clothes or food with less labour, problems of
preventing diseases, and so on. And science is also the search
for the background of knowledge which is required to solve
these problems. To do these things science has developed a
wliole series of special method5-s>(psdrnent, carefully arranged
to give informatiou as exact as possible about what is happening
and what are its causes ; theory, which brings together the
results of many experiments in one comparatively simple
explanation ; and the use of such theories to forecast what will
happen under certain conditions in the future, and so to
solve the practical problems that lie ahead. All these things
constitute science." 2
The logical positivists would say that this is all " sociology,"
which makes no difference at all to logic. For they like to
keep all ideas in watertight compartments, and to keep theory
strictly aloof from real life. Logic is simply concerned with
statements and the relations between statements ; why people
should formulate those particular statements, and what their
use is, is simply a matter of sociology. Nevertheless it must
I
3

See

R. G. Collingwood ': Autobiogral>hy, Ch. Y.

S, Lilley

:

Science and Progress,

p.6.
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be insisted that even a " logical " analysis should pay some
attention to whatever it is analysing. If the development of
the body of scientific knowledge, that is, of the propositions
of science, is conditioned at every stage by connections with
social practice, then it cannot for any purpose -be correctly
..pr.r&t.d as if it were a purely theoretical development'
If the basic problems of science are problems of social practice,
then it cannot be correct to interpret science as if it were
concerned with the solution of purely theoretical problems'
For example.
There is an interesting theory being worked out about the
elasticity of certain carbon compounds, of the sort that provide
the basis for rubbers. The theory shows that carbon atorns
have away of linking up with one another in a chain, to form
very long molecules, consisting of many thousands of atoms'
It can be"shown that such molecules must tend to curl up with
one another and to intertwine ; but under certain conditions
they can be pulled out, so that a substance composed of such
of very great extensibility' moiecules wiil have the property
-represented
as based upon certain
be
can
This theory
with carbon
experiments
by
provided
protocols or data,
which has
propositions
of
a
system
being
as
and
comporrrrdr,
data'
such
with
accordance
in
been constructed
But it is also true that such a theory came to be formulated
because of the development and practical importance of the
rubber industry, which required an understanding of the
constitution and properties of rubbers ; and that the theory
is of basic importince for the manufacture of synthetic rubbers
and allied substances.
Thus to regard the theory of the elasticity of rubbers :iTqly
as a theory based on certain protocols or data provided by
ng' The
experime.,is with carbon co
attemPts
answers,
theory
the
quistion
such
and
question
not
the
is
tt ,ol,u.,
but
it
is
expeiiments,
of
records
such
of
peculiarities.
those
what
out
finding
of
problem
the
-are
rubber which account for its elasticity. And by answering
the question, the theory advances the technique of the Tlt'factuie of synthetic rubbers. The theory arises from problems
ofsocial practice, notjust fro n pure theoretical curiosity'
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To take another example.
Part of the great scientific work of Galileo was that he
formulated laws governing the motions of falling bodies,
pendulums and projectiles. The significance of the formulation
of these laws by Galileo could be represented simply in the
following manner-that given such and such data about the
motions of falling bodies, pendulums and projectiles, Galileo
succeeded in formulating rules summing up those data. But

yet Galileo's problem was not the purely academic one of
formulating rules to fit certain data, but of finding out the
laws manifested in the motions of falling bodies and projectiles.
The need to find out such laws arose from contemporary
developments of, social production-for example, the development of mining, and of artillery ; and consequently the work
of Galileo had the most important practical applications.
Thus in this example again, the scientific theories of Galileo
arose from thc need to solve problems of social practice.
If it is only grasped that the problems of science arise from
the need to solve problems of social practice-not just from a
need to formulate rules to bring order into experience, but
from the need to gain power and control over natural forcesthen it can be seen that what science is doing is to treat of
the objective material world and our place in it.
The aim and task of science is not to give rules predicting
experiences or rules according with given protocols, but is to
advance our power and control over nature, by advancing
knowledge of the constitution, properties and laws of the
objective world.
e.

Experiment, Apparatus and fnstrumenls

I have attempted to show, in the first place, that in interpreting scientific theory in terms of the formulation of rules
based on given experimental data or protocols, " the logic of
science " has failed to take into account the real character of
the problems which scientific theories seek to solve ; which
basically are always problems of social practice, arising from
our efforts to control nature. But in the second place, with
regard to the data of science themselves-for in order to solve
the problems, science must always establish certain facts and
then seek to erect a theory on that basis-'( the logic of science "
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has failed to take into account the character of those data

into account how those data are obtained.
When science is " analysed " in terms of the formulation of

conclusions presented, to the effect that scientific theory
consists in the main in the formulation of rules about pointer
readings and flashes on screens" For example, the science. of
is it all about ? It is not about the constitution
physics--what
'tn.
physical world, but it consists of statements about
Lf
readings and flashes on screens'
pointer
^ It is well
known that A. S. Eddington, in his philosophical

principles in order to register certain changes by measurement
on a scale.
Eddington said, and he seemed to be in full agreement with
Russell, Wittgenstein and Carnap : " The whole subject
matter of exact science consists of pointer readings and similar
indications."l From this he concluded that what the pointer
signified was " inscrutabler" " something we know not what "
jwhereas the only difference of Wittgenstein or Carnap is
that they say that they signify nothing, and that to ask what

not pointer readings in themselves at all, but various aspects
of the world, which we record by the pointer readings.
In general, science is not founded on the given-given
protocols, given experiences, given readings, etc. Science is

or Carnap.
What ii the answer to this mystification ? The answer is to
understand that such data as pointer readings and flashes on

produced with a definite PurPose.
It is true that from the point of view of a " pure " mathematical physicist, the data may be regarded as just " given'"
For theri is often a division of labour, where the experimenter
produces

But yet
them

as

needs to

constructed a clock to tell how long the ball took to travel
the distance on each occasion. (It was a very crude clock in
this case, as our present more accurate clocks were only
invented as a result of the work of Galileo.) From the results
of these experiments he was able to formulate the law that
the distance covered by a falling body, starting from rest,
varies with the square of the time of the fall.
'Ihis law, as is clear from the experiments frorn which it
1

Eddington : Nature of the Physical Wotld, p. z5z.
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was derived, does not have the pointer readings (on the scale
and the clock) as its " whole subject matter," but it relates
to the motions of falling bodies.
To generalise further. An experiment takes place when a
scientist or scientists bring about certain changes under prearranged conditions, to observe the results. An experiment
is an activity, a real material event, in which people (the
experimenters) consciously and with purpose handle and alter
the objects around them.
Thus, in so far as science is based upon experiments, scientific

knowledge is not obtained merely by recording the givenpointer readings, etc., as in Galileo's szsg-2ncl working out
rules based on the given readings ; but it is obtained on the
basis of the activity of changing the world.
We interrogate nature. We interrogate nature by interfering with it, changing it.
So scientific knowledge is founded on the activity of changing
the world. We ask a question about certain things-what is
their composition, what are their lar,r's of motion, etc. ? And
we find the answer by changing those things and noting the
results of the changes.
For instance, physicists have now won considerable
knowledge about atomic structures. This knowledge was
obtained-not just by looking at flashes and pointer readings
and formulating rules about them-but by causing atomic
changes, bringing atoms under conditions in which they got
knocked about. They found something out about what was
inside the atom by knocking bits out of it, and examining
what happened when those bits were knocked out.
Now it is obvious that to find out what is happening under
given conditions, and to observe it more accurately, instrurnents
must be devised. And the technical development of scientific
instruments forms a very important part of the history of
science, for without these instruments scientific know-ledge
could not advance. There is a mutual relationship between
theory and technology. The more we know about the
constitution and laws of motion of material systems, the better
the instruments we can devise. The better the instruments
we can devise, the more we can advance scientific theory.
Advance in theory leads to advance in technology. advance in
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technology leirds to advance in theory, and neither can advance
without the other.
In general, then, we find out about the constitution and

laws olrnotion of rnaterial processes by bringing about changes
in the world. We construct aPparatus and instruments such
that the character and effects of those changes can be readily
perceived and measured by rneans of the instruments' What
scientific theory deals with is then not just the recordings on
the instruments, but the changes which are recorded'

For example. We make use of a barometer and thermometer to register changes in pressure and temperature,

making"ofuse of oJr knowledgi that an increase in the downward
the particles in the atmosphere results in a rise of the
thrust

mercury colurnn of the barometer (because the instrument is
constructed with precisely that end in view), and that an
increase in the temperature of the surrounding bodies results
in a rise of the m.ic,r.y column of the thermometer' Thus
we can establish that the boiling point of water varies with
and how it varies-a
variations in the
a rule for correlating
st
law.
quantitative
the behaviour
about
law
is
a
two
on
readings
water.
of
- A second example. We inject a disease into a guinea Pig,
and then make usl of a rnicroscope in order to see what effect
this disease has upon the tissues of the patient. The microscope
is constructed aCcording to the laws of the refraction of light
in order to produce ut 1-ug. of objects which are not visible
to the naked eye. The experiment, however, does not just
tell us what happens w-hen we look through a microscope, but
it tells us what happens to diseased tissues.
A third example. Rutherford investigated atomic structure
as follows. He placed a radio-active substance in front of a
very thin piece bf metal foil, and behind the foil placed, a
zinc sulphide screen, with a microscope directed on to the
screen. A number of green flashes were observed on the
screen (since every time in a-particle emitted by a radio-active
substance hits a zinc sulphidi sc.".t , it causes a green fla-sh) '
And from the distribution of the flashes on the screen, Rutherford calculated both the apprr:ximate size and the charge of
the atomic nucleus of the ito*t composing the metal foil'
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These green flashes were in fact the data from which Rutherford

derived his atomic theory.
Was, then, Rutherford's theory about the size and charge
of the atomic nucleus really only a rule about the distribution
offlashes on a screen ?
No. Because he had devised this apparatus and experiment
in such a way that the distribution of the flashes on the screen
would record something quite different, namely, something
about the properties of the atomic nuclei inside the metal foil.
The apparatus was delicately devised in such a way that the
effect upon the particles emitted by the radium of their
passing through the metal foil would be measured by the
distribution of the flashes caused when they hit the screen.
Whenever a particle hit an atomic nucleus as it passed through
the foil it would be deflected, whereas other particles would
go straight through without hitting anything. Thus the
number and extent of the deflections suffered by particles
registered upon the screen would be an index of the size of
the atomic nucleus and its charge. (Clearly the bigger and
more massive the nucleus might be, the more particles would
be deflected, and the greater would be their deflection.)
These examples show how an apparatus and instruments
are constructed, designed to register the results of changes
deliberately produced by experiment. Scientific theory is
founded, not just on given recorded data, but on the whole
activity of producing changes in the world, together with the
construction of means to register and record those changes.
And the subject matter of scientific theory is not just the
recordings, the end-record, but the constitution, properties
and laws of the types of objects which are the subject of the
experiment.
To understand the significance and the subject matter of
science, therefore, it is necessary to premise :
Firstly. That the problems of science have their basis in
the problems of social productiory of extending our power and
control over nature and natural forces.
Secondly. That scientific theory, arising from the need to
solve problems of social production, is based, not upon mere
observation and recording of experiences or facts, but upon
the activity of changing the world.

which
But none of
account by the
or were taken

gated.

processes

facts are seriously taken into
J'current " Iogic of science
that matter, by the previous

world.
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Scientific Explanation

from social Practice, anC
onstitution and laws of
and processes. And the

lie in the

exPerimental

activity of interrogating nature by changing it. What, then,
is the main theoretical outcome of all scientific theory ?
According, for instance, to Carnap's " logic of sciencer" this
would ,pp*t to be to construct a systern of propositions free
Ii'om contradiction and in accord with the basic protocol'
Of course, scientific theory should bc free from contradiction
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and should accord with the basic observational data' But
such a purely formal account of the matter gets us nowhere'
For the main theoretical outcome of scientific theory is to
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and sometimes cured. But it is not known why cells should
begin to behave like this ; and thus the explanation is very
far from complete, and we do not know how to prevent cancers.
When medical science finds an explanation which will make it
possible to control and prevent cancers, then it will have arrived
at a more complete explanation of cancer. For such an
explanation will not only explain what cancer is, but how it
arises.

control.

Again, modern atomic theory is a theory of extraordinary
explanatory power in relation to many phenomena, which
enables us to produce things and change things in a way that
was not possible without the knowledge provided by this
theory. This theory postulates small positive and negative
charges as the basic physical constituents of matter, and
describes their laws of motion. It explains, for instance, the
series of elements, and accounts for their atomic lveights. It
explains the different states of matter-solids, liquids and
gases. It has the rnost important applications in the electrical
and metallurgical industries, and in all processes where we
are concerned with transforming matter from one state into
another.
It must not be concluded from this, however, that the desire

for a direct practical application provides the immediate

our lives.

started to grow independently and out ofrelation to the rest of
the body ;- ancl this knowledge enables cancers to be treated,

motive for all explanatory theories.
Indeed, many explanatory theories appear to have no
direct practical application at all. For instance, we would
like to explain the origin of the solar system, and various
theories about it exist. But it does not seem likely that any
explanation of the solar system, however perfect, would enable
us to control the motions of the sun and planets, or to make
another such system for ourselves better than the present one.
The need for such explanations arises not merely from direct
practical needs but from the general desirability of extending
scientific understanding and getting rid of the unknown and
inexplicable.
For instance, when physical philosophers in ancient Greece
began to work out physical explanations of thunderstorms,
although their explanations were faulty and did not enable
them to protect themselves against thunder and lightning,
they marked a tremendous advance for human thought. For
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they began to get' rid of superstition and fear of the suPernaturali by showing that tLe thunder was not due to the
wrath of Zeus but had a natural origin.
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tion is very important and immediate indeed.
It shouid bi further noted incidentally, that many such
explanations can never be directly verified, and their status
must therefore remain a very provisional one, depending on

more energy than is the case at the present stage'
"do.,
,rot in fact consist in the statement of scientific
Science
ent
the
the

ory
says

:"

These are ttre factors whi6h operate, and they gPerate

like this : . . ." Clearly the explanatory theory uses the law,
but is not the same as a law. And in terms of the explanatory
theory we can recognise and understand the forces operating
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in the world, and, under certain conditions, change them,
control them, and use them for our own purPoses.
Failure to grasp that science explains, leads to some queer
and puzzling results.
For example, many writers who philosophise about science,
in particular about physical science, seem quite unable to
relate the theories of science to the facts of common knowledge .
They duplicate the world, and write as though there were two
worlds-the world of common experience, of the things and
processes which we perceive and encounter in our ordinary
lives, on the one hand, and the world <lf physics on the other
Irand. Thus in )rlis Nature of the Physical World, Eddington had
something to say about tables, and made out that there are
always two tables : the ordinary table, which we see and
touch and have our tea on ; and the scientific table, which is
studied by physics. The two tables are quite different, for the
ordinary one is solid, whereas the scientific table is nearly all
empty space. He cannot relate the table as described by
physics to the table encountered in ordinary life.l
An exactly similar duplication is made by such philosophers
as Carnap or Wittgenstein, though they consider ttremselves
and are generally considered as far superior to Eddington in
philosophical ability and logical acumen. For them, too, a
scientific statement about a table does not relate to the same
objects as an ordinary statement about a table. The ordinary
statement relates to our ordinary perceptions ; the scientific
statement relates to the pointer-readings, flashes on screens,
etc., etc., which turn up under the specialised conditions of a
physical laboratory.
But the truth is, that the scientific theory of the table explains
the characteristics and properties of the ordinary table. There
is only one world, one table. Scientific theory relates to
exactly the same material world, and to the same table, as is
perceived and encountered in ordinary life. For example,
the scientific theory which presents the table as nearly all
empty space, explains how and why the table is solid. Thus
the table is solid, that is to say, it resists pressure ; when I
put the teapot on the table it stands there, and does not fall
through. Why ? Because when ihe teapot is put on the
1

Cf. L. S. Stebbing, Philosophy and the Physicists, ch. 3.
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table the small objects of which the table is composed keep
hitting against those which compose the teapot, and thus
cause the teapot to stand on the table and not to fall through.
Hence it is explained why the table is solid iu relation to such
things as teapots-whereas, on the other hand, other things
will go right through it ; for example, cosmic rays will go
right through the table, because there is nothing to stop them.
This explanation, incidentally, of why bodies, such as tables,
are solid, and of what constitutes their solidity, is of very
great practical importance. We can, for example, make use of
this knowledge if, instead of cutting wood for tables, we set
out to make plastic tables out of plastic materials. In that
case it is very important to know what conditions bring about
solidity, and this scientific knowledge can lead to the construction of tables far more serviceable and far easier to make than
the traditional wooden tables.
Thus scientific theory explains the properties of the familiar
material worid. It does not invent or discover another
duplicate world of science.
It can be seen, too, that the denial that scientific theory
explains the world is in its tendency entirely reactionary and
obscurantist. Ifthe explanatory aim ofscience is understood,
then it can be seen how the advance of scientific. explanation
advances our power of controlling nature and of organising
production for the common welfare of mankind. On the
other hand, the denial of the explanatory power of science
covers up the potentiality of the use of science for improving
human life. If scientific theory is not related to the real
material world, but a duplication is invented of the ordinary
world and the world of science, then the world we live in and
our life in it is presented as something strange and inexplicable .
Lastly, it is worth noting briefly, that logicians and philosophers, in writing about science, often seem to confine their

explain the movement of history. But its methods are very
different indeed from those of physics. Thus, for instance, the
historian can perform no experiments, and the data on which
he bases his theories are not the records of experiments, but
are the records of the various historical events. But the
science of history does explain history. It shows the factors at
work. Thus it shows how the chief governing factor is the
method of social production ; how on this basis classes arise ;
how the development of social production and the consequent
struggle of classes conditions the course of events. In this
way it can give a more and more complete explanation, which
also enables us in practice to recognise the historical factors at
work now, how they operate, and therefore to be able, if we
wish, to map out the course of action which is most likely to
advance the interests and well-being of the people .
If, then, it is recognised that the aim of science is to formulate
explanatory theories, which will give a picture of the different
real forces at work in the objective world, and how they
operate, so that we can in terms of such theories better control
objective forces for our own purposes-then it can be recognised
how greatly Carnap's " logic of sciencer" and similar ,, logical ,,
and " scientific " theories, have misrepresented the character
and aim ofscience.
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" analysis " to the " exact " sciences, such as physics, chemistry,
bio-chemistry, etc., and sometimes even to physics only. But
there are other sciences, the historical and social sciences,
whose methods are in many respects different, because of the
different nature of their subject matter, but which none the
less produce scientific explanatory theories.
For instance, the science of history is a science, which can

4.

It
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with the objective world outside us.
with the properties and laws of objective things. As

Science, then, deals
deals

E. Meyerson said

: " Science needs the concept of , thing.' ,,r

But nevertheless many doubts are raised as to whether the
objects which science studies do really exist.. f rvant in this
section to deal with what may be called the status of scientific
objects.

1

Meyerson

:

On Explanatiot in the Sciences, ch, t.
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We perceive them as little points of light, but investigation
asrrrrer us that they are in reality bodies of enormous size.
And again, other objects are revealed on a smaller scale, whose
lr"ry u*irt"nce was never thought of prior to scientific investigation.
In general, things of the same order of size as ourselves are
familiir. But science introduces other objects, on the one

life on the earth's surface takes place ; on the other hand, the
exptroration of the inner " microscopic " make-up of material

helcl to exist just as surely and objectively as more familiar

the sun, which is very big as well as very hot. The Greek
scientist Anaxagoras caused a sensation in the age of Pericles
by teaching that the sun was in fact bigger than the whole
of Greece : that was only his guess, and recent research has
proved that it is enormously bigger than the earth.
These statements are not mere rules for predicting experiences, nor generalisations from certain protocols, but are
well-esiablished statements descriptive of the objective world
in which we live. They are clear, unambiguous and wellverified statements about the sizes, shapes, and relative
motions and distances of the bodies cornposing the solar
system, on the surface of one of which we live our lives.
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Moreover, by means of improved astronomical methods,
possess not only considerable knowledge of the solar
system, but of the lay-out of the stellar universe of which the
solar system itself is a part. Thousands of stars have been
charted, not visible to the naked eye, and a considerable body
of knowledge established about the relative sizes and distances
of the stars, as well as about their general character and
composition. It is established that our solar system is a part
of one island universe-the system of stars composing the
Milky Way ; and that there are many other island universes,
appearing to us in the form of spiral nebuh, the farthest one
so far visible being about r4o,ooo,ooo light-years away.
All this gives a picture-fairly reliable, though obviously
very abstract and incomplete-of our environment in space.
It represents a description of the objective material universe
in its spatial extension ; not a mere summary of what we may
expect to see if we look through telescopes. Our idea of the
past history of the universe in time, on the other hand, and
of its probable future, is far more incomplete and uncertain ;

we

though a good deal of reliable knowledge has heen accumulated
as regards the past history of the earth.
Now in passing, it is perhaps interesting to note that when
Copernicusrjust over four hundred years ago, first put forward
his famous hypothesis about the solar system, on which our
present astronomical knowledge is based, there was even then
some misunderstanding about its significance, similar to the
misunderstandings which are being propagated today.
Copernicus' De Reaolutionibus was published after its author's
death, and a certain clergyman called Osiander undertook to
write a preface. He was afraid that the theory would offend

the Church, and therefore he explained in his preface that
did not mean at all that the earth reallt moved
round the sun ; on the contrary, all Copernicus was doing
was to invent a system of rules for predicting the apparent
motions of the planets more accurately than was done by the
Copernicus

previous planetary

tables.l

Osiander anticipated the

"

lo6;ic

"

of Wittgenstein and Carnap by four hundred years. But in
f;act this was not what Copernicus was doing ; for the
1

See

A. Wolfe : History
p. t4.
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Copernician theory was a theory which laid the foun<iationi
for an entirely new picture of the universe, which did come
into violent conflict with the picture previously drawn up and
accepted by the Church. Nor was the Church deceived ;
for the Pope soon put Copernicus' book on the banned list,
Later on, Galileo was tortured for writing that the earth
moved round the sun ; but had Galileo only had time to
study " logic," he might have kept himself out of trouble.
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Besides gaining scientific knowledge of the universe arou[d
us, of the sort of bodies that it contains and of their mutual
relations, we also gain scientific knowledge of the internal
constitution and motions of things ; and this is.particularly
important for explaining how things work, for controlling
them, altering them, etc.
For example, we have gained considerable scientific
knowledge of our own bodies, and how they work. Of
fundamental importance was the discovery of the cell structure
of organic substances, and of the larvs of cellular growth
through the division and multiplication of cells. Further
investigation led to discoveries about the internal structure
of cells themselves. Again, the discovery of nerve-cells
(neurons) , and the investigation of their structure and relationships, and of the lvay in which they transmit impulses, is of
tremendous importance for the explanation of the behaviour
of animals ; especially of such animals as ourselves, with a
highly developed and complicated central nervous system.
The cells of which the body is composed exist just as surely
as the body does. Their existence is very well verified. We
see them through microscopes, can observe and modify their
growth, can influence their behaviour experimentally and
observe the results, etc. Though like all scientific knowledge,
this knowledge, too, remains extremely incomplete.
It was the development of chemistry which gave rise to the
distinction of chemical compounds and elements. On the
basis of that distinction, quantitative research began on the
ways in which elements combine together to form chemical
compounds. It was established that that combination alrvays
takes place in fixed numerical ratios. Thus was engendered
the atomic hypothesis, according to which all chemical
substances consist of very small atoms, different sorts of atoms
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corresponding to the different elements, and the atoms combining together in definite ways to form chemical molecules.
This was to staft with no more than a working hypothesis.
(To the nature and significance of working hypotheses I will

return briefly later in this section.) Thus the question was
:rgitated, did atoms really exist, or was their existence merely
a convenient fiction or manner of speaking ? Positivist
philosophers in the latter half of the last century, such as
Mach and Compte, were extremely scornful of anyone who
was so credulous as to think that the atoms really existed.
They explained that to talk of atoms was merely a convenient
way of formulating the quantitative rules of chemical combination. As for such things as atoms existing, that was
ridiculous metaphysics, and could never be capable of veri-

fication.
Nevertheless, the atomic hypothesis, originally introduced
as a result of chemical discoveries, developed great explanatory
power. For instance, it was possible to explain the nature
of heat, and to account in an exact manner for many unexplained phenomena of heat, on the hypothesis that heat
consisted in the movement of the atoms and molecules of
which matter was composed. This led further to the explanation of the solid, liquid and gaseous states of matter. In the
solid state, the individual atoms lie very close together, and
their movements are not sufficient to counteract the forces
that hold them together. If the atomic movements increase,
the atoms break away, and the substance enters first into a
liquid state, and then becomes a gas. Moreover, further
quantitative investigations made it possible to specify fairly
exactly what the size and weight of atoms must be, and the
number of atoms contained in a given quantity of any substance. (There are 6'1023 atorns in a gramme of hydrogen;
the weight of each atom is r'6xro-2a grammes, and its
diameter ro-8 cm.)
If the results just mentioned were such as to create an
increasing presumption that such things as atoms really existed,
their existence has by now become delinitely established as a
result of the further development of atomic physics-verified
experimentally and through the use of technique.
The first full verification of the atomic hypothesis came

E
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through the investigation of radio-active substances. This
meant that instead of merely postulating the existence of
atoms as an explanatory hypothesis-a hypothesis to which
all the more weight could be attached because of, the wide
field of phenomena it was able to explain-it became possible
to study individual atomic pt'ocesses, and the transformation
of atoms of one element into those of another. Moreover,
the striking experimental confirmation of the existence of
atoms, revealed at the same time the divisibility of atoms, and
that the atom was a structure composed of more elementary
objects-the atomic nucleus and its accompanying electrons.
It became possible to determine with great exactness the size
and weight of atoms, to formulate the laws of atomic transformation, to indicate the atomic structure of the atoms of
different elements, and to specify the size, charge and weight
of atomic nuclei and of the electron. Moreover, all this
confirmed the previous quantitative results secured by other
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news was announced of the production of the atomic bomb .
namely, that a technique had been i""."t"a-for-",iffri"g;J
process of the nuclear fission of uranium for definite
"rrclsin the first place, for blowing up cities" This brilliant technical

their nature and laws. It has also brought forward in a
startling and ursent way the philosophical truth, that science
ctrve nature, w
ower

:?';:i"l#::

J#

It must be remarked i
of scientific theory pro

methods previously on the basis of the atomic hypothesis.

When a subject is unde

More recently, the cloud-chamber technique invented by
C. T. R. Wilson enables photographs to be taken of the paths
rraversed by individual atomic nuclei and by other components
of atoms, set free by atomic transformations. This technique
depends on making water vapour condense around the path
of electrically charged particles inside the cloud-chamber .
and a photographic apparatus then records on a photographiJ
plate the streaks formed by the condensed water vapour.
By means of cloud-chamber technique, not only were electrons
and protons identified, but also other types of " elementary
particlesr" positrons and neutrons, whose existence had already
been suggested as a hypothesis by certain theoretical developments of atomic physics. In this way the existence of atoms
and their various sub-atomic components is established with
fully as much certainty as the existence, Ibr example, of distant
stars ; that is to say, by photographic records.
Moreover, the techniques being developed by physics enable
us, not merely to observe and photograph these sorts of objects,
but to produce them and influence their motions and effects.
Hence their existence must be regarded as very substantially
verified.
It was just after I had drafted the above lines, that the

facts observed is usually

of theoretical explanation has to be sought ; or else it is
confirmed, and in the proccss of confirmation the hypothesis
becomes knowledge. In the process of confirmaiion or

A very clear example of the confirmation of working

hypothesis is sometimes given from the study of the planeti
New planets have been discovered as a result of the obseivation
of unexplained irregularities in the motions of known planets.
Thus a hundred years ago, irregularities were observed in the
motion of lJranus ; and to account for these it was suggestecl
that there must be another planet whose orbit was o,rtria"
that of IJranus. This was a working hypothesis. On the

{
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basis of such hypothesis telescopes were directed upon the
position where such an unknown planet was expected to be
found, and the result was the discovery of the planet Neptune.
The observation of Neptune confirmed the working hypothesis.
The existence of Neptune became a matter of knowledge, not
of hypothesis. Later on, study of the movement of Neptune
revealed more unexplained irregularities, and the hypothesis
was advanced that there was yet another planet outside
Neptune. This again was observed in rg3o, the new planet
being named Pluto, its observed period, perihelion, etc.,
agreeing remarkably well with the predictions made by the
working hypothesis.
In this example it seems to be abundantly clear that the
working hypothesis is the hypothesis of the existence, objectively
in external space, of an object having certain recognisable
properties-namely, of a planet. The hypothesis is not just
a system of scientific statements giving a rule for where points
of light will be observed through telescopes ; but it is a statement to the effect that something exists externally, namely, a
planet. When the hypothesis is verified, then, instead of
conjecturing the existence of such a planet, we can say that
we know that it exists.
The development of scientific knowledge can be likened to
the charting of an unexplored, or only partly explored,
territory. The territory exists objectively ; whether we have
charted them or not, the various mountains and plains,
rivers, bays, etc., exist. Suppose the explorers are charting
a particular river. They have been up it for roo miles, and
so they can fill in the course of the river for roo miles on
their map. Past that point they are not yet sure ; but they
think the river may rise in some mountains another Ioo miles
in the interior. So on their map they mark the rest of the
conjectured course of the river by a dotted line. These explorers will have to be constantly altering their map. Parts
of it will be full of dotted lines, other lines will be firmly drawn,
but even with regards to some of these they must take care
not to use indelible pencil, for they may have to alter them
in certain respects.
It of course freqirently happens in the development of science
that hypotheses are put forward which are not borne out.
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For instance, in the rTth and r8th centuries it was generally
presumed that the movements of animals *.re go,o..ned by
the motions of what were called ', the animal spirits.,, Th;
body was supposed to be full of little channels, along which
flowed the animal spirits. This hypothesis was, for iistance,
taken as gospe] by the late Mr. 'i.irt.u- Shandy, when he
wrote in the first chapter of his Lfe and Opinio,ns.. .,you
have all, I dare say, heard of the animal spirits. . . . Well,
you may take my word, that nine parts in ten of a man,s
sense or his nonsense, his successes and miscarriages in this
w.orld, depend upon their motions and activity, and the
different tracks and trains you put them into.,, This hypothesis
was given up with the development of the cell theory oi-organic
substances, and with the discovery of the nature and funclions
of nerve cells and of the central nervous system. The hypothesis
of the animal spirits was superseded by knowledge of the
transmission of impulses through nerve cells. At the same
time, it is clear, on the one hand, that the animal spirits
hypothesis was not, as we should say, entirely wrong, but it
did contain a partial correspondence to the truth;-and on
the other hand, that our present knowledge of the central
nervous system is intermixed with what still remains a great
deal of conjecture and hypothesis.
_The principal mark of scientific genius is the ability to
advance a bold and fruitful working hypothesis, combined
with the technical ability to carry out the investigations and
experiments indicated by that hypothesis. This ibility was
possessed, for example, in a most pre-eminent degree by
Rutherford. It was Rutherford who advanced, as a working
hypothesis to explain the phenomena of radio-activity, thl
theory that what was taking place in radio-activity was the
transformation of elements, and that the atom was divisible.
Ir.y3, this hypothesis which determined the whole subsequent
brilliant development of atomic physics ; and Rutherford,s
technical ability in devising delicate experiments played
further a leading part in that development. In the .orrr"
of these experiments, as has already been indicated, the
hypothesis was fully confirrned, and our knowledge of atomic
and sub-atomic processes was enlarged and ixtended in
many ways.
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But in the sphere of atomic physics, it must once again be
stressed that our knowledge is general, abstract, incomplete,
and in many respects provisional. The detailed analysis of
physics at a\y stage must distinguish those principles which
are established from those which are hypothetical-and the
distinction is not always a rigid one. For example, in the
" Bohr model " of the atom, the electrons were represented as
t'particles " revolving round the atomic nucleus, on the model
of the solar system. This was a working hypothesis which
proved very useful, but which seems not to be turning out to
be literally true. The further investigation of sub-atomic
processes has shown that electrons exhibit wave-like as well as
particle-like effects ; and also suggestions are made about the
possibilities of the creation and annihilation of such
" elementary particles " as electrons. Clearly big and important modifications and developments of sub-atomic theory
are taking place and are going to take place. But this does
not affect the indubitable objective existence of sub-atomic
processes ; any more than the fact that there are many
obscurities about the way in which our central nervous system
works, contradicts the objective existence of the central
nervous system and the fact that it does control our behaviour.
In concluding this section, it is useful to add a note about
the famous " Principle of Economy " or " Occam's Razor,"
which is supposed to be a guiding principle for the formulation
of scientific theories, and to which, as we have seen, great
importance is attached by exponents of " the logical analysis
of science." This is the principle which states : " Entities
are not to be multiplied beyond necessity."
Those philosophers who teach that scientific theory does not
describe and explain the nature of the objective material
world, but consists in the formulation of rules of the order in
which events turn up in experience, always attach great importance to the Principle of Economy. The principle that
" entities are not to be multiplied beyond necessity " means
simply that we should formulate such rules in the simplest
possible way. Thus Wittgenstein restated the principle in
this form : " What is not necessary is meaningless." In
formulating scientific rules w'e should use as few entity-words
as possible, and if we introduce additional entity-words which
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are not necessary for the formulation of the rule, then those
additional words have in that context no meaning.
On the other hand, some philosophers, and even exponents
of materialism, seem to regard the Principle of Economy as
some kind of a-priori first principle, which can therefore be
applied in constructing any body of knowledge ; as though it
were somehow certain that nature herself did not multiply
entities beyond necessity, and therefore we in describing nature
should not do so either. Thus Howard Selsam tried to justify
materialisrn on this principle, on the grounds that idealism, by
bringing in God, Spirit, etc., multiplied entities beyond
necessity, whereas materialism was more " economical."l
But such a justification of materialism on a-priori principles is
entirely anti-materialist ; and for that rnatter, the most
" economical " philosophy of all would be solipsism.
But the Principle of Econom.y has no such fundamental
significance as these philosophers, both positivist and
materialist, seem to want to give it. And its significance can
be understood only if we correctly understand the development
of scientific theory from working hypothesis to knowledge.
In attaining to scientific knowledge, theory posits just those
entities, and so many entities, as are knou'n to exist and whose
existence is verified-no more and no less. For instance, at
a certain stage of sub-atomic knowledge we posit electrons,
protons, neutrons and positrons as the known " elementary
particles "-nsf because four is an econornical number, but
because those are the ones which have actually been discovered.
IJp to recently, there were only two-electrons and protons.
Neutrons and positrons were added because they or their
effects were observed in a cloud-chamber photograph. If we
do not posit any more, it is because no more have been
discovered, and there is no evidence that any more exist.
But let us suppose that a rvorking hypothesis is being thought
out to explain some unexplained facts that have come to
notice. In framing such a hypothesis it is clear that it must
be such as to suggest lines offuture research and verification ;
and it must suggest just so much as is necessary to explain the
facts-any more would not be meaningless, but it rvould be
irrelevant speculation.
1H.
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For instance, take the example alre ady given of the explana-

tion of the unexplained irregularity of the movements of
IJranus by the hypothesis of another planet, Neptune, outside
the orbit of Uranus. If the astronomers who had advanced
this hypothesis had advanced a more complicated theory, to
the effect that there was not one but two planets outside
IJranus, their hypothesis, far from being meaningless, would
in fact have been true. But the irregularities of lJranus were
explained by the influence of one planet, Neptune. Anyone
who at that time had said that Pluto also existed, would have
been speculating ; and the data given by the irregularities of
Uranus could not have given any indication as to where to
look for the second extra planet.
The correct significance of the Principle of Economy has
been well expressed by Eddington-perhaps not very consistently with some other of his philosophical formulations.
" I am not satisfied with the view so often expressed that the
sole airrrof scientific theory is ' economy of thought.' I cannot
reject the hope that theory is by slow stages leading us nearer
to the truth of things. But unless science is to degenerate into
idle guessing, the test of value of any theory must be whether
it expresses with as little redundancy as possible the facts
which it is intended to cover. Accidental truth of a conclusion
is no compensation for erroneous deduction."t
Thus in advancing scientific knowledge of the various
entities
"
" or objects which enter into the objective processes
of nature, we advance from knowledge of those rvhich are
known
sly unknown, by the
help of
much as is necessary
for expl
h suggest methods of
verification of the existence of the objects which enter into the
hypothetical explanation. This is the significance of the
Principle of Economy. Failure to conform with this principle
would lead, as Eddington said, to idle guessing ; even though
in some cases such idle guesses rnight more fully conform to
the truth than a verifiable hypothcsis.

5. Science and Religion
On the basis of this examination and criticism of some of
I Eddington

:
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the questions of the interpretation of science, I want briefly to
return again to the very fundamental question raised in

Chapter

z-the

compatibility or incompatibility of

science

and religion.
The problem of reconciling science and religion is one which
has been of key importance in the development of philosophy
ever since the beginnings of modern natural science-whether
this problem was explicitly formulated, as with George Berkeley,
or whether it merely conditioned the theoretical development
without being itself explicitly recognised.
It has been contended in this book that the whole development of empiricist philosophy, from the " English Empiricists "
to " Logical Analysis " and " Logical Positivism," has consisted in the development of a philosophy to reconcile science
with religion ; and that this has involved the complete distortion and misinterpretation of the significance of scientific
theory and scientific methods.
In contrast to the theories
and "logical
analysisr"I have tried to show
ts knowledge
of the objective material wor
in it. From
this materialistic point of view, it can be seen that religious
doctrine is incompatible with scientific knowledge. The
scientific standpoint cannot reconcile itself with religion, but
must necessarily involve the destructive criticism of religion.
The scientific criticism of religion and theology is not, as
the agnostics would pretend, merely to say : " We don't know
anything about all that." The criticisrn is a positive criticism.
To understand this criticism it is necess ary to understand
that the advance of science is not fully described as the
development of a body of propositions. That is only one
aspect of it. The advance of science is a social process, which
is conditioned by the necessity of solving practical problems of
life and society, and which leads to such solutions of those
problems as enable men to advance their mode of producing
and living.
The root criticism of religion from a scientific materialist
point of view is, then, that religion too has its foundation in
social processes ; but religion is not an effort to gain verilied
knowledge of the world in order to change the world in
accordance with the material interests of mankind, but is an
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entirely contrary phenomenon. Religion is rather a system of
unverified ideas conditioned by the need to reconcile people
with the world as it is.
Religion is essentially an ideology. That is to say, a system
or collection of ideas which is not based on knowledge (the
discovery of truth and its verification), but which is an illusory
system, arising from the need to adopt some mental attitude
towards natural and social forces which are not understood,
and representing therefore a distorted " fantastic " reflection
merely of the real world.
An example of such ideology from a sphere other than
religion has already been given in this book. The atomism of
Hume's philosophy, which was recently taken up and further
systematised in the system of " logical atomism," corresponded
in no way with philosophical truth. But it did represent the
reflection, in philosophical theory, of the economic position of
the individual in capitalist society-a position the real nature
of which was not understood, and which was reflected in this
funtastic theory of the nature of the world.
The essential feature of religious ideology is animism, belief
in the supernatural. " It is animism, the belief in the supernatural, which gives to religion its particular ideological
character. Religion is a particular fantastic reflection in
the social consciousness of the relations of men between
themselves and with nature, arising from the fact that men, in
primitive society and then in societies divided into classes
(ancient, feudal and capitalist), are under the domination of
forces external to them, which they do not understand, and
which they can neither dominate nor control."l
Thus Engels wrote : " All religion is nothing but the
fantastic reflection in men's minds of, those external forces
which control their daily life, a reflection in which the terrestial
forces assume the forrn of supernatural forces' In the
beginnings of history it was the forces of nahrre which were at
first .so reflected, and in the course of further evolution they
underwent the most manifold and various personifications
But it is not long before,
among the variotts peoples.
side by side with the forces of nature, social fc.,rces begin to be
active ; force.s which present themselves to man as equally
r
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first place from the helplessness, ignorance and fear of men,
in the face of natural and social forces which they cannot
understand or control.

whole basis and function, and

will in the end inevitably

decay

beliefs, founded not on
and not on the effort to
r Engels

: Anti.Duhing,

Pu.ril
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secure control over nature and society but on inability to
secure such control.

Marx summed up the basis of the scientific materialist

criticism of religion as follows :
" The foundation of the criticism of religion is : Man makes
religion,-religion does not make man. Religion is indeed
man's self-consciousness and serf-estimation *riir. lr. has not
found his feet in the universe. .
The struggf.
religion is therefore indirectl
"g.i"rt
whose spiritual aroma is reli
mouth the expression of real
against real misery. Religion
creature, the sentiment of a h
of spiritless conditions. It is t
" The abolition of religion, as the illusory happiness of the
people, is the demand for their real happiness. 'Th. de-a.rd
to abandon the illusions about their condition, is a demand to
abandon a condition which requires ilrusions.
Thus the
criti
ilself into the criticism of earth,
the
the criticism of right, and the
criti
riticism ofpolitics.;l
Wherr the revolutionary implications of the scientific
grilici-sm of religion are realised, then it is not ,r.p.iri.rg to
find that
-Tury, indeed most, scientists prefer ,o q"uffy ,"fr.i,

with agnosticism.
Agnostics say that while science establishes a body of
-knowledge about
the material world, nevertheless it does not
touch the '' great " religious questions of God. the immortariiy
of the soul, etc. God- may o, . uy not exist, the soul ;rt;
may not be immortal ; we cannot verify it and we do not
know anything about it.
Ts it the case that, setting aside
whatever may be the origins
and social functions of religious ideology i yrt ,.i.rriin.
knowledge is nevertheless comfatible with "tirc possibl.
trrrth
of some of the main tenets of rEfigion ?
No, this is not the case.
.IJ *ly- readily be admitted rhat many beliefs associated
with religion, such as angels, devils and tire fires of hell, u.e
absolutely obviously incompatible with scientific truth_
r Marx : Critique of Hegel,s philosophy
ol Right.
science
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though it is at the same time true that most Christian Churches,

though they profess the greatest regard for scientific truth, are
still very frequently guilty of teaching the very crudest kinds of
superstitions. But even if a lot of these cruder superstitions
are given up, it is thought that the main essential religious
tenets, those of God and immortality, remain ; and that
whether we think there is any basis for believing them or not,
they cannot be " refuted " by science.
It is perfectly true that, considering the tenets of God and
immortality singly and by themselves, it is very hard to see
how they can be either verified or refuted by any methods of
science. For they are not scientific theories. But yet we do know,
because it is tested and verified, that the body of science does
provideknowledgeof the objective world-and no longer merely
odd scraps ofknowledge, but a connected and coherent picture.
And this whole picture, incomplete as it still is and always will
be, already rules out God and the immortality of the soul.
It is not the case at all that the growing body of scientific
truth does not touch the essential tenets of religion. All
propositions, whether scientific or not, are about the same
objective world ; and at a certain point, traditionally accepted
myths and dogmas, whether they deal with devils, angels,
heaven, hell, gods, God or our immortal souls, can be seen to
be inconsistent and incornpatible with scientific truth.
The only way, indeed, of salvaging religious theories and
influences, in face of the rising tide of scientific truth and of
power for human betterment based on the application of
science, is to somehow make out that science does not after all
give a picture of the objective world-a picture which is
incompatible with the religious picture, and which rubs out
and banishes the religious illusions. And this is what philosophers have been trying to do for 2oo years, from Berkeley to
Russell, Wittgenstein and Carnap.
But science does give a picture of the objective world, a
picture which we are constantly extending and verifying.
And this picture is incompatible with the picture which
religion would paint of the world. There is only one worldthe objective material world, which we study and learn to
control through the sciences, and a merely fantastic reflection
of which is embodied in the supernatural ideology of religion.

!
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CONCLUSION

Iu this book I have reviewed sorne of the main developments
of modern empirical philosophy, from the I Tth century to the
present day ; and in particular I have examined in some
detail the contemporary " logical " schools of empiricism.
I have analysed the main different varieties of " logical
analysis," and traced their genesis from the empiricism of the
past. I have shown how the most crucial question they deal
with is that of the interpretation of science ; and I have
examined their " logic of science," and have attempted to
show that, in contradiction to such " logic," science has as its
subject matter the objective material world.
It remains to form a comprehensive judgment of this
philosophy as a whole. Summing up the whole discussion, I
would accordingly conclude :
Firstly. The conternporary " logical " schools represent in
th.eir essentials only a repetition of thc older subjectivist
theories, refurbished and disguised merely with new terminology
and new phrases and catchwords.
While science enlarges our knowledge of nature and history,
arid our practical control over natural and social forces, these
" logical " schools busy themselves with proving that it really
does nothing of the sort, and that our knowledge is restricted
to the contents of our own experience. With the advent of
" logical positivismr" not even this can be said about our
knowledge. The whole question of the subject matter of
science is dismissed as " metaphysics," and attention is directed
solely to the forms of words and tricks of syntax employed in
the system of " scientific statements."
Secondly. The upshot of the contemporary " logical " and
" scientific " philosophy has been to produce a nelv
scholasticism, as barren and as anti-scientific as the disputes of
the schoolmen in the Middle Ages.
The essence of scholasticism \Mas to dispute about certain
questions according to certairt rules ; and neither the question
nor the rules had any ftr"utirr* upon the advancement of our
s6o

of pure logic.
iUeaie.ril obscurantism in place of science is still the upshot
of this sort of theorising today, as it was centuries ago'
Thirdly. The social significance of this philosophy.is to be
found in the fact that, like its predecessors, it disguises and
covers up the really revolutionary character ofscience'
Science in the modern world gives a method for finding orrt
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CONCLUSION

The very people who use scientilic techniques most commoniy
rimain in ignorance of the principles and social significance of
scientific knowledge, and our ideas about the world are guided
by anything rather than scientific understanding. What is
important is that we should fully grasp and understand that
science is knowledge of nature which gives power over nature.
And that we should accordingly control the means of using
that power, so that it can be used to produce and not to destroy,
and to produce for the needs of the people.
But powerful classes and great organisations exist, whose
monopolistic interests conflict with the interests of the majority
of the people, and which seek to limit the application of science
rather to securing private profits and the conquest of commercial and political rivals, than to securing human happiness
and the conquest of nature by man. Their interests are
protected by means of material force and economic polver ;
and also by the fostering of ignorance, superstition, doubts and
fears amongst the masses. The whole objective social role of
theories which deny the objectivity of scientific knowledge is

the various forms of logical analysis which derive from it,
stands the philosophy of materialism. our knowledge relates

Z6Z

that they obscure the theoretical, practical and

social

significance of science, and leave the way open for the deception
of the masses by religious, idealistic and anti-scientific illusions.
By teaching that science only gives rules for expecting further
observations; by teaching that science is only a system of
scientific sentences ; by teaching that science is not knowledge
of the objective world of nature and society ; and by teaching
that pure science exists divorced from life and society ; such a
philosophy gives a stab in the back to the fight for the extended

application of science and for scientific enlightenment, and so
objectively serves the interests of the reactionary classes.
The philosophy of logical analysis, logical positivism, etc.,
stands revealed as the philosophy of the cautious middle-class
" intellectualr" of the professional, technical or scientific
worker, who genuinely wants as an individual to accept and use
science, but who does not want to commit himself on fundamental issues or to be involved in great social controversies.
But such a philosophy is theoretically sterile, and in practice
plays into the hands of the enemies of scientific progress and
enlightenment.
Fourthly. Finally, in opposition to pure empiricism and ro

to the objective miterial world. It derives from the efforts of
socially Jrganised human beings to control and reshape for
their own p,rrpot.t the things about them, and the test and
proof of th! objective truth of our perceptions and o-ur ideas
ii., i., the resulting ability to understand ancl to control natural
and social forces. Knowledge is not to be gained by a-priori
theorising, but by the methods of science'
The gieat basic idea, indeed, for a philosophy which can
compref,e.rd the advances of modern science and answer the
probl.-, of the modern world, is the idea that the objective
material world exists, that our knowledge is objective knowledge, and that science is the method and sum of objective
knowledge.

is the attempt to understand the nature of the
Philos6phy
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aim
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attitude
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that
show
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^Fro*
tn.'materialist point of view, there is no philosoohy
standing above the scienies, and science stands in no need of
a-p.io.ilogical analysis and interpretation' Philosophy, in- the
classical selrrse of the search for knowledge of the nature of the
world as a whole and of man's place in it, and natural science,
merge into one, as ever fresh domains of knowledge are
conquered by scientific methods of inquiry'
Thus today science gives a broad philosophical view of the
world. For instance, the theories of physics are of profound
philosophical significance. Again, nothing could illustrate
more vididly the narrowness of the logical scholasticism and
religious mysticism of Wittgenstein, than his statement that
" thl Darwinian theory has no more to do with philosophy
than has any other hypothesis of natural science'"l For the
theory of evolution was a theory of revolutionary significance
for pirilosophy-u great liberating idea, which forms part of
the tasis of the materialist view of man and of society'
r Wittgenstein

i

Tractalus Logico-Philosophicus, 4.t tzz'
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In contrast to the narrow formalising aims of logical analysis
and logical positivism, scientific materialism aims to cornprehend the results of the sciences in the sense of showing :
(a) How the sciences establish a connected picture of the
world, of universal history, of the complexity and laws of motion
of events.
(D) What this picture means in relation to the problems of
human life and society.
(e) At the sarne time, the incompleteness and limitations of
this picture in relation to the given stage of scientific knowledge.
(d) The basis and mode of development of scientific knowledge, as revealed by the logical study of scientific method, the
laws of thought and the conditions of its validity, the relations
between thought and its objects, and the principal categ;ories
which scientific thought employs.
This being the task of scientific materialism, there is no
theoretical limit to its advance, just as there is no theoretical
lirnit to the advance of the sciences. Where philosophers have
usually striven to formulate a systern which would be final,
arrd which therefore, if accepted, would put an end to the
further development of philosophy, scientific materialism
admits of no finality.
The liberation of humanity from poverty, oppression and
superstition, is the great task of the present age, ieading to the
realisation of all the achievements of which free and organised
humanity is capable. The task of philosophy cannot be
separated from this. Those philosophers whose outlook is to
accept the existing state of affairs, or who separate their
philosophical ideas from the struggle for progress, will no doubt
continue to busy themselves with " logical analysis." But
nevertheless the advance of science and of life will leave them
behind. As for materialism, it sees no limits to the advance of
our knowledge of the world, and therefore to our power of
living well and planning our lives with the object of securing
the best for everyone, making use of the resources of nature
for our own benefit.
Such are the general conclusions arising from this critical
examination of the theories of empiricism and logical analysis.
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